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ADVERTISEMENT.

As the best method of teaching the Elements of Euclid

is, undoubtedly, to practise the student in writing out his

propositions, it has been one great object of this edition to

furnish him with a model, by exhibiting the demonstra-

tions in a form which is at once bolh brief and compact.

With this end in view, the contractions of the first edition

have been in some degree restored, and many improve-

ments have been made which will render the subject less

lieavy to wield, and in consequence less repulsive to the

beginner.

A few demonstrations have been added, by way of

Appendix, which could not be substituted by the corres-

ponding propositions in the work, without taking too great

a libei'ty with the text.

Such parts of Euclid as are not read in the University

of Cambridge, are omitted in this edition.
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PREFACE.

Indispensable as a clear perception of the Elements of

Euclid is to further progress in the Mathematics, yet the

generality of beginners, it is well known, evince consi-

derable reluctance in laying this necessary foundation of

scientific knowledge. This may perhaps be mainly attri-

buted to the uninviting form in which they have hitherto

met the eye of the student ; calculated by its manifest

deficiency in perspicuous arrangement to embai'rass, and

therefore to disgust the mind.

The absence of a systematic arrangement in any kind of

argument, cannot fail to occasion an obscurity which ouglit

to be avoided. Each syllogism should be rendered clearly

distinct from the other, in order that its force may be

fully developed before another, consequent upon it, engage

the attention. In the present editions of Euclid's Ele-

ments, no stronger mark of distinction exists between the

several steps leading to the conclusion, than a colon or

period. The student is therefoi-e extremely liable to en-

tertain a confused notion of the whole ; the nice discrimi-

nation necessary to separate them, requiring more labour

and gi'eater abstraction of thought, than the generality of

beginners are either capable of, or willing to submit to.

This defect, it is hoped, the present work will in a great

measure, if not entirely, remove.

The plan is simply this : the appropriation of a single



line or paragraph to every individual step throughout the

proposition ; thus exhibiting the whole train of argument

in a perspicuous and systematic arrangement. In order

also to facilitate the object in view, by making the sen-

tences shorter and more concise, symbols are substituted

for words of frequent occurrence. Considerable attention

has been devoted to the selection of these. All that

appeared to be mere arbitrary characters have been

rejected ; while those only ai-e retained whose figure or

property makes them appropriate emblems of that which

they are intended to indicate.

The text of Dr. R. Sirason forms the basis of the work

.

Wherever that has been deviated from, recourse lias been

had in every case to the judgment of certain individuals,

whose acknowledged scientific learning rendered their

advice decisive. By these gentlemen also, the editor has

been influenced in the choice of the symbols ; and mate-

rially assisted in other respects.

It was originally intended to supply algebraical demon-

strations to the second and fifth books ; this has, however,

been relinquished, under the apprehension that the size,

and consequently the expense of the work, would be so

increased, as to hazard the probability of its introduction

into schools.*

QvKBNs' CoLLKOB, May 21, 1827.

* " A new Translation of the Klements, &c.," by Mr. fleorge

I'hiUips, embrac«8 all that is requisite on this point.



EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS.

4- signifies plus, or together with.



X EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS.

AB signifies arc, terminated by points A & B.

AB' „ square described on the right line AB.
(AB + CD)2 square described on the whole right line

made up of the two AB and CD.

AB • CD is a rectangle contained by the right lines AB
and CD.

A : B signifies the ratio of A to B.

A : B : : C : D the ratio of A to B is the same as the ratio

of C to D ; and is thus read

—

as A is to

B so is C to D ; or, A is to B as C to D.

Dupl. of A : B the duplicate ratio of A to B.

Trtpl. of A : B the triplicate ratio of A to B.



ABBREVIATIONS.

Alt. .
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THE

ELEMENTS OF EUCLID.

BOOK I.

DEFINITIONS.

I.

A POINT is that which has no parts, or which has no

magnitude,

II.

A line is length without breadth.

III.

The extremities of a line are points.

IV.

A riglit line is that which lies evenly between its ex-

treme points.

V.

A supex'ficies is that which has only length and breadth.

VI.

The extremities of superficies are lines.
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VII.

A plane superficies is that in which any two point

being taken, the right line between them lies wholly in

that superficies.

VIII.
*' A plane angle is the inclination of two lines to one

" another in a plane, which meet together, but are not m
" the same direction."

IX.

A plane rectilineal angle is the inclination of two right

lines to one another, which meet together, but are not in

the same right line.

• N.B. When several angles are at one point B, any one

' of them is expressed by three letters, of which the letter

' that is at the vertex of the angle, that is, at the point in

* which the right Hues that contain the angle meet one

' another, is put between the other two letters, and one of

* these two is somewhere upon one of these right lines,

* and the other upon the other line. Thus the angle which

* is contained by the right lines AB, CB, is named the

* angle .\BC, or CBA ; that which is contained by AB,
* DB, is named the angle ABD, or DBA ; and that which

* is contained by DIJ, CB, is called the angle DBC, or

* CBD. But, if there bo only one angle at a point, it may
' bo expressed by the letter at that point ; as the angle

'atE,'



BOOK I. DEFINITIONS, ETC. 3

X.

When a right line standing on another right line makes
the adjacent angles equal to each other, each of these

angles is called a right angle ; and the right Hne which

stands on the other is called a perpendicular to it.

XI.
An obtuse angle, is that which is greater than a right

angle.

XII.

An acute angle is that which is less than a right angle.

XIII.

" A term or boundary is the extremity of anything."

XIV.

A figure is that which is enclosed by one or more

boundaries.

XV.
A circle is a plain figure contained by one line, which

is called the circumference ; and is such, that all right

lines, drawn from a certain point within the figure to the

circumference, are equal to one another.

C2^
viy

b2
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XVI.
And this point is called the centre of the circle.

XVII.

A diameter of a circle is a right line drawn through the

centre, and terminated both ways by the circumference.

XVIII.

A semicircle is the figure contained by a diameter and

that part of the cii'cumfcrence which it cuts off.

XIX.
" A segment of a circle is the figure contained by a

" right line and that part of the circumference which it

" cuts off."

XX.
Rectilineal figures are those which are contained by

right lines.

XXI.
Trilateral figures, or triangles, by three right lines.

XXII.

Quadrilateral, by four right lines,

XXIII.

Multilateral figures, or polygons, by more than four

right lines.

XXIV.
Of three sided figures, au equilateral triangle is that

which has three c'Xiial sides.



BOOK I. DF.FIMTIONS, ETC.

XXV.
An isosceles triangle is that which has only two sides

equal.

ZAA/
XXVI.

A scalene triangle is that which has three unequal sides.

XXVII.
A right angled triangle is that which has a right angle.

XXVIII.
An obtuse angled triangle is that which has an obtuse

angle.

XXIX.
An acute angled triangle is that which has three acute

angles.

XXX.
Of quadrilateral or four sided figures, a square has all

its sides equal and all its angles right angles.

an
XXXI.

An oblong has all its angles xught angles, but has not

all its sides equal.
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XXXII.
A rhombus has all its sides equal, but its angles are

not right angles.

7/7

XXXIII.
A rhomboid has its opposite sides equal to each other,

but all its sides are not equal, nor its angles right angles.

XXXIV.
All other four sided figures beside these are called

trapeziums.

XXXV.
Parallel right lines are such as are in the same plane,

and which, however far produced either way, do not meet.

To these may be added :

—

1

.

A problem is a proposition denoting something to be

done.

2. A theorem is a proposition which requires to be

demonstrated.

3. A corollary is a consequent truth gained from a

preceding demonstration.

4. A deduction is a proposition drawn from a preceding

demonstration.



BOOK I. DEFINITIONS, ETC.

POSTULATES.

I.

Let it be granted that a right line may be drawn from

any one point to any other point.

IL
That a terminated I'ight line may be produced to any

length in a right line.

III.

And that a cii-cle may be described from any centre at

any distance from that centi-e.

AXIOMS.

I.

Things which are equal to the same are equal to each

other,

II.

If equals be added to equals the wholes are equal,

III.

If equals be taken from equals the remainders are equal.

IV.

If equals be added to unequals the wholes are unequal.

V.

If equals be taken from unequals the remainders are

unequal.
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VI.

Things which are double of the same ax*e equal to each

other.

VII.

Things which are halves of the same are equal to eacli

other.

VIII.

Magnitudes which coincide with each other, that is,

which exactly fill the same space, are equal to each other.

IX.

The whole is greater than its part.

X.

Two right lines cannot inclose a space.

XI.

All right angles are equal to each other.

XII.

" If a right line meet two right lines, so as to make the

" two interior angles on the same side of it taken together

" less than two right angles, these right lines being con-

" tinually produced shall at length meet on that side on

« wliich are the angles which arc less than two riglit

" angles."



ELEMENTS OF EUCLID.

PROP. I.—Problem.

To describe an equilateral triangle upon a given finite

right line.

Let AB be given rt. line ; it is required to descr. oa

AB an equilat. A.

With or. A, & dist. AB, descr. BCD, 3 post,

with or. B, & dlst. BA, descr. ACE ;

From point C where the © s cut, draw CA, CB. 1 post.

Then ABC is an equilat. j^.

For •.• A is cr. BCD.

.'. AC = AB ; 15 definition

& •.• B is cr. ACE,
.-. BC = AB,

But AC = AB,
.'. AC = BC, 1 axiom.

.-. AB, BC, CA = each other.

Wherefore A ABC is equilat. ; and it is descr. on AB,

Q. E. F.

b5
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PROP. II.—Problem.

From a given point to draw a right line equal to a given

right line.

Let A be given point, & BC given rt. line ; it is required

to draw from A a rt. line = BC.

Join BA ; 1 post,

on AB descr. equilat. A ABD, 1. 1.

prod. DB, DA to F & E ; 2 post.

with cr. B, & dist. BC descr. © CGH, T

>• J
3 post.

& with cr. D, and dist. DG descr. © KGL.
Then AL = BC.

For ".• pt. B is cr. © CGH,
.-. BC = BG

;

16 dof.

& .• D is cr. © KGL,
.-. DL = DG,

but part DA = part DB, constr,

.•. i"cni. AL =: rem. BG : Snx.

but BC = BG
;

.-. AL = BC. i„x.

Wherefore from given point A has been drawn a rt. line

AL= given rt. lino BC. Q. e. f.



BOOK I. PROP. IV. II

PROP. Ill,—PnOBLEM.

From the greater of two given right lines to cut off a

part equal to the less.

Let C & AB be the given rt. lines, of which AB > C ;

it is required to cut off from AB a part :=. C.

H"
Fi'om A draw AD = C

; 2. l.

with cr. A & dist. x\D descr, © DEF :< i>„st

cutting AB in E :

then AE = C.

For •.• A is cr. © DEF,
.-. AE = AD

; 15 def.

But C =: AD ; constr.

.-. AE = C, lax.

Wherefoi-e from the greater AB is cut off AE =; C the

less. Q. E. F.

PROP. IV Theorem.

// two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two

sides of the other, each to each ; and have likewise the

angles contained by those sides equal to each other ; they

shall likewise have their bases, or third sides, equal ; and
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the two triangles shall be equal ; and their other angles

shall be equal, each to each, viz. those to which the equal

sides are opposite.

Let two As ABC, DEF have AB = DE, AC= DF,

& ZBAC = Z.EDF. Then base BC = base EF, A
ABC= A DEF, Z ABC = /_ DEF, & Z BCA = /_

EFD.

For if A ABC be apphed to A DEF,
so that pt. A be on pt. D,

& AB on DE

;

then .• AB = DE, hyp.

.•. B coincides with E
;

&: Z- BAG = Z EDF, hyp.

.-. AC coin, with DF
;

& •.• AC = DF, hyp.

.-. C coin, with F :

But B coin, with E,

.-. BC coin, with EF.

For if BC do not coin, with EF,

then two rt. lines enclose a space,

which is impossible. 10 ax.

.-. BC coin, with & = EF ; gax.

Wherefore A ABC coin, with & = A DEF ;

& A ABC coin, with & = A DEF ;

& A BCA coin, with & = A EFD.

Therefore if two triangles, &c. &c. Q. e. x>.
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PROP, v.—Theorem.

The angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal

to each other ; and if the equal sides be produced, the

angles on the other side of the base shall be equal.

Let ABC be an isosc. A > having side AB =: side AC

;

prod, AB, AC, to D & E ; then ^ ABC = /. BCA, & Z.

DBC =: Z BCE.

In BD take any pt
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Again, •.• Z ABG = Z ACF,

& Z CBG — Z BCF,

.-. rem. Z ABC = rem. Z BCA. 3 ax.

wh. ai'e Zs at base BC.

Wherefore the angles, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

Cor. Hence every equilateral triangle is also equiangular.

PROP. VI.—Theorem.

If two angles of a triangle he equal to each other, the

sides also ti'hich subtend, or are opposite to, the equal

angles shall be equal to one another.

Let A ABC have Z ABC = Z BCA ;
then AB= AC.

For if AB qt AC ;

One of them is > the other

:

let AB > AC

:

From AB cut off DB = AC. 3. l

Join DC.

Then .• DB = AC, constr.

& BCiscometoAs DBC, ACB,

& Z 1>BC = Z BCA

;

hvp.

,-. AB = DC, T

&ADBC = AACB,J
i. e. less ^ greater,

wh. 18 absurd.

4.1.
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•.• AB not zfz AC,

i. e. AB = AC.

Wherefore if two angles, &c. &c. Q. e, d.

Cor. Hence every equiangular triangle is also equila-

teral.

PROP. VII.—Theorem.

Upon the same base and on the same side of it, there

cannot be two triangles that have their sides which are

terminated in one extremity of the base equal to each

other, and likewise those which are terminated in the other

extremity.

If possible, on same base AB and on same side, let two

As ACB, ADB, liave CA of one = DA of other, both wh.

are terminated in pt. A of base ; and likewise CB := DB,
both wh. are terminated in B.

Join CD.

First—Let each of vertices of As fall without the

other A-
Then •.' AC = AD, hyp.

.-. Z ACD = ZADC; 5.1.

but ^l ACD > Z BCD, 9 a,.

.-. Z. ADC > Z. BCD,
much more .-. Z. BDC > Z. BCD.
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Again, '.• BD = BC, hj-p.

.-, Z BDC = Z. BCD, 5. 1.

but also Z. BDC > Z. BCD

;

demon.

wli. is absurd.

Secondly—Let vertex D of A ADB fall within the

other A ACB,
prod, AC, AD, to E, F.

Then •/ AC
.-. Z. ECD

but Z. ECD
.-. Z CDF

much more .-. /_ BDC
Again, '.* BD

.-. /i BDC
but also Z. BDC

AD,
ZCDF;
BCD,
BCD,
BCD.
BC,

Z BCD,

Z BCD;

hyp.

5.1.

9 ax.

hyp.

5.1.

demon.

wh. is absurd.

Thirdly—The case of the vertex of one A being on a

side of the other, needs no demonstration.

Wherefore upon the same base, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. VIII.—Theorem.

If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two

sides of the other, each to each, and have likewise their

bases equal ; the angle which is contained by the two sides

of the one shall be equal to the angle contained by the two

aides equal to them, of the othrr.

In As ABC, DEF, let AB = DE, AC = DF, \' base

BC = base EF ; then Z BAC = Z EDF.



BOOK I. PROP. IX. 17

K
B
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lu AB take any pt. D
;

make AE =: AD

;

3. 1.

join DE ;

on DE descr. equilat. ADEF; 1.1.

join AF ;

then rectilin. j/ BAG ia bisected by AF.
". AE = AD, constr.

& AF is com. to As DAF, EAF,

& base DF = base EF

;

constr.

.-. Z DAF = Z. EAF. 8. 1.

Wherefore rectilin. ^ BAG is bisected by AF. q. e. f.

PROP. X.—Problem.

To bisect a given finite right line, that is, to divide it

into two equal parts.

Let AB be given rt. line ; it is required to bisect it.

o B

On AB descr. equilat. A ABC
; 1. 1.

bibcct Z ACB by CD

;

9. 1.
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then AB is bis. in D.
'.' AC z:z CB, eonitr.

& CD is com. to As ACD, BCD,
& Z ACD = Z BCD ; constr.

.-. AD = DB. i. 1.

Wherefore AB is bisected in D, q. e. f.

PROP. XI.—Problem.

To draw a right line at right angles to a given right

line, from a given point in the same.

Let AB be given rt. line, & C given point in it ; it is

required to draw a rt. line from C _L AB.

A"tt"C KB

In AC take any point D ;

make CE = CD
; 3. 1.

on DE descr. equilat. /^ DEF

;

1. 1.

join FC
;

then FC is drawn _[_ AB.
For •. CD = CE, constr.

& FC is com. to As DEC, EEC ;

.'. DC, CF = ECiCF, ea. to ea. ;

& base DF =: base FE, coMtr.

.-. Z DCF = Z FCE

;

8. l.
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but these are adj. ^s ;

.-. each of them is a rt. ^ ; lo def.

.-. FC is _L AB.

Wherefore from point C in AB, FC has been drawn

I AB. Q. E. F.

Cor. By help of this problem, it may be demonstrated

that two right lines cannot have a common segment.

Lr;
If it be possible,

let seg. AB be com. to two rt. lines ABC, ABD :

draw BE J. AB ;

& .' ABC is a rt. line,

.-. Z CBE — Z EBA. 10 def.

Similarly ." ABD is a rt. line,

.-. Z DBE = Z. EBA ;

.-. Z DBE = Z. CBE

;

i ax.

i. e. less = greater

;

,

wh. is absurd ;

Therefore two right lines cannot have a common segment.

PROP. XII.—Problem.

To draw a right line perpendicular lo a given right line

of an unlimited length, fram a given point without it.

Let AB be given rt. lino, and C given point without it.

It is required to di-aw fi'om C a x-t. Hue _]_ AB.
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Take any point D on the other side of AB ;

with cr. C & dist. CD desc, © FDGE
; 3 post,

bisect FG in H ; 10 1.

join CII :

then CH is ± AB.
join CF, CG ;

For .• GH = HF, byconstr.

& CH is com. to As FHC, GHC
;

then GH, HC = FH, HC, ea. to ea. ;

& base CF = base CG
; 15 def

.

.-. Z GHC = ^ FHC ; 8. l.

but these are adj. ^s,

.•. each of them is a rt, ^,
i. e. CH J_ AB. 10 def.

Wherefore from the given point C has been drawn a rt.

line CH _]_ AB. q. e. f.

PROP. XIII.—Theorem.

The angles which one right line makes with another

upon one side of it, are either two right angles, or are

together equal to two right angles.

Let rt. Hne AB make with CD, on same side of it, the

^s DBA, ABC ; these are either 2 rt. Z.^, or are together

= 2 rt, Z.S.
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For if Z DBA — Z. ABC,

each of them is a rt. Z

.

10 def.

But ifZ DBA ::^ Z ABC,

draw BE J_ DC
; n. i.

.-. CBE, EBD, are rt. Zs. 10 def.

& •.• Z CBE = Zs CBA+ ABE,
add Z EBD to each,

.-. ZsCBE+EBD = ZsCBA+ABE+EBD. 2 ax.

Agaiu, •• Z DBA = Zs DBE+EBA,
add Z ABC to each,

.-. ZsDBA+ABC = ZsDBE+EBA+ABC; 2 ax.

butZsCBE-f-EBD = sameSZs;
,-. ZsDBA+ABC = ZsCBE+EBD, 1 ax.

= 2 rt. Zs.

Wherefore the angles, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

PROP. XIV.—Theorem.

//, at a point in a right line, two other right lines, vpon

the opposite sides of it, make the adjacent angles together

equal to two right angles, these two right lines shall be in

one and the same right line.

At B in AB let BC, BD, on the opp. sides of AB,

make tlic adj. Zs ABC + ABD = 2 rt. Zs ; then shall

CB bo in the aamc rt. line with BD.
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lA.

L
For if BD be not in the same rt. line with BC,

Let BE be in same rt. line with it.

Then .' AB stands on rt. Hue CBE,

.-. ZsABE + ABC = 2rt. Zs; 13.1.

but Zs ABC + ABD = 2 rt. Zs ; byhjp.

.-. ZsABE+ABC = ZsABC+ABD; lax.

remove com. Z ABC,
& .-. rem, Z ABE = rem. Z ABD

; 3 ax.

i. e. less = greater ;

which is absurd.

.•. BE is not in same rt. line with BC

:

and similarly none other but BD is in same rt. line

with BC.

Wherefoi'e if at a point, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

PROP. XV.—Theorem.

// two right lines cut each others the vertical or opposite

angles shall be equal.

Let AB, CD cut each other in E. Then Z AEC = Z
BED ; and Z AED = Z BEC.

For . rt. line AE stands on rt. line CD,

;. Zs AEC + AED = 2 rt. Zs. 13. 1.
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Again, ".' DE stands on AB,

.-. /^B AED + DEB = 2 rt. Zs ; 13. 1.

= Zs AEC + AED ; i ax.

remove com. Z AED ;

& rem. Z DEB = rem. ^ AEC ; 3 ax.

Similarly Z AED = Z BEC.

Wherefore if two right lines cut each other, &c. &c. q.e d.

Cor. 1. From this it is manifest, that if two right lines

cut each other, the angles they make at the point where

they cut, are together equal to four right angles.

Cor. 2. And consequently that all the angles made by

any number of lines meeting in one point, are together

equal to four right angles.

PROP. XVI.—Theorem.

// one side of a triangle he produced, the exterior angle

is greater than either of the interior opposite angles.

Let side BC of A ABC be prod, to D.

Then ext. Z ACD shall be > ABC or CAB.

Bisect AC in E ; 10. 1.

join BE, and prod, it to F ;

makeEP = EB ; 3 1.

join FC,



4. 1.
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Then •.• AE = EC, T

&BE = EF, I
'^"*'^-

& tliat Z. AEB = Z. CEF ; 15. i.

.-. base AB = base FC, i

& Z BAG z= /_ ACF ; J
but Z. ACD > Z ACF, a nx.

.-. Z ACD > Z. BAC.
Similarly by bisecting BC, and producing AC to G, it

may be demonstrated that Z BCG,
i.e. Z ACD > Z ABC. 15. i.

Wherefore if one side, &c. &c. q. e d.

PROP. XVII.—Theorem.

Any two angles of a triangle are together less than ttro

right angles.

Let ABC be any A. any two of its Z^ are together <
2 rt. Za-

Prod. BC to D.

A„d V „... Z DCA > ^2cnl!-} -•
add Z ACB to each,

. . Zs DCA + ACB > Zb ACB + CBA. 4 ax.

But /s DCA + ACB = 2 rt. Zs ; 13. 1.

.-. /a ACB + CBA < 2 rt. Zs.

c
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Similarly J
Zs ABC + CAB < 2 rt. ^s,

& Zs BAC + ACB < 2 rt. Zs.

Wherefore any two angles of a triangle, &c. &c. q. e. d.

Cor. Hence in every triangle having a right or an obtuse

angle, the other two angles are acute.

PROP. XVIII.-Theorem.

The greater side of every triangle subtends the greater

angle.

In A ABC let side AC > side AB ; then shall Z ABC
be > Z ACB.

Since AC > AB,

cut from it AD = AB ; a. 1.

join BD.
Then .• AD = AB, coiistr.

.-. Z ABD = Z ADB : 5. 1.

but ext. Z ADB > int. Z DCB
; u. 1.

.-. Z ABD > ACB ;

much more .-. Z ABC > Z ACB.

Wherefore the gi'cater side of every triangle, &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. XIX.—Theorkm.

The greater angle of every triangle is subtended by the

greater side, or has the greater side opposite to it.

In A ABC let Z ABC be > Z ACB ; then shall side

AC be > side AB.

\
For if AC > AB,
it is either =: or < AB.

First—assume AC = AB,
then Z ABC = ^ ACB, 5. 1.

but by hypoth. it is not so
;

.-. AC :;^ AB.
Secondly—assume AC < AB

;

then Z. ABC < Z ACB, ig. 1.

but by hypoth. it is not so
;

.-. AC < AB

;

cV it was also demonstrated :;t AB ;

.-. AC > AB.

Wherefore the greater angle, &c. &c. ti. e. d.

PROP. XX.—Theorem.

Any two sides of a triangle are together greater than

the third side.

In A ABC, any two of its sides together are > tliird

c2
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side, viz. BA + AC > FsC ; AB + BC > AC ; & BC +
CA > AB.

D;
AC;

Prod. BA to

make AD =.

join DC.

Then •.• AD =
.-. Z ADC =

but Z BCD >
.• it is also >

in A DCB, Z BCD >
.-. DB >

but DB =
.-. sides BA + AC >

AB + BC_. ... ., rAB + BC
Siinilarly8,des|jj(.^^,^

AC,

Z ACD;
Z ACD,

Z ADC:
Z BDC,
BC;
BA + AC,

BC.

AC,

AB.

r>. 1.

9u.\.

19. 1.

by constr.

Wherefore any two sides, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XXI.—Theorem.

1/ from the ends of a side of a triangle, there be drmcn

two right lines to a point within the triangle, these shall

be less than the other two sides of the triangle, but shall

contain a greater angle.

From B, C, ends of side BC of A ABC, kt BD,

CD be drawn to a point D within A ABC : then shall
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BD + DC be < BA + AC, but shall contain an Z. BDC >

Z BAG.

Prod. BD to E

:

•.• in A ABE, BA + AE > BE, 20. l.

add EC to eacli,

.-. BA + AC > BE + EC. 4 ax.

Again, Z DE + EC > CD, 20. l.

add BD to each.

.-. BE + EC > CD 4- DB
; 4 ax.

but BA + AC > BE + EC,
imich more then BA + AC > CD + DB.

Again, '.' in A CDE 1

ext, ZBDCJ > u,t.&opp.ZCED,i«.,.

>S: that in A ABE ext. "1
. , . „ . ^

Z CEB J ^ '"* "PP" "^

. much more /_ BDC > Z BAC.

Wherefore if from, <S:c. Q. E. D.

PROP. XXII.—Problem.

To make a triangle having its sides equal to three given

right lines, of which any two whatever must be greater

than the third.

Let A, B, C be three given rt. lines of wh. A + B
> C ; A + C > B ; and B + C > A : it is required
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to construct a A having its sides

tively.

A, B, C, respcc-

r^
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Let A be given point in given rt. line AF, & ECD
given rectilineal Z. \ required to make an Z. at point A
in rt. line AF -^ rectilineal /_ DCE.

In CD, CE, take any points D, E,

& join ED
;

Constr. aA AFG,

havingitssidesAF.FG.GA^ CD,DE,EC respectively, oo.

,

And •.• DC, CE= FA, AG, ea. to ea.

and base ED= base GF
;

. .Z GAF= ^1ECD. 8.1.

Wherefore at given point A, in given rt. line AF, has

been constr. a rectilineal ^ GAF = given rectilineal Z.

ECD. 4. E. F.

PROP. XXIV.—Theorem.

// two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two

sides of the other, each to each, but the angle contained by

the two sides of one of them greater than the angle con-

tained by the two sides, equal to them, of the other ; the

base of that which has the greater angle, shall be greater

than the base of the other.

Let As ABC, DEF have sides AB, AC = DE, DF,
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ea. to ea., but Z. BAG > Z EDF ; then base BC >
base EF.

Of two sides DE, DF, let DE> DF
;

'"^''n DG = ACorDF;
join EG, GF.

much more

•. AB, AC
&Z BAG
.-. base BC
& •.• DG

.-. /L DFG
but Z DGF

.-. Z DFG
.-. is Z EFG

.-. EG
but EG

.-. base BC

DE, DG, ea. to ea.

Z EDG;
base EG.
DF,

Z DGF:
ZEGF,
Z EGF;
Z EGF:
EF,

BC:
base EF.

Wherefore if two triangles, &c. &c. q, e. n.

23. 1.

3. 1.

liyp.

const!-.

4. ].

constr.

6.1.

Sax.

19. 1.

PROP. XXV.—Theorem.

// two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two

sides of the other, each to each, but the base of one (/renter

than the base of the other ; the antjle contained by the sides
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.(/ the one which has the greater base, thall he greater

than the angle contained by the sides, equal to them, of

the other.

Let As ABC, DEF, have sides AB, AC = sides DE,

DF, ea. to ea., but base BC > base EF ; then shall Z
BAC be > Z EDF.

For if Z BAC > Z EDF :

it must be either r= or < it.

Now Z BAC cannot be = Z EDF

;

for then base BC = base EF ; 4. i.

but it is not by hypoth. ;

.-. Z BAC :^ Z EDF.

Neither can Z BAC < Z EDF ;

for then base BC < base EF ; 24. 1

.

but it is not by hypoth. ;

.-. Z BAC < Z EDF ;

and it was also demon- \ . . yt\v .

strated that Z BAC J ^ ^ '

.-. Z BAC must be > Z EDF.

Wherefore if two triangles, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XXVI.—Theorem.

If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two

angles of the other, each to each, and one side equal to one

side ; viz. either the sides adjacent to equal angles in each,

c5
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or the sides opposite to them ; then shall the other sides be

equal each to each, and also the third angle of the one be

equal to the third angle of the other.

Let As ABC, DEF, have Zs ABC, BCA = Zs DEF,
EFD, ea. to ea. ; also one side equal to one side.

First— let sides adj. to equal Zs in each he equal ; viz.

BC =: EF : then shall AB = DE, & AC = DF, also Z
BAC = Z t;DF.

A. D

'^ tx.
ForifAB :jt DE,
then is one > other

;

let AB > DE ;

make BG = DE
; 3.1.

join GC.

. r GB, BC = DE, EF, ea. to ea.,
^''"^

L & ^ GBC = Z DEF, hvp.

base GC = baseDF,-

A GBC = A DEF,
&ZGCB = ZDFE;.

but Z ACB = Z DFE,
.-. Z GCB = Z ACB,

i. e. less = greater

;

wh. is absurd,

.-. ABisnot:?!:DE,

i.e. AB = DE:
AB, BC = DE, EF, ea. to ta.,

Z ABC = Z DEF,
r base AC = base DF, 1

••"l&ZBAC = ZEDF. J

i&ZABC = Z DEF, hyp.
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PROP. XXVI. CONTINUED.

Secondly— Let sides opp. equal ^/s in each /^, be

equal to each other ; viz. AB =i DE ; then shall AC =: Dl",

BC = EF, and Z BAG = EDF.

{

For if BC ^ EF,

let BC > EF.

MakeBH = EF

;

i. i.

join AH.
r AB, BII = DE,EF,ea.toeiv.,hyp.

& Z ABII = DEF

;

h.vp-

base AH = base DF,

Z ABH = A DEF,

&ZBHA = ZEFD;
but Z EFD = Z BCA, i.yj

.

.-. Z BHA = Z BCA, lax.

i.e.ext.ZBHAofAAHC = int & opp. Z BCA ;

wh. is impossible. i<'- 1 •

.-. BC is not zfl EF,

i. e. BC = EF,

AB, BC = DE, EF, ea. to ea.,

&ZABC = Z DEF, hyp.

r base AC = base DF, "1

••
I &ZBAC = Z EDF. J

^"

Wherefore if two triangles, &c. Q. e. d.

{
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PROP. XXVII.—Theorem.

// a right line falling on two other right lines, make the

alternate angles equal to each other, these two right lines

shall be parallel.

Let rt. line EF, falling on AB, CD, make alt. Z AEF
= alt, Z. EFD, then shall AB || CD.

For, ifAB
-fl, CD,

tiiey will on being prod, meet, either towards A & C, or

B tSc D ; suppose the latter
; 35 def.

prod. AB and CD to meet in G,

then EGF is a Z^,

.-. ext. Z AEF > int. & opp. ^ EFG ; 10. 1.

but Z AEF = /_ EFG, hyp.

wh. is impossible.

.-. AB & CD do not meet towards B & D.
Similarly AB & CD do not meet towards A «Sc C

;

.-. AB
II

CD. 35 def.

Wherefore if a right line, &c. &c. <i. e. d.

PROP. XXVIII.—Theorem.

If a right line falllnfr upon two other right lines, make

the exterior angle equal to the interior and opposite upon

the same side of the line, or make the interior angles upon
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the same side together equal to two right arujles ; the two

right lines shall be parallel to each other.

Let rt. line EF, falling on AB, CD, make ext. Z EGB
= int. & opp. Z GHD on same side of line ; and also

Zs BGH + GHD, on same side = 2 it. ^s : then shall

AB||CD.

For . Z EGB = ^ GHD, hyp.

& Z AGH = Z EGB, 15. 1.

.-. Z AGH = Z GHD : i «x.

& these are alt. /_b,

.-. AB
II

CD. 27.1.

Again, .Zs BGH + GHD = 2 rt. Zs, hyp.

& Zs AGH + BGH = 2 rt. Zs, w. i.

•. Zs AGH + BGH = Zs BGH + GHD ;

take away com. Z BGH,
.-. rem. Z AGH = rem. /. GHD, 3av.

and these are alt. Zs ;

.-. AB
II

CD. 27.1.

Whenforc if a rt. line, \u. &e. Q. E. d.

PROP. XXIX.—Theorem.

// a right line fall on two parallel right lines, it mak<s

the alternate angles equal to each other ; and the exterior

angle equal to the interior and opposite angle upon the
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same side; and likewise the two interior angles on the

same side together equal to two right angles.

Let rt. line EF fall on ||s AB, CD ; then shall alt. Z.

AGH =: alt. /_ GHD ; & ext. Z. EGB = int. & opp. Z
GHD, on same side of line: and also the two int. /_s,

BGH + GIID, on same side of line, = 2 rt. Zs-

^
For if Z. AGH :^ Z GHD,

let Z. AGH > Z GHD :

then •.•
/_ AGH > Z. GHD,
add to each the Z. BGH,

.-. ZsAGH + BGH > ZsBGH + GHD; 4 ax.

but zls AGH + BGH = 2 rt. Z.s, 13. i.

.-. Z.8 BGH + GHD < 2 rt. ^s,
.-. AB, CD would meet if prod, far enough ; 12 ax.

but they do not meet

;

forAB
II

CD; hyp.

.-. Z AGH is not Tt Z. GHD,
i. e. Z. AGH = /_ GHD ;

but Z. AGH = ^ EGB, 15.1.

.-. £ EGB = Z GHD

;

i „,.

add to each the l_ BGH,
.-. Z.8 EGB + BGH = Zs BGH + GHD

; snx.

but Z.8 EGB + BGH = 2 rt. Z.8, 13.1.

.•.^sBGH + GHD = 2rt. Z.8. 1 nx.

Wherefore if a rt. line, &c. &o. Q. e. d.
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PROP. XXX.—Theorem.

Right lines uhich are parallel to the same right line are

parallel to each other.

Let rt. lines AB, CD be eacli of them ||
EF ; then shall

AB be II CD.

Let a rt. line GK cut AB, EF, CD, in G, H, K.

Then •.• GK falls on ||8 AB, EF,

.-. alt. ^ AGH = alt. Z. GHF, 29. 1.

Agaui, •.• GK falls on ||8 EF, CD,

.-. ext. Z. GHF = int. & opp. /, GKD ; 29. 1.

but Z AGH — ^ GHF,
.-. ^ AGK = ^GKD; lax.

and they are alt. /_ s,

.-. AB
II

CD. 27.1.

Wherefore rt. lines, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XXXL— Problem.

To draw a right line through a given point, parallel to

a given right line.

Let A be given point, and BC given rt. line : it is re-

quired to draw through A, a rt. line = BC.
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E A f

B TJ C

In BC take any point D,

join AD,

make Z. DAE = Z ADC, 23. i.

& prod. EA to F :

then shall EF || BC.

Because AD falls on rt. lines BC, EF,

& makes alt. Z. DAE = alt. Z. ADC,
.-. EF

II
BC.

Therefore through the given point A has been di*awn a

rt. line EAF
||

given rt. line BC. Q. e. f.

PROP. XXXII.—Theorem.

// (he side of a triangle be produced, the exterior artyle

is equal to the two inferior and opposite angles ; and the

three interior angles of every triangle are together equal

to two right angles.

Let side BC of A ABC be prod, to D. The ext. Z
ACD = 2 int. & opp. ^8 CAB + ABC ; and 3 int. Z»
ABC + BCA + CAB = 2 rt. Zs.
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DrawCE || BA. 31.1.

Then •.• AC falls on || s BA, CE, -^

. .
alt. Z BAC = alt. Z. ACE. I ^ ^

Again, •. BD falls on ||sBA,CE,
|

'

.-. ext. Z ECD = int. & opp. Z ABC ;J

but Z ACE — Z BAC,

whole ext. Z ACD = 2 int. & opp. Zs 1 „ ..

BAC + ABC. J

add to each Z ACB,

Zs ACD + ACB — Zs BAC + ABC 1 ^

+ ACB. /-*'•

but Zs ACD + ACB = 2 rt. Zs, 13. l.

.-. also Zs BAC + -1 _
ABC + ACB ] — ^

Wherefore ii a side, &c. &c. Q. E. d.

Cor. 1. All the interior angles of any rectilineal figure

are, together with four right angles, equal to twice as

many right angles as the figure has sides.

For, by drawing rt, lines fi-om any point F within it

to each of its angles, any rectilineal Fig. ABCDE may

be divided into as many /\% as there are sides to the figure.

Then

Zs of fig. + 4 rt. Zs= Zs of fig. + Zs at point F,

=: all Zs of As,

= 2 as many rt. Zs as As,

= 2 as many rt. Zs as sides to fig.
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Cor. 2. All the exterior angles of any rectilineal figure

are together equal to four right angles.

Ever.vint.^ABC+itsoxt.^ABD = 2rt. Z.^, i;!. i.

.-. all int. ^s+ all ext. ^sof fig. =:2asmanyrt. ^sas
fig. has sides

;

= all int. ^s + A

rt. ^8 ; Cor. ]

.

remove all int. ^s wh. are com.,

.•. all ext. /^s =: 4 rt. j/_s.

PROP, XXXIII.—Theorem.

The right Hues which join the extremities of two equal

and parallel right lines towards the same parts, are also

themselves equal and parallel.

Let AB, CD be two equal and parallel rt. lines, and let

their extrem. be joined towards same parts by rt. lines

AC, BD ; AC & BD are also equal and parallel.

Join BC
;

•.• BC falls on ||8 AB, CD,

.-. alt. Z ABC = alt. j/ BCD : sfl. 1.
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r AB = CD, hyp.

& •.• i BC com. to /\s ABC, BCD,

I & Z ABC = Z. BCD,

. . base AC =: base BD, "I

A ABC = ^ BCD, > 4. 1.

& Z ACB = Z CBD ;
-1

& •.• BC falls on AC, BD,

\ makes alt. Z ACB = alt. ^ CBD, 27. 1.

.-.AC
II

BD;
& AC was also proved to be = BD.

Wherefore rt. lines, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

PROP. XXXIV.—Theorem.

The opposite sides and angles of parallelograms are

equal to each other, and the diameter bisects them, that is,

divides them into ttvo equal parts.

(N.B. A parallelogram is a four-sided figure, of which

the opposite sides are parallel j and the diameter is the

straight line joining two of its opposite angles.)

Let AD be a • n, and let BC be its diam. Then

AB = CD, AC = BD ; also /_ ABD = Z DCA & Z
CAB = Z BDC. Also diam. BC bisects D AD.

B

For .• BC falls on || s AB, CD,

.-. alt. Z ABC = alt. Z BCD. 29. i.

* For the sake of brevity, the diagonal letters only of parallelognuts

are expressed.
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Similarly.- AC || BD,
.-. ZACB — ^ CBD

; 2;). i.

.-. in As ABC, BCD,
ZsABC, BCA = Zs BCD, CBD ea. to ea.

& adj. side BC is com.

.-. AB, AC = CD, DB ea. to ea. -i

&Z CAB = Z. BDC. /
^"•^•

And •.•
Z. ABC =: /_ BCD,

& Z CBD = Z. ACB,
.-. whole Z. ABD = whole Z DCA ; 2 ax.

also CAB was demonstr. = Z. BDC.
r AB = CD,

Again, :\ BC com. to the As ABC, BCD,
L & Z. ABC =: Z. BCD,
.-. A ABC = A BCD

;

4, 1.

.-. diam. BC bisects Q AD.

Wherefore opp. &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XXXV.-Theorem.

Parallelograms on the same base, and between the same
parallels, are equal to each other.

Let Qs ABCD, EBCF be on same base BC & between
same

||
s AF, BC

; Q AC = Q EC.

^ ^J»
^- A. TfTT. TP A X B T

If AD, DF, sides opp. to BC, be tcrmiuated in 1),

then each Q AC, DC = 2 A BDC
; ;,4. j.
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& .-. D AC = D DC. Cax.

But if they be not terminated in D ;

Then •.• AC is a D.
.-. AD = BC;-|

Similarly EF = BC;J
.-. AD = EF : 1 ax.

ii DE is com. to both

;

.-. whole or rem. AE = whole or rem. DF :

& .• AE, AB = DF, DC, ea. to ea.

& ext. Z FDC = int. Z EAB, 29. l.

.-. EB = FC, -I

&AEAB = A FDC;/
from trapezium ABCF take A FDC,

and also from same take A EAB,
& rem. = rem.

i. e. n AC = D EC.

Therefore Qs, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

4. 1.

PROP. XXXVI.—Theorem.

Parallelograms on equal bases and between the same

parallels are equal to each other.

Let Qs AC, EG be upon equal bases BC, FG, &

between same ||s AH, BG
; Q AC = EG.

A DK^ H

Join BE, CH.

Then *.• BC = FG, hyp.
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& FG = EH ; 34. 1.

.'. BC zzi EH : l ax.

& ." BC, EH, which are = and
||

, are joined at their

extrem. by BE, CH,

.-. BE is
II

to and = CH; ,33. 1.

.-. EC is a D t .34def. 1.

& D EC = D AC,

for they are on the same base BC, &c. 3.5. 1.

& similarly D EC = D EG
;

.-. D AC = D EG. 1 ax.

Wherefore Qs on equal bases, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XXXVII.—Theorem.

Triangles on the same base, and between the same

parallels, are equal to each other.
,

Let As ABC, DBC be on same base BC, and between

same
l|
s AD, BC. Then A ABC = A DBC

V A D X

^®7
Prod. AD both ways to E & F

;

rBE
II

CA, 1
•^'"'^^

icF II
BD,}

•"•'•

.-. each fig. EC, FB is a Q : 34 def. 1.

& '. they are on the same base BC, &c.

.-. D EC = D I'B
; 36. 1.
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& ." diara. AB bisects EC, l

.-. A ABC = i n EC ; ^ 34. l.

similarly A DBC = i D FB ;
J

.-.A ABC = A DBC. 7 ax.

Wherefore ASj &C' &c. Q. e. r.

PROP. XXXVIII.—Theorem.

Triangles upon equal bases and bettceen the same

parallels are equal to each other.

Let As ABC, DEF be on equal bases BC, EF, and

between same ||s AD, BF ; then A ABC = A DEF.

I

Prod. AD both ways to G & H ;

fBG II
CA; T

'^'"^{fH
II

ED;}
then each fig. GC, HE is a Q ; 34 def. 1.

& '." they are on equal bases, BC, EF, &c.

.-. D GC = D HE

:

m. i.

& '. diam. AB bisects D GC, t

.-.A ABC = inGC;l 34.1.

similarly A DEF = ^ Q HE ; J

.-.A ABC = A DEF. 7 ax.

Wherefoi'e As on equal bases, &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. XXXIX.—Theorem.

Equal triangles on the same base and on the same side

of it are between the same parallels.

Let equal As ABC, DBC be on same base BC, and on

same side of it ; tliey are between same
||

s.

Join AD ;

then AD
|| BC :

for if not,

drawAE || BC; 31.1.

join EC.

Then A ABC = A EBC

;

37. 1.

but A ABC = A DBC, i,j.p.

.-.A EBC = A DBC; 1 ax.

i. e. less z= greater
;

wh. is impossible.

.-. AE -H> BC

;

similarly none but AD || BC
;

.-. AD
II

BC.

Wherefore equal A"* &c. &c. y. e. d.
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PROP. XL.—Theorem.

Equal triangles on equal bases in the same right line

and towards the same parts, are between the tame

parallels.

Let equal As ABC, DEF be on equal bases BC, EF
in same rt. line BF, & towards same parts ; they are

between same
1

1 s.

Join AD :

then AD || BF

:

for if not ;

draw AG || BF ; 81. i.

join GF.

Then A ABC = A GEF. 38. 1.

but A ABC = A DEF, hvp.

.-. A GEF = A DEF, 1 „.
i. e. less = greater ;

wh. is impossible,

.-. AG ii BF.

Similarly none but AD || BF
;

.-. AD
II

BF.

Wherefore equal A^, &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. XLI.—Theorem.

// a parallelogram and a triangle he on the same ba^e

and between the same parallels, the parallelogram shall be

double of the triangle.

Let D BD & A EBC be on same base BC & between

same 1| s BC, AE ; D BD = 2 A EBC.

Join AC ;

then A ABC = A EBC
;

(for they are on the same base k between same
||

s.) 37. i.

& •.• diam. AC bisects Q BD,

.-. D BD = 2 A ABC, 34. 1.

= 2 A EBC. 1 ax.

Therefore if a D, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XLII.—Problem.

To describe a parallelogram which shall be equal to a

given triangle, and have one of its angles equal to a given

rectilineal angle.

Let ABC be given /^, &, D given rectil. ^. It ia

required to descr. D = A ABC, and having an ^ =
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•.• diam. AC bisects D BD,

.-. A ABC = A ACD ;
-,

..... r AAEK = AAKH; I 34.1.
&8mnlarly| ^^^^ ^ A KCF : J

.-. AsAEK + KGC = As AKH+KCF ; 2ax.

but whole A ABC = whole A ACD,

.-. the rem. comp. BK = rem. comp. KD. 3 ax.

Wherefore the comps., &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XLIV.—Problem.

To a given right line to apply a parallelogram, which

shall be equal to a given triangle, and have one of its

angles equal to a given rectilineal angle.

Let AB be given rt. line, C given A, & D given rectil.

^. It is required to apply to AB a D = A C, and

having an /^ =: ^ D.

T X X.

Make Q FB = A C,
| ^^ ^

having an /. at B ; = Z. D ; J

& so placed, that AB & BE may be in one rt. line
;

prod. FG to H ;

draw. AH || BG or EF

;

31 l.

join HB.

Then •.• HF falls on
|| s AH, FE,

.-. Zb AHF + HFE = 2 rt. /^b
; 29 1.
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.-. ^8 BHF + HFE < 2 rt. Zs J

& .-. HB & FE will meet if prod, far enough ; 12 ax.

let them be prod. & meet in K.

draw KL || EA, or FH

;

31. 1.

& prod. HA, GB to L, M ;

then FL is a D :

& HK is its diam.
;

also AG, ME are Qs about HK ;

& LB, BF
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to side GH apply D GM
and having ^ GHM

& fig. FM
•• ea.ofZs,FKH,GHM

.-. Z FKH

A ABC, -I

ZE; ;
n required.

ZE
Z GHM;

constr.

lax.

add to ea. the Z KHG,
.-. /is. FKH + KHG = Zs KHG + GHM ; 2 ax.

but Zs FKH + KHG = 2 rt. /_&, 29. 1.

.-. also ZsKHG + GHM = 2 rt. Zs ; 1 ax.

and '.' KH, HM are in one I't. line. 14. i.

& •.• GH falls on ||sKM, FG,

.-. alt. Z MHG = alt. Z. HGF ; 29. 1.

add Z. HGL to ea.

.-. Zs MHG + HGL = Zs HGF + HGL ; 2 ax.

but Zs MHG + HGL = 2 rt. ^s, 29. l.

. . also Zs HGF + HGL = 2 rt. Zs i 1 ax.

& .-. FG, GL, are in one rt. line : 14. 1.

& •.• KF
i. e.

& also KM
.-. FM

.• A ADC
& A ABC

whole fig. BD

&

HG,
ML

;

FL,

D:
D FH,

X
DGM,/
whole D FM,

.•50. 1.

constr.

34 def. ]

.

constr.

2 ax.

Wherefore a Q FM has been descr. = rectil. fig. Bl),

& having Z FKM = Z E. q. e. f.

Cor. From this it is manifest how to apply to a given

right line a parallelogram, which bIuiII have an angle etjual

to a given rectilineal angle, and sliail be o(|U.il to a given

rectilineal figure ; viz. by applying to the given right line

a parallelogram equal to the first triangle ADC, and having

an angle equal to the given anglo.
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PROP. XLVI.—Problem,

To describe a square on a given right line.

Let AB be given rt. line : required to construot a sq.

on AB.
Ci

rDE
draw

I jj J,

Draw AC J. AB
;

ii. i.

make AD = AB
; 3. l.

AB
; 31. 1.

AD ; 31. 1,

.-. fig. AE is a D ; 34deM.

& .-. its opposite sides are equal

;

34. l.

but AB = AD by constr.,

.-. the four sides = each other. i u-

.

Again, •." AD falls on || a AB, DE,

.-. Zs BAD + ADE = 2 rt. Zs ; 2i'. i.

but Z BAD is a rt. /.» constr.

.-. Z. ADE is a rt. Z ;

.'. opp. //s to these are rt. Zs,

.-. n AE is rectang. 1 ax.

& it was also proved to be equilat.,

.-. DAE is a sq. ;«) Uef.

Wherefore a sq. ABED has been descr. on given rt.

line AB. q. e. f.

Cor. Hence every parallelogram which has one right

angle has all its angles right angles.
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PROP, XLVII.—Theorem *.

In any right-angled triangle, the square which is de-

scribed upon the side subtending the right angle, is equal

to the sum of the squares described upon the sides which

contain the right angle.

Let i-t. Zd A ABC have rt. ^ BAG. Then BC^ =
BA^' + AC^

Tlien

On BC, BA, AC, desc. sqs. BE, BG, AK ;

drawAL || BD, or CE ;

join AD, FC.

ZsBAC + BAG = 2 rt. Z.B, hyp. & 30 def.

.'. GA is in same rt. line with AC.

Similarly AB is in same rt. line with AH,
& •.• Z DBC = Z FBA,

add to each ^ ABC,

46.1.

31.1.

14.1.

11 ax.

whole Z DBA
& •.• AB, BD
&Z DBA
.-, A ABD
Now D BL
also sq. GB

whole Z FBC :

FB, BC ea. to ea.,

Z. FBC,

ACBF.
= 2 A ABD,
= 2 ACBF,;}

2 ax.

30 def.

4.1.

41. 1.

(for they are respectively on same bases, &c.)

* This proposition has been demonstrated several ways :—vide
Clavius, Scbouler, Ashby, Leslie, &c. tic. ; but of all these, that given

here, which is the original, Is most generally admired for its simplicity

and elegance.
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.-. sq. GB = DEL: 6ax.

Similarly, by joining AE, BK, it may be demonstr.

that sq. AK = Q CL ;

.-. sqs. GB + AK = whole sq. BE 2 ax.

but sqs. GB, AK, BE were descr. on AB, AG, BC, re-

spectively,

.-. BC^ = BA' + AC^
Wherefore sq. of side, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XLVIIl. -Theorem.

// a square described on one of the sides of a triaiiyle,

be equal to the squares described on the other two sides of

it ; the angle contained by these two sides is a right angle.

In A ABC let BG* = BA» + AC« ; then Z. BAG is a

rt. Z.

Draw AD _L AC
; n. 1.

make AD =: AB

;

3. 1.

join DC.

Then . DA = AB
.-. DA* = AB^

;

add AC* to each,

DA^ + AG« = AB* + AG^ 2 ax.

but DC-' = DA* + AG* ; 47, 1.

d5
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(for DAC



BOOK 11.

DEFINITIONS.

I.

Every right angled parallelogram, or rectangle, is aaid

to be contained by any two of the right lines which contain

one of the right angles *.

II.

In every parallelogram, any of the parallelograms about

a diameter, together with the two complements, is called

a Gnomon +. " Thus the n HG + complements AF, FC,
" is the gnomon, which is more briefly expressed by the

" letters AGK, or EHC, which are at the opposite angles

" of the parallelograms which make the gnomon."

r

* The opposite sides of parallelograms, and consequently rectangles,

being equal ; it is evident tliat the product of any two of the adjacent

sides, i. e. of those ^vhich contain a right angle, will be the area or

content of the whole. And thus, for the sake of brevity, a rectangle

is said to be contained ns in the deflnition. And which is expressed

by connecting the adjacent sides by sign (•) of multiplication, thus the

right angled parallelogram AC is called AB • AD, which is thus read

the " rectangle AH, AD."

t From a Greek word, which signifies a carpenter's square.
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PROP. I Theorem.

If there be two right lines, one of which is divided into

any number of parts ; the rectangle contained by the two

right lines, is equal to the rectangles contained by the

undivided line, and the several parts of the divided line.

Let A & BC be 2 rt. lines ; & let BC be divided into

any number of parts in D & E j then A • BC = A • BD
+ A . DE + A . EC.

draw

Draw BF _L
make BG =

DK, EL,CH
II

GH II

BC,

A,

BG,-i

BC,/

n. 1.

3.1.

.". EL = DK = BG =: A. constr.

Hence A • BC = BG • BC,

== fig. BU,
= figs. BK 4- DL + EH,
= BG . BD + DK . DE + EL . EC,

= A . BD + A . DE + A . EC.

Wherefore if two rt. lines, <&c. &o. q. s. d.
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PROP. II.—Theorem.

61

Jf a right line he divided into any two parts, the rect-

angles contained by the whole and each of the parts, are

together equal to the square of the whole line *.

Let AB be divided into any two parts in C ; then AB«

= AB . BC + AB . AC.
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to the rectangle contained by the two parts, together icilh

the square of the aforesaid part.

Let AB be divided into any two parts iu C ; then

AB . BC = AC . CB + CB».

On BC desc. sq. CE
; 46. 1.

prod. ED to F
;

drawAF || CD or BE, si. l.

Then AF = CD = BE = BC. constr.

Now fig, AE = figs, AD + CE
;

i, e. AB . BE = AC • AF + CB • BE,

or AB . BC = AC . BC + CB».

Therefore if a rt. line be divided, &c. &c. q. e. p.

PROP. IV.—Theorem *.

If a right line be divided into any two parts, the square

of the whole line is equal to the squares of the two parts,

together with twice the rectangle contained by the parts.

Let AB be divided into any two parts in C ; then AB'

= AC + CB» + 2 AC . CB.

«—r-i

* Bm Appendix,
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On AB desc, sq. ADEB & join DB ;

Through C draw CGF || BE or AD ; I
^^ ^

also draw HGI || AB or DE. J

Then .• BD meets ||s AD, CF,

.-. ext. Z. CGB = int. & opp. Z ADB ; 29. i.

butZ ADB = Z ABD; 5.1.

(for AD = AB ;) 30. def. 1.

/. Z. CGB = Z CBG, 1 ax.

& BC = CG ; 6. 1.

& CI ia a D,
.-. CB, BI, IG, GC = each other

; 34. 1.

Again, •.' Z ABE is a rt, Z
.-. the other 3 Zs of Q CI ai'e rt. Zs, cor. 16. l.

& .-. CI is rectang.

wherefore Q CI is a sq., i. e. CB*.

Similarly HF is a sq., i, e. AC*.

(forHG = AC.) 34.1.

Now fig. AE = figs. HF + CI + AG + GE
= HG* + CB* + 2 fig. AG, 43. 1.

= HG* + CB2 + 2 AC . CG
i. e. AB2 = AC* + CB* + 2 AC . CB,

Wherefore if a rt. line, &c. &c, (i. e. d.

Cor. From the demonstration, it is manifest that the

parallelograms about the diameter of a square are likewise

squares.
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PROP, v.—Theoeem.

// a right line he divided into two equal parts, and also

into two unequal parts ; the rectangle contained by the

unequal parts, together with the square of the line beiiveen

the points of section, is equal to the square of half the

line.

Let AB J)e bisected in C, & divided into two unequal

parts in D. Then shall BC* = AD • BD + CD^

B II

a
On BC desc. sq. CEGB ; 4(i. i.

join BE
;

drawl
^^'^^^^

11
^^'\

'"^^''l MHLK
II

AB.J •*' '

NowBC* = fig. CG const.-.

= figs. CM + MF + LF,

= figs. AL + CH + LF 36. 1. & 4X 1.

= figs. AH + LF, s „.,.

= AD . DH + LH* 1 def. 1.

= AD • DB + CD«.

Wherefore if a rt. line, &c. &c. q. e. d.

From this it is manifest, that the difference of the

squares of two unequal lines AC, CD, is equal to the

rectangle contained by their sum and difference.
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PROP. VI.—Theorem.

"^ If a right line be bisected, and produced to any point

;

the rectangle contained by the whole line thus produced,

and the part of it produced, together with the square of

half the line bisected, is equal to the square of the right

line which is made up of the half and the part produced.

Let AB be bisected in C, & prod, to D ; AD
BC^ = CD*.

DB +
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PROP. VII Theorem.

// a right line be divided into any two parts, the squares

of the whole line and one of the parts, are equal to twice

the rectangle contained by the whole and that part, together

with the square of the other part.

Let AB be divided into any two parts in C. Then

AB2 + BC« = 2 AB . EC + AC«.

c 1

On AB desc. sq. ADEB, 46. l.

& constr. fig. as in the preceding propositions.

Now AB^+BC^ = figs. AE+CH, constr.

= figs. AH+CE+KF, 8 ax.

= AB . BH+BE . BC+KG% i def. i.

= AB . BC+AB . BC+AC3. constr.

= 2 AB . BC+AC».

Wherefore if a rt. line, &c. &c. q. e. d.

Cor. It is manifest from this proposition, that AC or

(AB»-BC)»* = AB' + BC2 _ 2 AB . BC^

• (AB — BC)« denotes the squiire described upon the right line

which is the difference of AB & BC.
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PROP. VIII.—Theohem.

// a riyht line be divided into any two parts, four times

the rectangle contained by the ivhole line, and one of the

parts, together tvith the square of the other part, is equal

to the square of the right line, which is made up of the

whole and that part.

Let AB be divided into any two parts in C ; then

4 AB . BC + AC^ = (AB.+ BCf.•

Prod. AB to D ;

make BD — BC
;

on AD desc. sq. AF ;

& coustr. two figs, as in preced. propositions.

Then •.• fig. CK
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Again, •.• A BKD = A PKR
;

add fig. AXPKB to ea.

,. whole fig. AXPD = ; AR = 2 n AK =
^ I 1 AB • BC

;

& similarly, whole fig. PHFD = 2 AB • BC
;

.-. gnomon AOH = 4 AB • BC
;

.-, whole fig. AF = 4 AB • BC + XH.
i.e. AD2 or (AB + BC)2 = 4 AB • BC + AC.

Wherefore if a rt. line, &c. q. e. d.

PROP. IX.—Theorem.

Jfa right line be divided into two equal, and also into

two unequal parts ; the squares of the two unequal parts

are together double of the square of half the line, and of

the square of the line between the points of section.

Let AB be divided into two unequal parts in D, & two

equal parts in C. Then AD^ + BD' = AC« + 2 CD'.

Draw CE J_ AB & = AC or CB ;

join EA, EB
;

draw DP, FG || CE, AB respectively

;

join AF
;

Then, '.• AC = CE, 6. i.

& ^ ACE is a Ti. ^, constr.
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.-. ea. of Zs EAC, AEC = ^ rt. Z •

Similarly ea. ofZb CEB, EBC = i rt. Z ;

.-. whole Z AEB = rt. Z-
& •.• Z GEF is ^ rt. Z.

& Z EGF = int. rt. Z ECB ; 29. 1.

.-. rem. Z EFG = ^ rt. Z ;

.'. Z GEF = Z EFG
; i ax.

& .-. GE = FG. 6. 1.

Again, '." Z at B is ^ rt. Z,
&ZFDB =: int.rt.ZECB, 29.1.

.-. rem. Z BFD = ^ rt. Z ;

.-. Z B = Z BFD
;

& .-. DF = DB.

Hence AD2 + DF^ = AF»= AE^ + EF^

;

i. e. AD< + DB2 = AC* + CE2 + EG^ + GF',

= 2 AC2 + 2 GF2,

= 2 AC^ + 2 CD*.

Wherefore if a rt. line, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. X.—Theorem.

If a right line be hisecled, and produced to any point,

the square of the whole line thus produced, and the square

of the part of it produced, are together double of the square

of half the line bisected, and of the square of the line made

up of the half and the part produced.

Let AB be divided into two equal parts in C, & prod,

to any point D. Then AD' + DB- = 2 AC^ -f 2 CD'.
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Draw CE _L AB & = AC or CB
;

join AE, EB
;

di-awEF, FD || AD, EC, respectively.

Then •.* CF is O rt. ^d at C, all its Zs are rt. Z.%.

46. 1. cor.

& •.• Zs BEF + EFD < 2 rt. Za CEF + EFD,
.-. EB, FD px'od. far enough will meet in some point G

;

join AG.
Then •.• AC = CE & ACE = rt. Z,

.-. CAE, CEA, ea. = \ri. Z,. 6 & 32 l.

Similarly CEB, CBE, ea. = ^ rt. Z,
.-. rem. Z BEF, & vert. Z GBD ea. = ^ rt. / ,

& BGD = alt. Z CEB or ^ rt. Z,
.-. As ACE, EFG, BDG, are isosc.

.-. AC = CE, EF = FG, BD =: DG.
Now AD« + DG2 = AG« = AE» + EG% 47. 1.

i. e. AD-' + DB^ = AC^ + CE« + EF« + FG",

= 2 AC« + 2 EF»,

= 2 AC + 2 CD^
Wherefore if a rt. line, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XL—Problem.

To divide a given right line into two such parts, that the

rectangle contained by the whole, and one of the parts, shall

lie equal to the square of the other part.

Let AB be given rt. line ; it ia required to divide AB

I
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into two such parts, tliat rectangle contained by whole &
one part shall = sq. of other part.

On AB desc. a eq. AD j

bisect AC in E :

join BE,

prod. CA to F ;

& make EF = EB
;

'3. 1.

on AF descr. sq. FH ;

then AB is divided in H so that AB • BH == AH".

Prod. GH to K
;

then, "." AC is bisected in E, and prod, to F,

, CF . FA + AE« = EF« 6. 2.

== EB«; las.

= AE« + AB2; 47.1.

take away the com. AE*,

.. CF.FA = AB" 3m.
but fig. FK is CF • FA,

(for AF z= FG & Z at F is rt. Z ) 30 def. 1.

also, fig. AD is AB*, eonstr.

.-. fig. FK = fig. AD; lax.

take away com. part AK,
.-. rem. FH = rem. HD 3 ax.

but n HD is AB • BH,
(for AB = BD). 30 def. 1.

AlsoFH = AH«. eonstr.

. AB . BH = AH«.

Wherefore AB is divided as required, q. e. f.
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PROP. XII.—Theorem.

In obtuse angled triangles, if a perpendicular be drawn

from either of the acute angles to the opposite side pro-

duced, the square of the side subtending the obtuse angle,

is greater than the squares of the sides containing the

obtuse angle, hy twice the rectangle contained by the side

upon which, when produced, the perpendicular falls, and

the right line intercepted without the triangle between the

perpendicular and the obtuse angle.

Let A ABC have obtuse ^ ACB. And from one of

acute Z.B, as A, let fall AD J_ BC prod. Then AB» <
BC« + CA« by 2 BC . CD.

ForAB* = AD« + DB«, 47.1.

= AD« + DC* + BC« + 2 BC • CD. 4. 2.

= AC" + BC* + 2 BC . CD.

> AC« + BC« by 2 BC . CD. ^

Wherefore in obtuse angled, &c. &c. y. e. d.

PROP. XIII Theorem •.

In every triangle, the square of the side subtending

either of the acute angles, t« less than the squares of the

* See Appendix.
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6ides containing that angle, by twice the rectangle contained

by either of those sides, and the right line intercepted

between the perpendicular let fall upon it from the opposite

angle, and the acute angle.

Let A ABC have acute Z. ABC, and from opp. /_ A k t

fall AD _L BC one of sides containing Z. B. Then AC <
CB* + BA« by 2 CB • BD.

FiRST—Let AD fall within A ABC.
.5>: . BC is divided into two unequal pai-ts in D,

. . BC^ + BD* = 2 BC • BD + DC*
; :. ..

add AD- to each,

.BC«+(BD»+AD«) = 2BC.BD+ (AD»+DC»); 2ax.

but AB2 = AD« + DB-, 47. 1.

also AC* = AD« + DC*, 47. i.

.-. AB« + BC* = 2 BC . BD + AC«

;

i ax.

i. e. AC* alone < CB* + BA* by 2 BC • BD.

U C Q

Secondly—Let perpendicular fall without A ABC ;

then, .•
/_ D is a rt. /., hyp.

* .-. Z ACB > rt. Z, 16. 1.

& .-. AB* = AC + CB* + 2 BC . CD
; 12. 2.

add BC* to each,

.•.AB* + BC* = AB* -f (2 CB* + 2 BC . CD) ; 2 ax.

• For Z. ACB is ext. Z ofA ACD ; and .•. > int. Z. ADC.
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but DB . BC = BD . CD + BC^ ;

& • 2 DB . BC = (2 BC • CD + 2 BC^),

• AB^ + BC^ = AC^ + (2 DB . BC),
"

AC^ alone < AB^ + BC^ by 2 DB • BC.

3.2.

2 ax.

Lastly—Let side AC of A ^e JL BC ;

then BC is the rt. line between perpendicular & acute

ZB;
& manifestly AB» + BC^ = AC^ + 2 BC^ 47. 1. & 2 ax.

.-. AC* alone < AB^ + BC* by 2 BC • BC.

Wherefore in every Ai &c. &c. Q. E. d.

PROP. XIV.—Peoblem.

To describe a square that shall be equal to a given I
rectilineal figure. G

Let A be given rectU. fig. It is required to descr. a
,

sq. = fig. A.

Descr. rt. Z*! D BD = fig. A.

Then, if BE = ED
BD is a sq.

;

& that which was retiuired is done.

45.1.

SOdef. 1.
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But if BE zfz ED;
prod. BE to F

;

make EP = ED ; 3. 1.

bisect BF in G; lo. l.

with cr. G, & (list. GB or GF desc. \ © BHF ;

prod. DE to H, in O =

then EH'^ = rectii. fig, A.

Join GH
;

." BF is bisected in G, and divided into two unequal

parts in E,

.-. BE . EF + EG'' = GF^
; 5. 2.

= GH«; i6def.

= HE* + EG* ; 47. 1.

take away com. EG*,

.-. rem. BE • EF = reoi. EH*

;

3 ax.

but BE • EF = n BD,
(for EF = ED), constr.

.-. D BD = EH^

;

but D BD = rectii. fig. A, constr.

.-. EH« = rectii. fig. A.

Wherefore a square has been desc. =: given rectii. fig.

A, viz. the sq. descr. on EH. q. e. f.

e2
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DEFINITIONS.

I.

£(tUAL circles are those of which the diameters are

equal, or from the centimes of which the riglit lines to the

circumference are equal.

II.

A right line is said to touch a circle, when it meets the

circle, and being produced does not cut it.

III.

Circles are said to touch each other, which meet, but do

nut cut each other.

IV.

Right liueB are said to be equally distant from tl>c centre
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of a circle, when the perpendiculars drawn to them from

the centre are equal.

V.

And the right line on which the greater perpendicular

falls, is said to be farther from the centre.

A.

An arc is any part of the circumference of a circle.

VI.

A segment of a circle is a figure contained by a right

line, and the circumfex*ence which it cuts off.

VII.

The angle of a segment is that which is contained by the

right line and the circumference.

VIII.

An angle in a segment is the angle contained by two

right lines drawn from any point in the circumference of

the segment, to the extremities of the right line which is

the base of the segment.

IX.

An angle is said to stand on the circumference inter-

cepted between the right lines that contain the angle.
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X.

A sector of a circle is the figure contained by two right

lines drawn from the centre, and the circumference

between them.

XI.

Similar segments of circles are those in which the angles

ate equal, or which contain equal angles.

^ (2\
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PROP. I.—Problem.

To find the centre of a given circle.

Let ABC be given ; it is requii-ed to find its cr.

c

Draw within © ABC any rt. line AB ;

bisect AB in D
;

10. 1.

draw DC _(_ AB

;

11. l.

prod. DC to E in ;

bisect EC in F

:

then F is cr. of © ABC,
If not, if possible, let G be cr.

join GA, GD, & GB ;

Tlien, •.• in As f AD, DG = BD, DG, ea. to ea.

ADG,BDG, tandrad. AG = rad. BG,

.-. ^ ADG = Z BDG
; 8. i.

.-. they are both rt. ^s ; 10 def. l.

but also /_ FDB is a rt. Z, constr.

& .-. = Z BDG, lax.

i. e. greater = less,

wh. is impossible.

.•. G is not cr. of ABC.
Similarly none other but F is cr. of © ABC.

Therefore F is cr. of ® ABC. q. e. f.

Cor. From this it is manifest, that if in a circle a right

line bisect another at right angles, the centre of the circle

is in the right line which bisects the other.
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PROP. II.—Theorem.

// any two points be taken in the circumference of a

circle, the right line which joins them shall fall within the

circle.

Let ABC be a ©, and let any points A & B be taken in

O. The rt. line drawn from A to B shall fall within ©

.

Find D cr. of ©. l. :?.

Join DA, DB,

& draw from D any rt. line meeting AB in E, & © in F.

Then ext. ^ DEA > int. & opp. Z DBA ; le. i.

but -.AD = BD,

, Z DAB = ZDBA; 5.1.

. . Z DEA > Z DAE,
•. DE < DA, 19.1.

i. e. DE < DF,

.-, point E is within © :

it similarly every other point between A & B is within ©,
& .-. rt. line which joins A & B is within 0.

Wherefore if any two points, &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. Ill,—Theorem.

// a tight line drawn through the centre of a circle,

bisect a right line in it which docs not pass through the

centre, it shall cut it at right angles ; and if it cut it at

right angles, it shall bisect it.

First.—Let CD passing through cr. of © ABC bisect

in F any rt. line AB, wh. does not pass through cr. ; it

shall cut A B at rt. ^s.

Take E cr. of ABC : 1. a.

join EA, EB.

Then in As AEF, BEF,
• AF, FE, EA = BF, FE, EB, respectively,

.-. Z AFE = Z BFE ; 8. i.

& .-. they are both rt. ^s

;

lo def. 1.

. . CD cuts AB at rt. /^s.

Secondly.—Let CD cut AB at rt. Z.& ', CD shall also

bisect AB.
The same constr. being made ;

.• EA = EB, 15 def. 1.

.-. Z EAF = Z. EBF. 5. 1.

And rt. Z AFE = rt. Z BFE, U ax.

.•. in As EAF, EBF, 2 Zs of one = 2 Zs of other,

ea. to ea.

also side EF is com. to As, and opp. equal Zs ;

.-. AF = FB. * 26. 1.

Wherefore if a rt. line, &c. &c. q. e. u.

£5
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PROP. IV.—Theorem.

If, in a circle, two right lines, not passing through the

centre, cut each other, they do not bisect each other.

Let ABCD be a ; AEC, BED, two rt. lines in it, not

passing through cr. ; they shall not bisect each otlier.

For, if possible, let AE r= EC, & BE = ED ;

If one of lines pass through or., it is evident that it

cannot be bisected by the other wli. does not pass through

cr. But if neither of them pass tlirough cr.,

take F, cr. of O ; 1.3.

join EF
;

and *.' EF passing through cr. bisects AC, wh. does not

pass through cr.,

.-. EF is _L AC ; 3. 3.

.-. Z FEA is a rt. Z-
Similarly, ".' EF passing through cr. bisects BD, wh. does

not pass through cr.

.-. FE is _LBD; 3.3.

.-. Z FEB is a rt. ^ ;

= rt. Z FEA ; u ax

i. e. greater = less,

wh. is impossible :

,•. AC, BD do not bisect each other.

Wherefore if in a 0, &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP, v.—Theorem.

// two circles cut each other, they shall not have the

same centre.

Let ©8 ABC, CDG, cut each other in points C & B ;

they shall not have same cr.

For, if possible, let E be cr. of both.

Join EC
;

& draw any rt. line EFG meeting Qs in F & G ;

& •.• E is cr. of ABC,
.-.EC = EF. isdef.l.

Again, •.• E is cr. of © CDG,
.-.EG = EC; lodef.l.

= EF,

i. e. greater = less,

wh. is impossible.

.-. E is not cr. of ©s ABC, CDG.

Wherefore if two ©s cut each other, &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. VI.—Theorem.

// two circles touch each other internally^ they shall not

have the same centre.

Let two ©3 ABC, CDE, touch each other internally iii

point C ; they shall not have same cr.

If possible, let F be centre of both.

Join FC

:

& draw any rt. line FEB meeting Qs in E & B.

Then •.• F is cr. of © ABC,
.-. FC = FB. 15 (lef. 1.

Again, •.• F is cr. of © CDE,

.-. FE = FC; I6<lef. J.

= FB ; 1 ax.

i. e. less = greater,

wh. is impossible.

.-. F is not cr. of ©s ABC, CDE.

Therefore if two ©s touch each other internally, &c. <S;c.

<i. E. D.

i
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PROP. VII.—Theorem.

If iini/ point be taken in the diameter of a circle which

is not the centre, of all the riyht lines which can he drawn

from it to the circumference, the greatest is that in which

the centre is, and the other part of that diameter is the

least, and, of any others, that which is nearer to the line

which passes through the centre is always greater than

one more remote ; aiid from the same point there can only

be drawn two riyht lines that are fquul to each other, one

upon each side of the shortest line.

In diam. AD of © ABCD, let any point F, not being

cr. be taken ; let E be cr. Of all rt. lines FB, FC, FG,

&c., that can be drawn from F to 0> *''*' greatest is FA
in \vh. cr. is ; & least is FD, the other part of diam. ; and

of the othcre, that wh. is nearer to FA is always > the

one more remote ; viz. FB > FC, & FC > FG, Ac.

» H

Join BE,*CE, GE.

Then Z in A BEF, BE + EF > BF, a., l.

& that AE = BE, 15def. l.

AE + EF, i. e. AF > BF.

& .• BE, EF = CE, EF, ea. to ea.

but /_ BEF > ^ CEF, 9 ax.

.-. base BF > base CF, o-J. 1.

Similarly CF > GF.
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Again, •.• GF + FE > EG, 20.1.

& EG = ED,
• GF + FE > ED ;

take away com. part FE,

.-. rem. GF > rem. FD

;

5 ax,

c i7rw • .? 1 . r of all rt. lines from F to O-
& FD IS the least J

& BF > FC.

& FC > FG.

Also only two equal rt. lines can be drawn from F to Oi
one upon each side of shortest line.

At E in EF make Z. FEH = Z. FEG ; 23. 1.

join FH.
Then in As. . / GE, EF = HE, EF, ea. to ea.

GEF.HEF, L &ZGEF = ^ HEF; constr.

.-. base FG = baseFH. 4.1.

And besides FH no other rt. line =^ FG can be drawn
from F to O ; for if there can, let it be FK :

& •.• FK = FG,

& FG = FH,
.-. FK = FH; lax.

i, e. a line nearer to,= one more remote from, that passing

through cr., wb. is impossible.

Therefore if any point be taken, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

PROP. VIII.—Theohem.

// any point be taken without a circle, and right lines

be drawn from it to the circumference, whereof one passes

through the centre ; of those which fall, on the concave

circumference, the greatest is that which passes through
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Ihe centre ; and of the rest, that which is nearer to the

one passing through the centre is always greater than one

more remote ; but, of those which fall oti the convex cir-

cumference, the least is that between the point without the

circle and the diameter ; and of the rest, that which is

nearer to the least is aluays less than one more remote :

and only two equal right lines can be drawn from the

same point to the circumference , one on each side of the

least line.

Let any point D be taken without ABC, & let it.

lines DA, DE, DF, DC be drawn to Q. whereof DA
passes through cr. Of those rt. lines wh. fall on concave

0> greatest shall be DA, & of rest, tlie one nearer to DA
shall be > the one more remote ; viz. DE > DF, DF >
DC. But of those which fall on convex Q HLKG, least

shall be that between D & diam. AG ; viz. DO : and of

rest, that which is nearer to DG shall be < the one moi"e

remote ; viz. DK < DL «& DL < DH.

A
Take M cr. of © ABC ; i. 3.

join ME, MF, MC, MH, ML, MK
;

& •-• MA = EM, isdef. 1.

add MD to ea.

;

.-. AD = EM + MD; 2 ax.

but EM + MD > ED
; 20. 1.

. . AD > ED.
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Again, •. E\F, MD =
but Z EMD >

.-. base DE >
Similarly DF >

FM,MD,ea.toea.

ZFMD, 9 ax.

base DF. 24. l.

DC,

Again,

'.' AD is the greatest
;

&DE > DF,&DF>DC
MK + KD > MD, 20. 1.

&MK = MG; I5def. 1.

.•. rem. KD > i-eni. GD
; 6 ax.

i.e. GD < KD.
& "." MK, DK, are drawn to point within ^ MLD

;

.-. MK + KD < ML + LD ; 21. l.

but MK z= ML, 15 def. 1.

.-. rem. DK < rem. DL. 5 ax.

Similarly DL < DH
;

.-. DG is the least
;

&DK < DL,&DL<DH.
Also there can be drawn only two equal rt. lines from

same point D to 0> i- e. one on ea. side of least line.

At M, in MD, make^DMB = ^ DMK
; 23. l.

& join DB,

& -.' KM, MD =
& that Z KMD =

.-. base DK =
And besidesDB, none other=:DK can be drawn fromD toO;

for if there can, let it be DN
;

& •.• DK = DN,
& DB = DK,
.-. BD = DN ;

i. e. a line nearer to the least = one more remote,

wh. is impossible.

Wherefore if any point, &c, &c. <i. e. d.

BM, MD ea. to ea.

Z BMD, constr.

base DB. 4. 1.
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PROP. IX.—Theorem.

If a point be taken within a circlet from which there

fall more than two equal right lines to the circumference,

that point is the centre of the circle.

Let point D be taken within ABC, from wh. to O
there fall more than two equal rt. lines, viz. DA, DB, DC ;

point D shall be or, of 0.

For, if not, let E be cr. of © ABC.
Join DE

;

prod. DE both ways to the Q in F, G ;

then FG is diara.

And .' point D, not cr. is taken in diam. FG,
DG is greatest of all rt. lines from D to O ; "I

& DC > DB
;

i- 7. 3.

& DB > DA

;

J

but DA = DB = DC, hyp.

wh. is impossible
;

.-. E is not cr. of ABC.
Similarly none other but D is cr. of ABC ;

.-. D is cr. of ABC.

Wherefore if a point be taken, &c. &c. q. e. o.
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PROP. X.—Theorem.

One circumference of a circle cannot cut another in

more than two points.

If possible, letO FAB cut© DEF in more than two points,

i. e. B, G, F.

Take K or. of © ABC ; i. 3.

join KB, KG, & KF.

And ".• from pt. K, in © DEF, there fall to © more than

two equal rt. lines KB, KG, KF,

.-. K is cr. of © DEF ; 9. 3.

but K is also cr. of Q ABC ; constr.

.-. same point is cr. of two ©s wh. cut each other ;

wh. is impossible. 5. 3.

Therefore one ©, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XI.—TUEOKEM.

// two circles touch each other internally, the right line

which joins thiir centres, being produced, shallpass through

the point of contact.

Let ©8 ABC, ADE touch each other internally in point

A. And let F bo cr. of © ABC, & G of © ADK ; the rt.
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line joining F & G, being pi'od., sliall pass through point

of contact A.

If not, if possible let it fall otherwise, as BC,

Join AF, AG ;

& •.• in A AGF,
FG + GA > FA, 20. 1.

&FA = FB, isdef. 1.

.-. FG + GA > FB ;

take away com. part FG,

.-. rem. GA > rem. GB ;

but GA = GD, ISdef. 1.

.-. GD > GB ;

i. e. less > greater

;

wh. is impossible.

The rt. line joining crs. F & G, being pi-od., must fall

on A, the point of contact.

Wherefore if two ©s, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XII.—Theorem.

// two circles touch each other externally, the riyht line

which joins their centres shall pass through the point of

contact.

Let ABC touch © ADE externally in point A. And
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let F be cr. of © ABC, & G of © ADE ; the rt. line

joining F & G shall pass through A.

For if not, if possible let it fall otherwise, as FCDG.

Join FA, AG,

& •.• F is cr. of © ABC,

.-. FA = FC.

also, •.• G is cr. of © ADE,
• GA = GD;

.-. FA + AG = FC + DG

;

.-. whole FG > FA + AG ;

but also FG < FA + AG,

wh. is impossible.

/. rt. line joining F & G must fall on point of contact A.

Wherefore if two ©s, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

15def. 1.

15 def. 1.

2 :ix.

20. 1.

PROP. XIII.—Theorem.

One circle cannot touch another in more points than one,

whether it touch it internally or externally.

First.—If possible, let © EBF touch © ABC inter-

nally in more than one point, as B & D.
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Join BD
;

draw GH, bisecting BD at rt. ^s. lo. u. i.

Tlien •. points B & D are in Q of ea. ©,
.-. BD falls within ea. © ; 2. 3.

& .-. GH bisects BD at rt. Zs.
.-. cr. of ea. © is in GH

; cor. l. 3.

.-. GH passes through point of contact
; n. 3.

but it does not,

for points B & D are not in rt. line GH
;

wh. is absurd
;

\ . .
one © cannot touch another internally in more than

one point.

SECONDLY.—If possible, let © ACK touch © ABC
externally in more than one point, as A & C.

Join AC,
& points A & C are in © of © ACK,

.-. AC falls within © ACK,
2. 3.

but © ACK is without © ABC, hvn
.-. AC is without © ABC

;

but . points A & C are in © of © ABC,
.-. AC is also in © ABC

j 2 3
wh. is absurd.

>V
. .

one © cannot touch another externally in more points
than one.

Wherefore one ©, &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. XIV.—Theorem.

Equal right linrs in a circle are equally distant from the

centre ; and those which are equally distant from the

centre are equal to each other.

First.—In ABDC let AB = CD ; they shall be

equally dist. from cr.

Take E cr. of © ABDC

;

1.3.

draw EF J_ AB ; "i

& EG _L CD ; I
'• ^•

join AE, EC,

Then '.' EF passing through cr. is _J_ AB not passing

through cr.

.-. AF = FB

;

3. 3.

& .-. AB = 2 AF ;

similarly, CD = 2 CG;
but AB = ' CD, lijp.

.-. AF = CG; 7rx.

& •.• AE = EC, i6def. I.

.-. AE* = EC
;

but AF» + FE« = AE», 47. 1.

(for ^ AFE is a rt. /^) conatr.

himilarly, EG* + GC = EC,
.-. AF' + FE» = EG< + GC. 1 „x.

Now AF* = CG3,
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.-. rem. FE2 = rem. EG", 3nx.

& .-. FE = EG;
& FE, EG, are drawn from cr. E _L AB, CD ; con«tr.

.-. AB & CD are equally dist. from cr. 4 def. 3.

Secondly.—Let AB, CD be equally dist. from cr., i. e.

EF = EG ; then AB = CD,
". as was demonstrated, AF2 -|- FE* = EG^ + GC-

;

of wh. FE2 = EG2,

.-. rem. AF^ z= rem. GC^

;

3 ax.

.-. AF = CG ;

but AB = 2 AF,

& CD = 2 CG,

.-. AB = CD. 6 ax.

Wherefore equal rt. lines, &c. &e. q. e. d.

PROP. XV.—Theorem.

The diameter is the greatest right line in a circle ; and

of all others, that which is nearer to the centre is always

greater than, one more remote ; and the greater is nearer

to the centre than the less.

First.—Let ABCD be a © ; AD diam. & E cr. ; and

let a rt. line BC be nearer than another FG is ; then shall

AD be greater than any rt. line BC, which is not a diam.

;

and BC > FG.
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Draw EH, EK J_ BC, FG, respectively ; 12. 1.

join EB, EC, EF.

& .• AE = EB,1
&ED = EC,}

^^'^^^•^•

. . AD = BE + EC
;

but BE + EC > BC, 20. 1.

.-. AD > BC.

Again, BH^ + EH2 = EB^= EF^ = EK^ + KF-^

;

but ER^ < EK"
(Since BC is nearer or. than FG) 5 def. 3.

.-. BH^ > KF^
& BH > KF,

but BC = 2 BH ; and FG = 2 KF,
•. BC > FG.

Secondly.—Let BC > FG ; then shall BC be nearer to

cr. than FG ; i. e. EH < EK.

. BH^ + HE" = FK» + KE»

;

but BH» > FK« by hypoth.
;

. , HE« < KE»

;

.-.HE < KE;
i. e. BC is nearer cr. than FG.

Wherefore the diameter, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XVI.—Theorem.

The right line which is drawn at right angles to the

diameter of a circle, from the extremity of il, falls without

the circle ; and no right line can be drawn from the e.i-
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tremil}/, between that right line and the circumference which

does not cut the circle, or, which is the same thing, no right

line can make so great an acute angle with the diameter at

its extremity, or so small an angle with the right line

which is at right angles to it, as not to cut the circle.

First Let ABC be © ; AB diam. & D its cr. The

rt. line drawn from the extremity A _L AB shall fall

without ABC.

For, if not, let it, if possible, fall within 0, as AC.

Draw DC to point C, where AC meets O '•

Then •.• DA = DC, 15def. I.

.-. Z DAC = Z ACD
; 6. i.

but Z DAC is a rt. ^

,

hyp.

.-. Z ACD is a rt. Z ;

i. e. two Z.S of A BCD = two rt. ^s ;

wh. is impossible. 17. i.

.-. AC does not fall within ;

similarly AC does not fall on Q

;

.-. AC falls without © ABC, as AE.

Secondly.—Between AE & 0> no rt. line can be di-awii

from A which does not cut ©

.
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For, ifpossible, let FA be between them without cutting © ;

draw DG
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PROP. XVII.—Problem.

To draw a right line from a given point, either without

or in the circumference, which shall touch a given circle.

First.—Let A be given point without given © BCD ;

it is required to draw from A, a rt. line wh. shall touch

© BCD.

Find E or. of © BCD
; 1. 3.

join AE meeting Q i" D
;

with cr. E, & dlst. EA descr. © AFG ;

draw DF j_ EA ; 11. l.

join EF, AB

;

then AB touches © BCD.
For •.• E is cr. of ©s BCD, AFG,

• EB = • ED, T

&EF = Ea!}
'"''''-'

.-. AE, EB =r FE, ED, ea. to ea.

k they contain an^at E com. to As AEB, FED,
.•. base DF = base AB, 4. i,

& Z. EDF = Z EBA
;

but Z. EDF is a rt. ^ by constr.

.-. Z EBA is a rt. Z J

but EB being prod, is a diam.

.-. AB touches © BCD ; 16, 3. cor

it it is drawn from given point A without 0>
F 2
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Secondly.—Let given point be in O of © as D.

Join DE,
draw DF _[_ DE,
then DF touches ©

.

cor. 16. 3.

PROP. XVIII.—Theorem.

// a right line touch a circle, the right line drawn from

the centre to the point of contact, shall be perpendicular to

the line which touches the circle.

Let DE touch © ABC in C ; & let FC be drawn from

cr. F, to C the point of contact ; then shall FC _[_ DE.

For, if FC be not J, DE ;

draw FG J, DE. 12,1.

Then •.• FGC is a rt. Z.,

.-. GCF < rt. /^ ; 17. 1.

.'. Z FGC > Z GCF

;

.-. also FC > FG
; 19.1.

butFC = FB; ISdef.l.

.-. FC > FG;
i. e. less > greater,

wh. is impossible,

.-. FG ia not X ^^ '> A
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similarly, none other but FC is J_ DE ;

.-. FC J_ DE.

Therefore if a rt. line, &c. &c. <i. e. d.

PROP. XIX.—Theorem.

// a right line touch a circle, and from the point of

contact a right line be drawn at right angles to the touch-

ing line, the centre of the circle shall be in that line.

Let DE touch © ABC in C, and let AC be drawn from

C _L DE ; cr. of shall be in AC.

DOB
For, if not, if possible, let F be cr. of © ABC.

Join CF
;

& •.• DE touches © ABC,
& FC is drawn from cr. to point of contact C,

18. 3..-. FC
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PROP. XX.—Theorem.

The angle at the centre of a circle is double of the angle

at the circumference, upon the same base, that is, upon

the same part of the circumference.

In O ABC let Z. BEC be at cr. B, & Z. BAC at Q,
having same part BC of O for their base. Then sliall /.

BEC = 2 Z BAC.

FiBST.— Let cr. E be within Z BAC,
Join AE, & prod, it to F in O ^

& •.• EA
.-. Z EAB

.-. 2 Z EAB

similarly, 2 EAC
.-. whole Z BEC

EB, isdcf. ].

ZEBA; 5.1.

Zs EAB + EBA,
ext. Z BEF, by 32. 1

.

;

Z FEC;
2 whole Z BAC.

Secondly.—Let cr. E be without Z BDC.

Join DE, & prod, it to G in O •'
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Then as in first case, ]5 ^gf j

Z GEC = 2 Z GDC, 5 i',

2 Z GEB = 2 Z GDB,
& rem. Z BEC = 2 rem. Z BDC.

Therefore the angle, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XXL-Theorem.

The angles in Ihe same segment of a circle are eq'ial to
each other.

Let Zs BAD, BED be in same seg. BAED of © ABCD,
Tlien shall Z BAD = /. BED.

Take F cr. of © ABCD. ^ 3.

First—Let seg. be > > q.
Join FB, FD :

& ••• Z BFD is at cr. F,

& that l_ BAD is at Q,
& that both have same base BCD,
.-. ZBFD = 2ZBAD, 20.3

& similarly, Z BJ'D =r 2 Z BED
;

.-. Z. BAD = /_ BED.
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Secondlt.—Let seg. be < ^ ©•
Draw AC through cr. F to Q at C ;

join CE ;

.-. seg. BADC > i 0,
& /_& in it are equal, by 1st case,

i. e. Z BAG = Z BEC ;

similarly, Z CAD = Z CED ;

.-. whole Z BAD = whole Z BED.

Wherefore the angles, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

PROP. XXII.—Theorem.

The opposite angles of any quadrilateralfigure described

in a circle, are toyether equal to two right angles.

Let quadrilat. fig. ABCD be inscr. in © ABCD j any

two of its opp. Zs together ^ 2 rt. Zs.

Join AC, BD.

Then ': Z» BAC, BDC are in same seg. BADC,

.-. Z BDC = Z BAC : 21. 3.
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similarly, /_ ADB = /_ ACB ;

.-. whole Z, ADC = ^s BAC + ACB
;

add Z. CBA to ea.

.-. Zs ADC + CBA = Zs CBA+BAC+ACB :

= 2rt. ^8. :(o. 1.

Similarly, ^8 BAD+ DCB = 2 rt. ^s ;

& these are the opp. ^s of quadrilat. fig. ABCD,

Therefore the opposite angles, &c. &c. q. k, d.

PROP. XXIII Theorem.

Upon the same right line, and upon the same side of it,

there cannot be two similar segments of circles, which do

not coincide with each other.

If it be possible, let sim. segs. ACB, ADB be on same
rt. line AB, on same side of it, & not coincide with each

other.

Then ".' © ACB cuts © ADB in points A & B, it cannot

cut it in any other point
; 10. ;<.

.-. one seg. must fall within other.

Let seg. ACB fall within seg. ADB.
Draw a rt. line BCD, cutting ©s in C, D,

join CA, DA
;

& ".' seg. ACB is sim. to seg. ADB,
F 5
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.-. Z ACB = ZADB ; 11 def. 3.

i. e. ext. Z. = int. Zj
wh. is impossible. 16. 1.

Therefore there cannot be on same rt. line, &c. &c.

Q. E. u.

PROP. XXIV.—Theobem.

Similar segments of circles upon equal right lines are

equal to each other.

Let seg. AEB be sim. to seg. CFD, & let them be on

equal rt. lines AB, CD : then shall seg. AEB= seg. CFD.

For if seg. AEB be applied to seg. CFD,

so that point A be on point C,

& rt. line AB on rt. line CD
;

then •.• AB = CD, hyp.

.-. also point B shall coincide with point D :

.•. AB coinciding with CD,

seg. AEB must coincide with seg. CFD ; 23. .?.

Si .-. seg. AEB = seg. CFD.

Wherefore sim. segs. &c. &c. q. e. p.
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PROP. XXV.—Problem.

A segment of a circle being given, to describe the circle

of which it is the segment.

Let ABC be given Beg. ; it is required to descr. © of

wh. it is seg.

Bisect AC in D

;

draw DB J_ AC

;

join AB
;

First.—Let ^ ABD = Z. BAD,
then BD = DA.

^^ 1

. . DA, DB, DC = each other,

.-. D is cr. of O ; c, .^

. . with cr. D & dist. DA, DB, or DC descr. © ;

& this shall pass through extrems. of the other two rt,

liues
;

& 0, of wh. ABC is a seg., will be descr.

Secondly.—Let^ABD :jt: ^ BAD,
make Z. BAE = ^ ABD

; 23 j

if necess. prod. BD to E, & join EC :

& •.• Z ABE = Z_ BAE,
.-. AE = EB

;

& •• AD = DC,
& DE is com. to As ADE, CDE,

& that rt. Z. ADE = rt. Z. CDE,
.-. base AE = base EC;

'

j. j

6. 1.

constr.
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but AE = EB,
.-. AE, EB, EC = each other ;'

.-. E is cr. of O ;

.-. With cr. E & dist, AE, EB, or EC descr. a Q ;

& this shall pass through extrems. of the other two

rt. lines :

& O of wh. ABC is a seg. will be descr.

And, if Z ABD > Z BAD, Fig. 2.

it is evident that cr. E shall fall without seg. ABC ;

& .-. seg. ABC would be < i ©.
But if Z ABD < Z BAD, iig.3.

then cr. E would fall within seg. ABC
;

& .-. seg. ABC would be > ^ ©.

Wherefore a seg. of a © being given, &c. &c. &c. q. e. f.

PROP. XXVI.—Theorem.

Jit equal circles, equal angles stand upon equal arcs,

whether they be at the centres or circumferences.

Let ABC, DEF be equal ©s, and let equal Zs at crs.

be BGC, EHF ; & those at ©s, BAC, EDF. Then shall

BKC = ELF.
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Join BC, EF ;

& '.• O ABC = O DEF.
.-. BG, GC = EH,HF,ea.toea. ; lUef.:!.

& Z at G = Z at H, hyp

.-. base BC = base EF ; 4.1.

& •.• Z at A = Z at D,

.-. seg. BAC is sira. to seg. EDF
; n def :<.

& tliey are upon equal rt. lines, BC, EF :

.-. seg. BAC z=z seg. EDF
; 24. 3.

but whole ABC = whole © DEF ; hyp.

.-. rem. seg. BKC = rem. seg. ELF ; an,. \_

& .-. BKC = ELF.

Wherefore in equal ©s, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XXVII.—Theorem.

In equal circles, the angles which stand upon equal arcs

are equal to each other, whether they be at the centres or

circumferences.

In equal ©s ABC, DEF, let /.» BGC, EHF, at ers. &

Z_s BAC, EDF at ©s, stand upon equal arcs BC, EF.

Then Z BGC = Z EHF, & Z BAC = Z. EDF.

If Z BGC = Z EHF,
it is plain that Z BAC = Z EDF ;
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but assume Z_ BGC
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Take K, L crs. of ©s
; ]_ 3

join BK, KC, EL, LF ;

& •.• © ABC = © EDF,
.-. BK, KC := FL, LF, ea. to ea., i def. 3.

& base BC = base EF, hyp
.-. ZBKC =: ^ELF. g.l.

Now /^s at K & L are at crs. of ©s,

.-. BGC = EHF; 26.3.
but whole O ABC = whole Q DEF

; hyp.

.-. rem. BAC = rem. EDF. 3 a,.

Wherefore in equal ©s, equal rt. lines cut off, &c. &c.

Q. E. D,

PROP. XXIX.—Theorem.
In equal circles, equal arcs are subtended by equal

right lines.

Let ABC, DEF be equal ®s, and let arcs BGC, EHF
be equal

;
join BC, EF. Then BC = EF.

C E

Take K, L crs. of ©s ;

join BK, KC, EL, LF
;

& •• BGC = mw,
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.-. ZBKC = ^ ELF; 27 3.

& •.• © ABC = © DEF,
.'. BK, KC = EL, LF,ea. toea. idef. 3.

& they contain equal /^s
;

,'. base BC = base EF. 4. 1.

Wherefore in equal ©s, &c. &c. q. e, d.

PROP. XXX.—Problem.

To bisect a given arc; that is, to divide it into two

equal parts.

Let ADB be given arc j it is required to bisect it.

Join AB, and bisect AB in C ;

Draw CDX AB
;

Then ADB is bisected in D.

Join AD, DB
;

* & ••• AC = CB,

& CD is com. to /^s ACD, BCD,
& that ^ ACD = ^ BCD

;

.-. base AD = base BD
;

and ." DC passes tlirough the centre,

AD and DB are each < j^ © ;

..AD = iSb;

Wliercforc ADB is bisected in D. q. e. f.

11.1.

constr,

4. 1.

1 cor. 3.

28. .1.
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PROP. XXXI.—Theorem.

In a circle, the angle in a semicircle is a right angle ;

but the angle in a segment greater than a semicircle is less

than a right angle ; and the angle in a segment less than

a semicircle is greater than a right angle.

Let ABCD be a 0, of wh. diara. is BC, & cr. E ; &
draw CA dividing into segs. ABC, ADC, and join BA,
AD, DC ; then ^ in | BAC is a rt. ^ ; and Z. in seg,

ABC, wh. is > ^ 0, is < a rt. Z ; & /^ in seg. ADC,
wh. is < ^ 0, is > a rt. Z.

.

\0

First.—Join AE ;

prod. BA to F

:

& •.• BE = EA, I6def. 1.

.• Z B.AE = Z ABE: 5.1.

also •.• AE = EC,

.-. Z EAC = Z ACE ;

.-. whole Z BAC == Zs ABC + ACB :

but ext. Z FAC = Zs ABC + ACB, 32. 1.

.-. Z BAC = Z. FAC ;

& .-. each of Zs BAC, FAC is a rt. Z = 10 def. l.

.-. Z. BAC in a ^ is a rt. Z-
Secondly— '.• in A ABC, Z» BAC + ABC < 2 rt.

Zs, 17.1.

& that Z BAC = rt. Z,
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.'. Z ABC < It, /_ ;

L e. the ^ in a seg. > ^ © is < rt. ^^

.

Thirdly.— '.' ABCD is a quadrilat. fig. in a ©,
any two of its opp. ^s ^ 2 rt. ^s ;

.-. Zs ABC + ADC = 2 i-t. Zs ; 22. 3.

but Z ABC < rt. Z,
.-. Z ADC > rt. Z.

Besides, it is manifest that the arc of the greater seg-

ment ABC falls without the right /_ CAB ; but the arc

of the less segment ADC falls within the right Z CAF.
" And this is all that is meant, when in the Greek text

" and the translations from it, the angle of the greater

" segment is said to be greater, and the angle of the less

" segment is said to be less, than a right Z-"
Cor. From this it is manifest, that if one angle of a

triangle be equal to the other two, it is a right angle, be-

cause the angle adjacent to it is equal to the same two,

and when the adjacent angles are equal, they are right

angles.

PROP. XXXII.—Theorem.

// a right line touch a circle, and from the point of

contact a right line be drawn cutting the circle, the angles

which this makes with the line which touches the circle,

shall be equal to tlie angles which are in the alteriiate

gegmenti of the circle.

Let rt. line EF touch © ABCD in B, and let BD be

drawn cutting © ; Zs wh. BD makes with EF shall= Z»
in altera, segs, of © : i. e. Z FBD = Z i" seg. DAB, &

Z DBE = Z in seg. BCD.
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DrawBA_LEF; n. 1.

take any point C in BD ;

& join AD, DC, CB.
Then •.' EF touches © in B,

& BA is JL EF ;

.-. or. of is in AB ; 19. 3.

& .". Z. ADB in a 1^ is a rt. Z. ; 31. 3.

& consequently ^s BAD + ABD =: rt. ^ : 32. 1.

but ^ ABFisart. ^,
.-. L ABF = ^8 BAD + ABD

;

take away com. Z. ABD,
.-. rem. Z DBF = rem. Z BAD in altera, seg. of 0.

Again, *.• ABCD is a quadrilat. fig. in a ©,
.-. opp. ^s BAD + BCD = 2 rt. ^s ; 22. 3.

but Zs DBF + DBE = 2 rt. ^s ; 13^ l

.-. Zs DBF + DBE = Zs BAD + BCD :

but Z DBF = /_ BAD,
.-. rem. /_ DBE == rem. Z. BCD in altera, seg. of 0.
Wherefore if a rt. line touch a 0, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XXXIII.—PaoBLEM.
To describe upon a given right line a segment of a circle

which shall contain an angle equal to a given rectilineal
angle.

Let AB be given rt. line, & Z C given rectil. Z J
it is
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required to descr. on AB a seg. of a ©, containing an /.

First—Let Z. C be a rt. ^.
Bisect AB in F

;

lo. l.

with cr, F, & dist. FB descr. \ © AHB
;

Z. AHB in ^ O = rt. Z C 31. 3.

Secondly—Let C not be a rt. Z •

Make Z BAD = Z C

;

23. 1.

draw AE _[_ AD

;

11. 1.

bisect AB in F

;

10. l.

draw FG _L AB ;

join GB.

Then .• AF, FG = BF, FG ea. to ea.,

& rt. Z AFG = rt. Z BFG,
.-. base AG = base GB ; 4. 1.

a O^descr. from G, with dist. GA, shall pass through

point B

;

let this O be A BE :

from extremity A, of diain. AE, AD is drawn | AE,
.-. AD touches

; le cor. 3.

& '.' AB drawn from point of contact, cuts 0,
.'. Z DAB =; Z in altcrn. seg. AHB ; 32. 3.
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but Z DAB = Z at C,

.-. also Z at C =1 Z in altern. seg. AHB.

Wherefore on given rt. line AB, a seg. of a © has been

descr. wli. contains an Z. = given rectil. /_ at C. q. e. f.

PROP. XXXIV.—PttOBLKM.

To cut off a segment from a given circle which shall

contain an angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.

Let ABC be given 0, and Z D given rectil. ^\ '\i \a

required to cut off from © ABC a seg. that shall contain

an Z "= given rectil. Z D.

Draw EF, touching © in B ; 17. 3.

make Z FBC = Z D. 23. 1.

Then '. BC drawn from point of contact B, cuts ©,
.-. Z FBC = Zin altern. seg. BAC ; 32. 3.

but Z FBC = Z D,

,•. Z in altern.seg.BAC ^ Z D.

,-. a seg. BAC is cut from © ABC containing an Z =
given I'ectil. Z D, q. e. f.
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PROP. XXXV.-Theobem.

If two right lines within a circle cut one another, the

rectangle contained by the segments of one of them is equal

to the rectangle contained by the segments of the other.

Let AC, BD cut each other in point E within 0'ABCD ;

then shall AE • EC = BE • ED.

First—Let point E be cr. of © ; [

then since AE, EC, BE, ED = each other ; 15 del. 1. >j

it is plain that AE . EC = BE • ED. ;

Secondly—Let one of them, BD, pass through cr. &
cut other AC, wh. does not pass through cr. at rt. ^a in

point E.

.'. BD bisects AC. a.S.

Bisect BD in F
;

. . F is cr. of O ABCD :

join AF :

& •.• BD bisects AC,

.•. AE = EC;
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fi '.' BD is bisected in F, & divided into two unequal

parts in E,

• BE ED + EF» = FB«

;

5. 2.

= FA» ISdef.l.

= AE« + EF' ; 47. 1.

take away com. EF»
;

• rem. BE • ED = rem, AE» = AE • EC. 3 ax.

Thirdly—Let BD, passing through or., cut AC, \\h.

'Iocs not pass through cr. in E, but not at rt. /^e.

Bisect BD in F, wh. is .•. cr. of © ;

join AF ;

draw FG ± AC ;

.-, AG =: GC. 3.3.

Now, FA« = FB^

i. e. AG2 + GF^ = DE • EB + FE« ;

• EC+GEHGF- = DE . EB + FE» ;.

butGE2+GF« = FE»;

/. rem. AE • EC = rem. DE • ED.

Lastly—Let neither AC nor BD pass through cr. of ©.
Take F cr. of

; 1. 3.

through E, where AC, BD cut, draw diam. GEFH :
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fpu u o J r AE . EC = GE . EH,Then by 3rd case -I , „^ „^ ^_ „^'
•' \andBE.ED = GE • EH.

.-. rect. AE • EC = BE • ED.

Wherefore if two rt. lines within a ©, &c. &c. q. e. d.*

PROP. XXXVI.—Theorem.

1/ from any point without a circle two right lines be

drawn, one of which cuts the circle, and the other touches

it ; the rectangle contained by the whole line which cuts

the circle, and the part of it without the circle, shall be

equal to the square of the line which touches it.

Let D be any point without © ABC ; DCA, BD two

rt. lines, of wh. DCA cuts ©, & DB touches it. Then

shall AD . DC = BD^,

Either DCA passes through cr., or it does not.

First—Let DCA pass through cr. E.

Join EB
;

.*. EBD is a rt. ^ ; 18. 3.

& '. AC is bisected in E, & prod, to D,

AD . DC + EC« = ED« «. o.

= EB« + BD"
; 47. 1.

but EC = EB«

;

,-. rem. AD • DC = rem. BD«.

* S«e Appendix.
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I

Secondly—Let DCA not pass through cr. of 0.
Take E cr. of © ;

1. 3.

join ED, EC, EB.

draw EF J_ AC
;

.-. AC is bisect, in F, 3. 3.

and is prod, to D,

whence AD • DC + CF« = FD« 6. 2.

. AD . DC+CF«+FE='=FD2+FE»=DE'=BEHBD';
but CF" + FE2= CE«= EB^ 47. 1. & 16 def. 1.

.-, rem. AD • DC = rem. BD«.

Wherefore, if from a point, &c. &c. q. e. d.*

Cor. If from a point without a two I't. lines aa AB,

AC be drawn cutting 0, then BA • AE =: CA • AF.

For BA • AE = AD^ =: CA • AF.

* See Appendix.
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PROP. XXXVII.—Theorem.

// from a point without a circle there be drawn two

right lines, one of which cuts the circle, and the other

meets it ; if the rectangle contained by the tvhole line

which cuts the circle and the part of it without the circle

be equal to the square of the line which meets it, the line

which meets shall touch the circle.

Let any point D be taken without ABC, and from it

let two rt. lines DCA, DB, be drawn ; of which DCA cuts

O, and DB meets it ; if AD • DC=DB% then DB touches

the©.

D

Draw DE touching ABC in E
; 17. 3.

find F cr. of
; i. 3,

join FB, FD, FE
;

then ^ FED is a rt. ^ : is. 3.

& •.' DE touches ABC, & DCA cuts it,

.-. DE»
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but Z DEF is a rt. ^,
.-. Z. DBF is a rt. Z ;

but BF prod, is diam.

.-. DB touches © ABC. 16. .

Wliereforc, if from a poiut without a ©, &c. &c. y. e. d.
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DEFINITIONS.

I.

A RECTILINEAL figure is said to be inscribed in another

rectilineal figure, when all the angles of the inscribed

figure are upon the sides of the figure in which it is in-

scribed, each upon each.

II.

In like manner, a figure is said to be described about

another figure, when all the sides of the circumscribed

figure pass through the angular points of tlie figure about

which it is described, each through each.
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III.

A rectilineal figure Is said to be inscribed in a circle,

when all the angles of an inscribed figure are upon the

circumference of the circle.

IV.

A rectilineal figure is said to be described about a circle,

when each side of the circumscribed figure touches the

circumference of the circle.

V.

In like manner, a circle is said to be inscribed in a rec-

tilineal figure, when the circumference of the circle touches

each sid© of the figure.

VI.

A circle is said to be described about a rectilineal figui-e,

when the circumference of the circle passes through all the

angular points of the figure about which it is described.

VII.

A right line is said to be placed in a circle, when the

extremities of it are in the circumference of the circle.
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PROP. I.—Problem,

In a given circle to place a right line, equal to a given

right line not greater than the diameter of the circle.

Let ABC be given ©, D given rt. line> diam. of © ;

it is required to place in © ABC a rt. line = D.

Draw diam. BC of © ABC ;

& if BC = D,

the thing required is done.

But if BC :^ D,

then BC > D

;

from BC, cut off CE = D
; .1. 1.

& with cr. C, and dist. CE, desc. © AEF,
cutting © ABC in A

;

join CA : then CA = D,
•.• C is cr. of © AEF,
.-. AC = CE

;

butCE = D, coiistr.

.-. AC = D. 1 ux.

in given © ABC is placed a rt. line AC = D wh. is :>
diam. q. e. f.
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PROP. II.—Problem.

Ill a given circle to inscribe a triangle equiangular to a

given triangle.

Let ABC be given 0, DEF given A ; it is required to

inscr. iu ABC a Z\ equiang. to A DEF.

A
Draw GH touching in any point A ; 17. 3.

. . . fHAC = DEF, 1AtA,makeZ8|(j^3 = DFE;/
''•'

join BC :

ABC is A I'eq.

then, '.' GH touches ABC iu A,

& AC is drawn from point of contact A,

.-. Z ABC = Z HAC, 32. 3.

but Z HAC = Z DEF,
.-. Z ABC = Z DEF ;

simOarly Z ACB = Z DFE ;

.-. rem. Z BAC :=. rem. Z EDF
; 32. 1.

.'. A ABC is equiang. to A DEF,

And it is inscr. in the ABC. q. e. f.
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PROP. III.—Problem.

About a given circle to describe a triangle equiangular

to a given triangle.

Let ABC be given 0, DEF given /^ ; it is required to

descr. about © ABC a A equiaug. to A DEF.

1.3.

N B M

Prod. EF both ways to points G & H
;

find K cr. of © ABC
;

draw KB to © 5

, , fAKB = DEGn
makeZsl^j^c = DFH ;

}

'''

through A,B,C, draw LAM, MBN, NCL, touching© ABC

;

LMN is A r<*q.

& .'. all Zs at A, B, C, are rt. ^s :

&V4Z8offig.AMBK = 4rt. ^8,
arc

32.

18. 3.

1. cor. 2.

&thatZ8KAM,MBK
,-. Z8AMB4- AKB

but by constr. ^ AKB
.-. rem. ^ LMN

eiinilarly ^ LNM
.•. rem, ^ MLN

2 rt. ^8,
2 rt. Z.S ;

^a DEG + DEF ; 1.3. 1.

Z DEG,
rem. ^ DEF :

Z DFE :

rem. Z EDF ; 32. 1.

& .'. A MLN is equiang. to A DEF.

And it is descr. about the © ABC. q. k.
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PROP. IV.—Problem.

To inscribe a circle in a given triangle.

Let ABC be given A ; it is required to inscr. a © in it.

Bisect Zs ABC, BCA by BD, CD, meeting in D : <). i.

draw DE, DF, DG, J_ AB, BC, CA ; 12.1.

& •.• Z EBD = Z DBF. constr.

& that rt. Z BED = rt. Z BFD,
.-. Zs DBE, BED = Zs DBF, BFD ea. to ea.

& •.• side BD is com. to As DBE, DBF, & opp, to

equal Zs >

.-. side DE = side DF

;

o,;. 1.

similarly DG = DF,

.-. DE, DF, DG = each other,

.-. with or, D & dist. DE, DF, or DG descr. © EFG ;

& •.• Zs at E, F, G, are rt. Zs,

.-. © EFG shall touch sides AB, BC. CA ; i,i 3.

.-. each of sides AB, BC, CA touches © EFG
;

& .•. © EFG is inscr. in given A ABC
Q. E. F.

G 5
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PROP, v.—Problem.

To describe a circle about a given triangle.

Let ABC be given A ; it is required to descr. a ©
about A ABC.

Bisect AB, AC, in D & E
;

draw DF, EF, _L AB, AC
;

then shall DF, EF, meet in F

;

for if they do not meet, they must be
|| each other,

& .-. also AB
II

AC
;

wh. is absurd
;

.-. DF, EF do meet in F
;

join AF,

& if F is not in BC, join BF, FC ;

r AD = DB,
it ••

j DF com. to As ADF, BDF,
L & rt. Z ADF = rt. Z BDF,

.•. base BF =: base AF
; 4. j.

similarly CF ^ AF

;

.-. AF, BF, CF = each other.

Therefore a O descr. with cr. F and dlst. any one of

them will pass through extrems. of other two, and be

descr. about A ABC. y. e. f.
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PROP. VI.—Problem.

To inscribe a square in, a given circle.

Let ABCD be given Q ; it is required to inscr. Ji s({.

in it.

Draw two diams. AC, BD, _]_ each other ;

join AB, BC, CD, DA
;

BE = ED,

AE com. to As ABE, AED,
. & rt. Z BEA = rt, Z. AED,

.-. base AB = base AD ; 4. \.

similarly BC, CD, = BA, or AD :

.-. AB, BC, CD, DA, = each other ;

& .. fig. ABCD is equilat.

Again, •.' BAD is \ ©,
.". Z. BAD within it is a rt. Z. > :u :5.

similarly Z ADC, ZJ^CB, or ^ CBA is a rt. Z ;

.•. fig. ABCD is also equiang.

;

but it was proved to be equilat.
;

& .-. ABCD is a sq.

Therefore, in given Q ABCD has been inscr. a sq. Q. e. f.
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PROP. "VII,—Problem.

To describe a square about a given circle.

Let ABCD be given ©. It is required to desci'. a sij.

about it.

rt. Zs;\
rt. Zs;]"

18. 3.

H

Draw diam. AC, BD, _L each other,

&. through points A, B, C, D, draw FG, GH, HK, K¥,
touching : 17.

:

& •-• FG touches © ABCD,
& EA is drawn from cr. E to point of contact A,

'.'.^satA are rt. ^s
similarly .^s at B, C, D, are

& •.• Z.S AEB, EBG ai-e rt. ^s,
.-.GH

II
AC; 28

similarly AC || FK
;

&GF, HK
II

BD;
.-. figs. GK, GC, AK, FB, BK, are Qs ;

Hence GH = FK = AC = BD = GF =: HK
;

.-. quadrilat. fig. GK is equilat.

Again, ." fig. GE is a ,
& ^ BEA is a rt. ^,
.-. Z AGB is a rt. ^ ;

similarly ^s GHK, HKF, KFG are rt. ^s ; ni

& .. fig. GK is cquiang.

;

& it has been proved to be equilat.,

,•. GK is a sq.
;

& it is descr. about Q ABCD.
Q. E. F.
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PROP. VIII.—Problem.

To inscribe a circle in a given square.

Let ABCD be given sq., it is required to inscr. a ©
in it.

A E D

draw <

Bisect AB, AD in F, E ;

EH
II

ABorDC;
FK

II
AD or BC ;

.-. figs. AK, KB, AH, HD, AG, GC, BG, GD, are Ds ;

& .-. their opp. sides = each other :

Hence FG = AE = | AD = i AB = AF = EG :

similarly each of sides GH, GK = FG or GE ;

.-. GE, GF, GH, GK = each other :

^ .'.a O, descr. from cr. G, with dist. any one of them

shall pass through extreras. of other three
;

& .• Z.S at E, F, H, K, are rt. /.a, 29. i.

•. AB,BC,CD,DA,are J. diams. EH, FK ;

.-. AB, BC, CD, DA, touch © EFHK ; le. 3.

& .'. © EFHK is inscr. in given sq. ABCD.

Q. E. F.
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PROP. IX.—Problem.

To describe a circle about a given square.

Let ABCD be given sq. It is required to descr. a ©
about it.

Then

Join AC, BD, cutting each other in E.

AD = AB,

AC com. to As ABC, ADC,
; base BC = base DC,

.-. Z DAC = Z BAG; 8.1.

& .•. Z DAB is bisected by AC ;

similarly, Zs ABC, BCD & CDA are bisected by BD & AC;

{.

...{
ZDAB
Z EAB
Z EBA

.-, Z EAB
.-. EA

similarly, ea. of EC, ED
EA, EB, EC, ED

&

Z ABC,
i Z DAB,

i Z ABC,

Z EBA;
EB:
EA or EB :

ea. other :

6. 1.

a O descr. from cr. E & dist. any one of them shall

pass through extrems. of other three, & be

descr. about given sq. ABCD.

H. E. F.
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PROP, X.—Problem.

To describe an isosceles triangle, having each of the

angles at the base double of the third angle.

u

i

Take any rt. line AB ;

divide AB in C so that AB • BC = AC^ ; n. 2.

with cr. A, & dist. AB, descr. BDE ;

in O BDE place a rt. line BD =z AC 3> diain. of © ;

join DA, DC ; and about A ACD descr. © ACD :

then ^ ABD is such as was required.

For '.' BD is drawn to meet, and BCA to cut © ACD,

And BD = AC, & .-. BD* = AC= AB • BC by constr.

.-. BD touches © ACD in D
; 37. 3.

And DC is drawn from D, cutting the © ACD,

.-. Z CAD in altern. seg. = Z BDC ; 32. 3.

.-. ZsCAD+ADC = ZsBDC + ADC;
i.e. ext. ^DCB = Z ADB, 32.1.

= Z ABD, (forAB=zAD)i5def.l.

.-. DC = DB 6. 1.

= AC by constr.

whence ZDAC = Z CDA, 5.1.

. 2 Z 1>AC = Zs DAC + CDA,
= ext. Z DCB, 32. 1.

= Z DBA, or Z ADB, Z s at base.

Wherefore an isosc. A is descr. having ea. of Z s at base

double of third Z • Q. e. f.
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PROP. XI.—Problem.

To inscribe an equilateral and equiangular pentagon in

a given circle.

Let ABCDE be given O ; it is required to inscr. in it

an equilat & equiang. pent.

A

C H G

Descr. an isosc. A FGH
liaving ea. of its Zs FGH, GHF, at base = 2 Z GFH

at vertex
;

10. 4.

inscr. in© ABCDE, aA ACD equiang. to A FGH,
so that ^ CAD = ^ at F,

& ea. of ^s ACD, CDA = ^^ at G or Z at H ;-

&.-.ea.ofZsACD,CDA = 2 Z CAD :

bisect Zs ACD, CDA by CE, DB : . g. i.

join AB, BC, DC, DE, EA :

then fig. ABCDE is the required pent,

•ea. of Z 8 ACD, CDA = 2 Z CAD,
& that they are bisected by CE, DB,

.-. h Zs DAC, ACE, ECD, CDB, & BDA = ea. other :

& . equal Zs stand on equal arcs, 26.3.

.-. AB,BC,CD,DE,e7v = ca. other;

& .-. rt. lines AB, BC, CD, DE, EA = ea. other ; sd. x
.-. pent. ABCDE is equilat.

Again, '.' AB = DE,
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add BCD to ea,,

.-. whole ABD = whole EDB ;

& •.• Z AED stands on ABD,

& that Z BAE stands on EDB,
.-. Z. BAE = Z AED : 27. 3.

similarly ea. of Zs ABC, BCD, CDE = Z BAE or AED :

.•. pent. ABCDE is also equiang.

Wherefore in given © ABCDE, has been inscr. an

equilat. & equiang. pent. Q. e. f.

PROP. XII.—Problem.

To describe an equilateral and equiangular pentagon

about a given circle.

Let ABCDE he given ; it is required to descr. about

it an equilat. & equiang, pent.

Let Zs of a pent, inscr. in © be in points A, B, C, D, E,

so that AB, BC, CD, DE, EA = ea. other ; n. 4.

thro. A,B,C,D,E, draw GH,HK,KL,LM,MG touching © ;

take F. or. of © ;

join FB, FK, FC, FL, FD :
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& .• HK, KL, LM, touch ©,
.-. ^s at B, C, D are rt, ^s. ig. 3.

Hence FB« + BK« = FK2= FCHCK2 ; 47.

1

butFB^- = FC2; i6def!l!

.-. BK* =: CK2,

and .-. BK = CK.

Hence A FKC is equilat. to A FKB
;

.-. they are also equiang. to ea. other. s. 1.

Hence Z KFC = ^ Z. BFC ;

& similarly Z CFL = ^ Z CFD,

But . BC = CD
;

.-. Z BFC = Z CFD

;

27. 3.

& .-. Z KFC = Z CFL
;

also rt. Z FCK = rt. Z FCL,

& side CF is com. to As

;

.'. CK = CL, 26. 1.

& Z FKC = Z FLC
;

.-. 2 Z FKC = 2 Z FLC ;

i.e. ZBKC = Z CLD.
Similarly ^s LMG, MGH, GHK, ea. = HKL or KLM.

.-. pent. GHKLM is equiang.

Again, since CK = CL, & similarly BK =: BH
;

.-. KL = 2 KC = 2 KB = HK :

& similarly LM, MG, GH, ea. = HK or KL ;

.•. pent, is also equilat.

& it is descr. about © ABCDE.

Wherefore, &c. q. e f.
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PROP. XIII.—Problem.

To inscribe a circle in a given equilateral and equi-

angular pentagon.

Let ABCDE be given equilat. & equiaiig. pent. ; it is

required to inscr. a © in it.

Bisect Z.B BCD, CDE by CF, DF ;

join FB, FA, FE.

BC = CD,

Then •.•

\ CF com. to As BCF, DCF,

.&Z. BCF = Z. DCF,
•. base BF = base FD, \

[

& Z. CBF = Z CDF
Hence Z CBF = Z. CDF = ^ Z CDE = ^ Z CBA,

.-. BF bisects 2 ABC ;

& similarly Z^ BAE, AED, are bisected by FA, FE.

Draw FG, FH, FK, FL, FM J. AB, BC, CD, DE, EA.

r Z. HCF = Z KCF,
Then '.• \ rt.Z FHC = rt. Z FKC,

L & FC com. to As ;

.-. FH = FK, 26.1.

similarly ea. of FL, FM, FG = FH or FK
;

.•. five rt. lines = ea. other :

..a © descr. from F, with dist. any one of them, shall

pass through extrems. of other four.
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And '. ^8 at points G, H, K, L, M are I't. ^s,

.-. AB, BC, CD, DE, EA touch so descr. le. 3.

Therefore a © has been inscr. in given pent. ABCDE.
Q. E. F.

PROP, XIV.—Problem.

To describe a circle about a given equilateral and equi-

angular pentagon.

Let ABCDE be equilat. & equiang. pent. ; it is required

to descr. a © about it.

Bisect Z.8 BCD, CDE by CF,DF meeting in F ;

join FB, FA, FE,

Then it may be shown as in preced. prop.

that FA, FB, FE bisect Zs CBA, BAE, AED :

Then ^ FCD = ^ Z BCD = i Z CDE = Z FDC
;

.-. FC = FD. (j.i.

Similarly FB, FA, or FE = FC, or FD :

,•. five rt. lines := oa. other.

Therefore a © descr. from cr. F, with dist. any one of

them, shall pass through points A, B, C, D, E, and bo

descr. about given pent. ABCDE. «i. e. f.
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PROP. XV.—Problem.

To inscribe an equilateral and equiangular hexagon in

a given circle.

Let ABCDEF be given ; it is required to inscr, an

cijuilat. and equiang. hex. in it.

Find G or. of ® ;

draw diani. AGD ;

with or. D, & dist. DG, descr. © EGCH ;

join EG, GC, and prod, them to B & F ;

join AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FA.

Then hex. ABCDEF is equilat. & equiang.

For •.• G is cr. of ABCDEF,
.-. GE = GD

;

& •.• D is cr. of ® EGCH,
.-. DE z= DG ;

.-. A EGD is equilat.,

& .-. it is equiang. 5cor. 1.

& •.• 3 Zs of a A = 2 rt. Z.^, 32. l.

.-. Z. EGD = J of 2 rt. Zs :

similarly Z DGC = J of 2 rt. Zs :

& ." rt. hne GC stands on rt. line EB,

.-. makes adj. Zs EGC + CGB = 2 rt. Zs ; 13. i.
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.-. rem. /_ CGB = ^ of 2 rt. Z s

;

.-. /.s EGD, DGC, CGB = ea. other

;

but also vert. Z.s BGA,"1 _ /zlsEGD, DGC,
AGF, FGEi — I CGB, 15.1.

.•. six /.s :=. ea. other
;

,.AB,BC,CD,DE,1 ^ ^^^^j^^^ .

^^ ^

EF, FAJ
.-. AB,BC,CD,DE,EF,FA = ea, other : 29.3.

.•. hex. is equilat.

Again, •.• AF = ED,

add ACD to each,

.-. whole FBD = the whole ECA
;

& .'. Z.8 standing upon these equal arcs are equal,

i. e. /_ AFE = L FED
; 27. 3.

similarly ea. of other four /.s = l_ AFE, or /^ FED:
& .-. six /.s = ea. other :

.-. hex. ABCDEF is also equiang.

Therefore an equilat. & equiang. hex. has been inscr. in

given . Q. E. F.

Cor. From this it is manifest, that the side of the

hexagon is equal to the right line from the centre, that is

to the semidiameter of the circle.

And if through the points A, B, C, D, E, F, there be

drawn right lines touching the circle, an equilateral and

equiangular hexagon shall be described about it, which

may be demonstrated by what has been said of the

pentagon ; and likewise a circle may be inscribed in a

given eciuilatcral and equiangular hexagon, and circuni-

Hcribed about it, by a method like that used for the

pentagon.
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PROP. XVI.—Problem.

To inscribe an equilateral and equiangular quindecagon

in a given circle.

Let ABCD be given © ; it is required to inscr. an

equilat. & equiang. quiudec. in it.

Let AC be the side of an equil. V inscr. in 0, 2. •*.

And AB the side of an equil. and equiang. pentagon inscr.

in the same, n. 4.

then ABC = ^ of whole O :

& AB = ^ of whole Q '

& .•. if whole O contain 13 equal parts,

then ABC contains a such parts ;

& AB contains 3 such parts
;

& .-, their difference BC contains 2 such parts :

now bisect BC in E, 30. 3.

& .-. BE, or EC will contain 1 such part.

And consequently if rt. lines BE, or EC be drawn, &
their equals extended round whole of ; an equilat. &
equiang. quindec. shall be inscr. in it. Q. e. f.

And, in the same manner as was done in the pentagon,

if, through the point of division made by inscribing the
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quindecagon, right lines be drawn touching the circle, an

equilateral and equiangular quindecagon shall be described

about it ; and likewise, as in the pentagon, a circle may
be inscribed in a given equilateral and equiangular quin-

decagon, and circumscribed about it.



BOOK V.

DEFINITIONS.

I.

A LESS magnitude is said to be a part of a greater

magnitude wlien the less measures the greater ; tliat is,

* when the less is contained a certain number of times

' exactly in the greater,'

II.

A greater magnitude is said to be a multiple of a less,

when the greater is measured by the less, that is, ' when
' the greater contains the less a certain number of times

'exactly.'

III.

" Ratio is a mutual relation of two magnitudes of the

" same kind to one another, in respect of quantity.

"

IV.

Magnitudes are said to have a ratio to one another, when
the less can be multiplied so as to exceed the other.
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V,

The first of four magnitudes is said to have the same

ratio to the second, which the third has to the fourth, when

any equimultiples whatsoever of the first and third heing

taken, and any equimultiples whatsoever of the second and

fourth ; if the multiple of the first be less than that of the

second, the multiple of the third is also less than that of

the fourth : or, if the multiple of the first be equal to that

of the second, the multiple of the thu-d is also equal to that

of the fourth : or, if the multiple of the first be greater than

that of the second, the multiple of the third is also greater

than that of the fourth.

VI.

Magnitudes which have the same ratio are called propor-

tionals. * N.B, When four magnitudes are proportionals,

• it is usually expressed by saying, the first is to the second,

* as the third to the fourth,'

VII.

When of the equimultiples of four magnitudes, (taken

as in the^fifth definition,) the multiple of the first is greater

than that of the second, but the multiple of the third is

not greater than the multiple of the fourth ; then the first

is said to have to the second a greater ratio tlian the third

magnitude has to the fourth : and, on the contrary, the

third is said to have to the fourth a less ratio than the first

lias to the second.

VIII.

" Analogy or proportion, is the similitude of ratios."

IX.

Proportion consists in three terms at least.
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X.

When three magnitudes are proportionals, the first is

said to have to the third the duplicate ratio of that which

it has to the second.

XL
When four magnitudes are continual proportionals, the

first is said to have to the fourth the triplicate ratio of that

which it has to the second, and so on, quadruplicate, (Sec,

increasing the denomination still by unity, in any number
of proportionals.

Definition A, to wit, of compound ratio.

Where there are any number of magnitudes of the same

kind, the first is said to have to the last of them the ratio

compounded of the I'atio which the first has to the second,

and of the ratio which the second has to the third, and of

the ratio which the third has to the fourth, and so on unto

the hist magnitude.

For example, if A, B, C, D be four magnitudes of the

same kind, the firet A is said to have to the last D the ratio

compounded of the ratio of A to B, and of the ratio of B to C,

and of the ratio of C to D ; or, the ratio of A to D is said to

be compounded of the ratios of A to B, B to C, and C to D.

And if A has to B the same ratio which E has to F ; and

B to C the same ratio that G has to H ; and C to D the same
that K has to L ; then, by this definition, A is said to have

to D the ratio compounded of ratios which are the same
with the ratios of E to F, G to H, and K to L. And the

same thing is to be understood when it is more briefly ex-

pressed by saying, A has to D the ratio compounded of the

ratios of E to F, G to H, and K to L.

H 2
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In like manner, the same things being supposed, if M
has to N tlie same ratio which A has to D ; then, for short-

ness' salie, M is said to have to N the ratio compounded of

the ratios of E to F, G to H, and K to L.

xii.

In proportionals, the antecedent terms are called homo-

logous to one another, as also the consequents to one

another.

< Geometers make use of the following technical words

* to signify certain ways of changing either the order or

magnitude of proportionals, so that they continue still to

' be proportionals.'

XIII.

Permutando, or alternando, by permutation or alter-

nately. This word is used when there arc four propor-

tionals, and it is inferred that the fii-st has the same ratio

to the third which the second has to the fourth ; or that

the first is to the third as the second is to the fourth : as

is shown in the IGtli Pi"op. of this Fifth Book.

XIV.
Invertendo, by inversion ; when there are four pi'o-

portionals, and it is inferred that the second is to the first

as the fourth to tlie third. Prop. B. Book 5.

XV.
Componendo, by composition ; when there arc four pro-

portionals, and it is inferred that the first together with

the second, is to the second, as the third together with the

fourth, is to the fourth. 18th Pi-op. Book 5.
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XVI.
Dividendo, by division ; when there are four propor-

tionals, and it is inferred that the excess of the first above

the second, is to the second, as the excess of the tliird

above the fourth, is to the fourtli. 1 7th Prop. Book 5.

XVII.

Convertendo, by conversion ; when there are four pro-

portionals, and it is inferred that the first is to its excess

above the second, as the third to its excess above the

fourth. Prop. E. Book ?

XVIII.

Ex sequali, (so. distantia,) or ex eequo, from equality of

distance : when there is any number of magnitudes more

than two, and as many others, such that they are propor-

tionals when taken two and two of each rank, and it is in-

ferred that the first is to the last of the first rank of mag-
nitudes, as the first is to the last of the others : ' Of this

• there are the two following kinds, which arise from the

' different order in which the magnitudes are taken, two
' and two.'

XIX.
Ex sequali, from equality. This term is used simply

by itself, when the first magnitude is to the second of the

first rank, as the first to the second of the other rank ; aud

as the second is to the third of the first rank, so is the

second to the third of the other ; and so on in order : and

the inference is as mentioned in the preceding definition ;

whence this is called ordinate proportion. It is demon-

strated in the 22nd Prop. Book 5.
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XX.
Ex sequali in proportione perturbata seu inordinata, from

equality in perturbate or disorderly proportion,* This

term is used when the first magnitude is to the second of

the first rank, as the last but one is to the last of the

second rank ; and as the second is to the third of the first

rank, so is the last but two, to the last but one of tlie

second rank ; and as the third is to the fourth of the first

rank, so is the third from the last to the last but two of

the second rank ; and so on in a cross order : and the in-

ference is in the 18th definition. It is demonstrated in

23 Prop. Book 5. ^

AXIOMS.

I.

Equimultiples of the same, or of equal magnitudes, ax'e

equal to one another.

II.

Those magnitudes, of which the same or equal magni-

tudes are equimultiples, are equal to one another.

III.

A multiple of a greater magnitude is greater than the

same multiple of a less.

IV.

That magnitude, of which a multiple is greater than the

same multiple of another, is greater than that other mag-

nitude.

* Prop, Ub. 2, ArchimedU de sphtcrA et cylindro.
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PROP. I.—Theorem.

151

// any number of magnitudes he equimultiples of as

many, each of each ; what multiple soever any one of them

is of its part, the same multiple shall all the first magni-

tudes be of all the other.

Let any number of mags. AB, CD be equimulta. of as

many others, E, F, ea. of ea. ; then shall AB + CD be

same mult, of E + F, that AB is of E.

.' AB is same mult, of E, that CD is of F,

,. (No.mags, in AB wh.=:E)=:(No.mag8.in CD \vh.=F.)

Divide AB into mags. AG, GB ea. = E

;

& CD into mags. CH, HD ea. = F
;

then No. mags. CH, HD = No. mags. AG, GB ;

& •.• AG = E,

& CH = F,

.-. AG + CH = E + F; 2ax. l.

similarly GB + HD = E + F :

.-. (No. mags, in AB "1 r (No. mags, in AB + CD
wh. = E) J — \ wh. = E + F) ;

.-. whatever mult, AB is of E, same is AB + CD of E + F.

.-. if any number of mags., &c. &c.

" For same demonstr. holds in any number of mags. wh.

is here applied to two." Q. e. d.
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PROP, II.—Theorem.

If the first magnilude be the same multiple of the second

that the third is of the fourth, and the fifth the same mul-

tiple of the second that the sixth is of the fourth ; then

shall the first together with the fifth be the same multiple

of the second^ that the third together with the sixth is of

the fourth.

Let AB, 1st, be same mult, of C, 2d, that DE, 3d, is of

F, 4th ; also BG, 5th, same mult, of C, 2d, that EH, 6'th,

is of F, 4th. Then AG, ( 1 st + 5th,) is same mult, of C
that DH, (3d + 6th,) is of F.

CI u ^\

AB is same mult, of C that DE is of F,

.*. (No. mags, in AB "1

wh. = C) J

similarly, (No. mags. T

in BG wh. = C) J

(No. mags, in DE wh.r (No. mag
~ t =FF)

J (No. mags, in EH wh.

.-.(No. mags. in whole "i

AG wh. = C) J

F:
{(No. mags, in whole

DH wh. = F) :

.-. AG is same mult, of C that DII is of F
;

e. AG, let -f 5th, is same mult, of C, 2d, that DH,
3d + 6th, ia of F, 4th.

If .-. first be same mult., &c. &c. q. e. d.
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Cor. " From this it is plain, that if any number of mag-
" nitudes AB, BG, GH, be multiples of another C ; and
" as many DE, EK, KL, be the same multiples of F, each

" of each ; the whole of the first, viz. AH is the same
'< multiple of C that the whole of the last, viz. DL, is

" of F."

PROP. III.—Theorem.

// the first be the same multiple of the second, which the

third is of the fourth ; and if of the first and third there

he taken equimultiples, these shall be equi7nultiples, the

one of the second, and the other of the fourth.

Let A, 1st, be same mult, of B, 2d, that C, 3d, is of D.

4th ; & of A, C, let equimults. EF, GH be taken : then EF
is same mult, of B that GH is of D.

E A B G C D

"." EF is same mult, of A, tliat GH is of C,

.-. (No.mags, in EF wh.=A) =: (No.mags.in GH wh.=:C)

H 5
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Divide EF into mags. EK, KF, ea. = A";

& GH into mags. GL, LH, ea. = C :

.-. No. mags. EK, KF = No. mags. GL, LH.
& . A is same mult, of B, that C is of D,

& that EK = A,

& GL = C,

.-. EK is same mult, of B, that GL is of D :

similarly, KF is same mult, of B, that LH is of D.

And so on, if there are more parts in EF, GH wh.= A, C.

Now ." EK, 1st, is same mult, of B, 2d, that GL, 3d, is

of D, 4th, and that KF, 5th, is same mult, of B, 2d, that

LH, 6th, is of D, 4th,

.-. EF, 1st + 5th, is same mult, of B, 2d, that GH, 3d

+ Gth, is of D, 4th. 2. 5.

If .-. first be same mult., &c. &c. «i. e. d.

PROP. IV.—Theorem.

// the first of four magnitudes have the same ratio to

the second which (he third has to the fourth ; then any

equimultiples tohatever of the first and third shall have

the same ratio to any equimultiples of the second and

fourth, viz. ' the equimultiple of the first shall have the

* same ratio to that of the second, which the equimultiple

* of the third has to that of the fourth.^

Let A, Ist, : B, 2d, : : C, 3d, : D, 4th ; & of A, C let

there be taken any equiraults. E, F ; & of B, D any equi-

mults. G, H i then £ : G : : F : II.
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C B A E
W H D O r I.

Of E, F take any equimults. K, L ;

& of G, H take any equimults. M, N :

then '. E is same mult, of A, that F is of C,

& that K is same mult, of A, that L is of F,

.*. K is same mult, of A, that L is of C. 3. 5.

Similarly, M is same mult, of B, that N is of D.

And, •.• A : B : : C : D, hyp.

& that K is same mult, of A, that L is of C,

& that M is same mult, of B, that N is of D,

if K > M,
then L > N.

if equal, equal ; if less, less. 5 def. 5.

But K is same mult, of E, that L is of F, constr.

also M is same mult of G, that N is of H,

.-. E : G : : F : H, 5 def. 6.

Therefore, &c. &e. q. e. d.

Cor. Likewise, if the first have the same ratio to the

second, which the third has to the fourth, then also any

equimultiples of the first and third have the same ratio to

the second and fourth ; and in like manner, the fix"st and

the third have the same ratio to any equimultiples what-

ever of the second and fourth.

Let A, 1st, : B, 2d, : : C, 3d, : D, 4th ; & of A & C let

E & F be any equimults. whatever ; then E : B : : F : D.
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Of E & F take any equimults. K, L,

& of B & D take any equimults. G, H :

then it may be demonstrated as before,

that K is same mult, of A, that L is of C :

& •. A : B : : C : D, hyp.

& that of A, C, are taken equimults, K & L,

& of B, D, are taken equimults. G & H,
ifK > G,

then L > H,
if equal, equal ; if less, less. 5 def. 5.

Now K, L, are any equimults. of E, F, constr.

& G, H, are any equimults. of B, D.

.-. E:B::F:D. 5de£5.

And in the same way the other case may be demonstrated.

PROP, v.—Theorem.

// one magnitude be the same multiple of anolhcr, which
a magnitude taken from the first is of a magnitude taken

from the other ; the remainder shall be the same multiple

of the remainder, that the lohole is of the tohole.

LetAB be same mult, of CD, that AE a part taken from
Ist is of CF a part taken from 2d ; tlicn rem. EB is sam.

mult, of rem. FD, that whole AB is of whole CD.

F
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Take AG same mult, of FD, that AE is of CF,

.-. AE is same mult, of CF, that EG is of CD ; i. 5.

but, AE is same mult, of CF, that AB is of CD, hyp.

.-. EG is same mult, of CD, that AB is of CD ;

.-. EG = AB

;

1 ax. 5.

take away com. mag. AE,

& rem. AG = rem. EB ;

& since AE is the same mult, of CF, that AG is of FD,

& that AG = EB,

.-. AE is same mult, of CF, that EB is of FD :

but AE is same mult, of CF, that AB is of CD, byp.

.-. EB is same mult, of FD, that AB is of CD.

Therefore, if any mags., &c. &c. <i. e. d.

PROP. VI.—Theorem.

// two magnitudes be equimultiples of two others, and

if equimultiples of these be taken from the first two ; the

remainders are either equal to these others, or equimul-

tiples of them.

Let two mags. AB, CD be equimults. of two others

E, F ; & AG, CH, taken from first two, be equimults. of

same E, F. Then rems. GB, HD, are either = E, F, or

equimults. of them.

A ^
iC-

M I I

B n K s-
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First.—Let GB = E. Then HD = F.

Make CK = F.

& •.• AG is same mult, of E, that CH is of F,

& that GB = E.

& CK = F,

.-. AB is same mult, of E, that KH is of F
;

but AB is same mult, of E, that CD is of F,

.*. KH is same mult, of F, that CD is of F :

.-. KH = CD ; 1 ax. 5.

take away com. mag. CH,
& rem. KC = rem. HD :

but KC n: F, constr.

.-. HD = F.

B D i: F

Secondly.—Let GB be a mult, of E : then HD is same

mult, of F, that GB is of E.

Make CK same mult, of F, that GB is of E ;

& '." AG is same mult, of E, that CH is of F, hyp.

& GB is same mult, of E, that CK is of F,

.•. AB is same mult, of E, that KH is of F ; 2. 5.

but AB is same mult, of E, that CD is of F, iiyj,.

.•. KH is same mult, of F, that CD is of F
;

.-. KH = CD; inx. 5.

tiike from both CH,
& rem. KC = i-em. HD

;

.-, HD is same mult, of F, that GB is of £.

Therefore, if two mags., &c. &e. q. e. d.
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PROP. A Theorem.

If the first of four magnitudes has the same ratio to the

second which the third has to the fourth ; then if the first

he greater than the second, the third is also greater than

the fourth ; and if equal, equal ; if less, less.

Take any equimults. of ea. of them, such aa the doubles

of ea.

5 def. 5.

Then, if 2 first
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Of B & D take any equimults. E & F ;

& of A & C any equimults. G & H.

Let E > G,

then G < E,

& •.• A : B : : C : D, hyp.

& that G is same mult, of A, 1st, that H is of C, 3d,

& that E is same mult, of B, 2(3, that F is of D, 4th,

5 def. 5.

& that G
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Of A & C, take any equimults. E & G ;

& of B & D, take any equimults, F & H.

Then '. A is same mult, of B, that C is of D, hyp.

& that E is same mult, of A, that G is of C, constr.

.• E is same mult, of B, that G is of D ; 3. 5.

.-. E & G are same mults. of B & D :

but F & H are equimults. of B & D : constr.

.-. if E be a mult, of B > F is of B,

then G is a mult, of D > H is of D ;

i. e. if E > F,

then G > H.

Similarly, if E = F,

then G = H,

and if less, less.

But, E & G are any equimults. of A & C,

& F & H are any equimults. of B & D,
.

.-. A : C : : C : D, 5 def. 5.

Secondly.—Let A, 1st, be same part of B, 2d, that C,

3d, is of D, 4th ; then also A : B : : C : D.

constr.

ABC
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For, B is same mult, of A, that D is of C,

.-. by preced. case, B : A : : D : C,

& inversely A : B : : C : D. b. 5.

Therefore, if the first, &c. &e. q. e. d.

PROP. D.—Theorem.

// the first be to the second as the third to the fourth,

and if the first be a multiple, or a part of the second ; the

third is the same multiple, or the same part of the fourth.

Let A : B : :C : D.

First.—Let A be a mult, of B ; then C is same mult.

ofD.

A B C D

Take E = A ;

& make F same mult, of D, that A or E is of B.

Then •. A : B : : C : D, hyp.

Sc that E, F are any equimults. of B, 2d, and D, 4th,

.-. A : E : : C : F ; cor. 4. 5.

but A = E| constr.

.. C = F; A. 8.
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& F is same mult, of D, that A is of B, constr.

.-. C is same mult, of D, that A is of B.

Secondly.—Let A be a part of B ; then C is same part

of D.*

For, •.• A : B : : C : D,

then, inversely, B : A : : D : C.

But A is a part of B,

.-. B is a mult, of A :

& by preced. case, D is same mult, of C, that B is of A,

i. e. C is same part of D, that A is of B.

Therefore, if first, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

PROP. VII.—Theorem.

Equal magnitudes have the same ratio to the same

magnitude; and the same has the same ratio to equal

magnitudes.

Let A & B be equal mags., and C any other ; then

A : C : : B : C ; also C : A : : C : B.

D A.

X B

First.—Of A, B take any equimults. D, E,

& of C take any mult. F.

Seefig. atfootofp. 161.
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Then, ".• D is same mult, of A, that E is of B, constr.

& that A
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El F««. 1-

i. K M D

165

First.—If that mag. wh. is ::^ other, of AC, CB, be > D,

take EF, & FG = 2 AC, & 2 CB : (fig. Ist
;)

but, if that wli. is > other, of AC, CB be < D,

(as in figs. 2d & 3d,)

then this mag. AC or CB can be multiplied

so as to become > D
;

let it be multiplied until it become > D ;

& let other be multiplied as often.

And let EF be mult, thus taken, of AC ;

& FG same mult, of CB :

.-. EF or FG > D.

Now in every one of the cases

take H = 2D,
K = 3D,

& so on until mult, of D be first wh. becomes > FG :

let L be that mult, of D wh. is first > FG ;

& K the mult, of D wh. is next < L.

Fig. 2.

C B
li K H D

Fig. 3.

a B
I^ KX>

Then, ".' L is that mult, of D wh. first becomes > FG,
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.-. K, the next preced. mult, of D, is "^ FG ;

i. e. FG <: K.

And since EF is same mult, of AC, that FG is of CB,

.-. FG is same mult, of BC that EG is of AB ; ]. 5.

.-. EG & FG are equimults. of AB & BC.

demon,

constr.

Now FG
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First.—Let A : C : : B : C ; then A = B.

W

For, if A :f: B,

oue is > other ;

let A > B.

Then there are some equimults. of A & B,

& some mult, of C,

such, that mult, of A > mult, of C;
but mult, of B > mult, of C.

Let such mults. be taken :

& let D, E be equimults. of A, B ;

& F a mult, of C ;

80 that D > F,

&E > F,

But, .• A : C : : B : C,

& that D, E are equimults. of A, B,

& F is a mult, of C,

& that D > F

;

then also E > F ;

but E > F,

wh. is impossible.

.-. A is not zfL B,

i. e. A = B.

Secondly.—Let C : B : : C : A ; then also A = B
For if A 7t B,

then one > other

:

8.5.

hyp.

5 def. 5.

constr.
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let A > B.

Then of C, there is some mult. F,

& of A, B, there are some equimults. D, E, g. 5.
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& of C some rault. F, 7 def. 5.

such that D > F,

butE > F;

& .-. D > E :

& '.' D, E are equimults. of A, B,

& that D > E,

.-. A > B. 4 ax. 5.

Secondly.—Let C : B > C : A ; then B < A.

For of C there is some mult. F,

& of B, A, some equimults. E, D, ^ def. 5.

such that F > E, but> D,

.-. B < D :

& '. E, D, are equimults. of B, A,

.-. B < A. 4 ax. 5.

Therefore that mag., &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XI.—Theorem.

Ratios that are the same to the same ratio are the same

to each other.

Let A : B : : C : D, & also C : D : : E : F ; Uien

shall A : B : : E : F.

A. c ^.

3 3> I-

Of A, C, E take any equimults. G, H, K,

& of B, D, F take any equimults. L, M, N.
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Then, Z A : B : : C : D,

i^ that G, H are any equimults. of A, C,

& L, M are any equimults. of B, D,

ifG > L,

then H > M,
if equal, equal ; if less, less. 5 def. 5.

Again, •.' C : D : : E : F,

& that H, K are any equimults. of C, E,

& M, N are any equimults. of D, F,

ifH > M,
then K > N,

& if equal, equal ; if less, less. 5 def. 5.

But it has been shown

that if G > L,

then H > M,
if equal, equal ; if less, less.

,-. if G > L,

K > N,

if equal, equal ; if less, less.

Now G, K are any equimults. of A, E,

& L, N are any equimults. of B, F,

.-. A : B : :E : F. 5def.5.

Therefore ratios, &c. &c. q. e. n.

PROP. XII.—TUEOEEM.

1/ any number of magniludes be proportionals, as one

of the antecedents is to its consequent, so shall all the ante-

cedents taken together be to all the consequents.

Let auy number of mags. A, B, C, 1), E, F, bo propor-
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tionals ; i. e. A : B : : C : D ; : E
A + C + E :C + D + F.

,

F ; then A

171

B : :

Of A, C, E take any equimults. G, H, K,

& of B, D, F take any equimults. L, M, N.
Then, Z A : B : : C : D : : E : F,

& that G, H, K are equimults, of A, C, E,

& L, M, N are equimults. of B, D, F,

if G > L,

then H > M,
&K > N,

if equal, equal ; if less, less. 6 def. 5

.-. ifG > L,

then G + H + K > D + M + N,

& if equal, equal ; if less, less.

Now G & G+ H 4- K are any equimults. ofA & A + C + E,

[1.5.

also L & L + M + N are any equimults. of B & B + D + F,

.-. A:B::A + C + E:B + D + F. 5 def. 5.

Wherefore if any number, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XIIL—Theorem.

If the first has to the second the same ratio which the

third has to the fourth, but the third to the fourth a greater

I 2
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ratio than the fifth has to the sixth ; the first shall also

have to the second a greater ratio than the fifth has to the

sixth.

Let A, 1st, : B, 2d, : : C, 3d, : D,4th ; but C, 3d, : D,

4th, > E, 5tli, : F, 6th ; then shall A : B > E : F,

'.' C : D > E : F,

there are some equimults. of C & E, as G & H,

& some equimults. of D & F, as K & L,

such that G > K,

but H :j> L.

Take M, same mult, of A that G is of C

& N, same mult, of B that K is of D.

Then, •.• A : B : : C : D,

& that M, G are equimults. of A, C,

& N, K are equimults. of B, D,

if M > N,

then G > K,

& if equal, equal ; if less, less,

but G > K,

.-. M > N

;

but H > L.

Now, M, H are equimults. of A, E,

& N, L are equimults. of B, F,

.-. A : B > E : F.

Wherefore if the first, &c. &c. q. e. d.

7 def. 5.

5 def. .5.

conslr.

def. 5.
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PROP. XIV.—Theorem.*

// the first has the same ratio to the second which the

third has to the fourth ; then, if the first be greater than

the third, the second shall be greater than thefourth ; and

if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

Let A, 1st, : B, 2d, : : C, 3(1, : D, 4tli,

A B C D ABCD ABCJ)

First Let A > C j theu B > D.
••• A > C,

& B is another mag.
;

.-. A : B > C : B:
but A : B : : C : D,

.-. C : D > C : B
;

.-. D < B
;

i. e. B > D.

Secondly.—Let A= C ; then B = D.

For A : B : : C, i. e. A : D.

.-. B = D.

Thirdly.—Let A < C ; then B < D.

For, C > A ;

& •.• C : D : : A : B,

,-. D > B, by first case
;

i. e. B < D.

8.5.

hyp.

13.5.

10.5.

Therefore, if first, &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. XV.—Theorem.

Magnitudes have the same ratio to each other which their

equimultiples have.

Let AB be same mult, of C, that DE is of F ; then

C : F : : AB : DE.

rlj

'.' AB is same mult, of C that DE is of F,

.(No.mag8.inABwh.=:C) = (No.mags.inDEwh.= F).

Divide AB into mags. AG, GH, HB, ea. = C
;

& DE into mags. DK, KL, LE, ea. = F
;

No.mags. AG,GH,HB
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PROP. XVI.—Theokem,

Iffour magniludes of the same kind be proporlionalf,

they shall also he proportionals when taken allernalehj.

Let A, B, C, D be four proportionals ; viz. A : B : : C

: D, they are proportionals when taken alternately, i. e.

A : C : : B : D.

Of A, B, take any equimults. E, F,

& of C, D, take any equimults. G, H :

". E is same mult, of A, that F is of B,

.-. A : B
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PROP. XVII.—Theorem.

If magnitudes, taken jointly, be proportionals, they shall

also be proportionals when taken separately : that is, if two

magnitudes together have to one of them the same ratio

which two others have to one of these, the remaining one of

the first two shall have to the other the same ratio which

the remaining one of the last two has to the other of these.

Let AB, BE, CD, DF, be mags, taken jointly, wh. are

proportionals, i. e. AB : BE : : CD : DF ; they shall

also be proportionals when taken separately, viz. AE :

EB : : CF : FD.

xj

v.-

ftA.C L

Of AE, EB, CF, FD take any equimults. GH, HK,
LM, MN ;

& again of EB, FD take any equimults. KX, NP.

And '." GH is same mult, of AE, that HK is of EB,
• GH is same mult, of AE, that GK is of AB ;

[1. 5.

but GH is samejnult. of AE, that LM is of CF,

•. GK is same mult, of AB, that LM is of CF.

Again, .• LM is same mult, of CF, that MN is of FD,
• LM is same mult, of CF, that LN is of CD ;

[1.6.
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but LM is same mult, of CF, that GK is of AB,
[demon.

.-. GK is same mult, of AB, that LN is of CD ;

i.e. GK, LN are equimults. of AB, CD.

Next, .• UK is same mult, of EB, that MN is of FD,

& that KX is same mult, of EB, that NP is of FD,

.-. HX is same mult, of EB, that MP is of FD ;

[2.6.

& •,• AB : BE : : CD : DF, i.yp.

& that GK, LN are equimults. of AB, CD,

& HX, MP are equimults. of EB, FD,

if GK > HX,
then LN > MP,
if equal, equal ; if less, less. 5 <lef. S,

But, if GH > KX
;

add to both HK,
then GK > HX ;

.-. also LN > MP ;

take from both MN,
then LM > NP ;

.-. ifGH > KX,
LM > NP,

if equal, equal ; if less, less. 5 de". 5.

Now GH, LM are any equimults. of AE, CF,

& KX, NP are any equimults. of EB, FD,
.-. AE : EB : : CF : FD.

Thei-efore, if mags., &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. XVIII.—Theorem.

If magnitudes, taken separately, be proportionals, they

shall also be proportionals when taken jointly : that is, if

the first be to the second, as the third to the fourth, the first

and second together shall be to the second, as the third and

fourth together to the fourth.

Let AE, EB, CF, FD be proportionals ; that is, AE :

EB : : CF : FD ; they shall also be proportionals when
taken jointly, viz. AB : BE : : CD : DF.

.
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& .• GH, HK are equimults. of AB, BE,

& that AB
.-. GH

but KO
.-. GH

Similarly LM
.-. if KO

then GH, a mult, of A B,

Similarly LM, a mult, of CD,

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

3 ax. 5.

BE,

HK;
KH,
KO.
NP:
KH,
KO, a mult, of BE.

NP, a mult, of DF.

^1
GA. C U

SKCONDLY.—Let KO > KH ;

.-. also NP > NM : demon.

& ." whole GH is same mult, of whole AB, that HK is of

BE,

.-. i-em. GK is same mult, of rem. AE, that GH is of AB
;

[5.5.

wli. is same that LM is of CD ;

similarly, '. LM is same rault. of CD, that MN is of Dl\
'." rem. LN is same mult, of rem. CF, that whole LM is

of whole CD. 5. 5.

But LM is same mult, of CD, that GK is of AE, demon.

.-. GK is same mult, of AE, that LN is of CF
;

i. e. GK, LN are equimults. of AE, CF
;

& •.• KO, NP are equimults. of BE, DF,
& that KH, NM are also equimults. of BE, DF,

if KH, NM be taken from KO, NP,
.-. rems. HO, MP are either =: or equimults. of, BE, DF.

[6.5.
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First.—Let HO, MP = BE, DF ;

& •.• AE : EB : : CF : FD,
•S: that GK, LN are equimults. of AE, CF,

GK : EB
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then LM > NP :

similarly, if ec^ual, equal ; if less, less.

Now in First case where KO was assumed 3> l'^H>

it was shown that GH > KO always ;

and also LM > NP
;

but GH, LM are any equimults. of AB, CD, coustr.

& KO, NP are any equimults. of BE, DF ;

.-. AB : BE : : CD : DF. 5 def. 5.

Therefore if mags. &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XIX.—Theorem.

// a whole magnitude he to a whole, as a magnitude

taken from the first, is to a magnitude taken from the

other ; the remainder shall be to the remainder, as the

whole to the tvhole.

Let whole AB : whole CD : : AE (a mag. taken from

AB) : CF (a mag. taken from CD) ; then shall rem. EB :

rem. FD : : AB : CD.

For •.• AB : CD
.-. alternando, AB : AE
& dividendo EB : AE

again, alternando, EB : FD

AE : CF,

CD : CF ; m. 5.

FD : CF; 17.5.

AE : CF;
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but AE
.-. EB

CF
FD

AB
AB

CD;
CD.

hyp-

11.5.

Therefore if the whole, &c, &c. Q. e. d.

Cor. If the whole be to the whole, as a magnitude taken

from the first, is to a magnitude talten from the other ; the

remainder likewise is to the remainder, as the magnitude

taken from the first to that taken from the other. The

demonstration is contained in the preceding.

PROP. E.—Theorem.

// four magnitudes be proportionals, they are also pro-

portionals by conversion, that is, the first is to its excess

above the second, as the third to its excess above the

fourth.

Let AB : BE : : CD : DF ; then BA : AE : : DC : CF.

^
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PROP. XX.—Theorem,

If there be three magnitudes, and other three, tchich,

taken two and two, have the same ratio ; then, if the first

be greater than the third, the fourth shall he greater than

the sixth ; and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

Let A, B, C, be three mags. ; and D, E, F, three others,

wh. taken two & two, have same ratios, viz. A : B : :

D : E; &B :C : :E :F; &

First.—Let A > C ; then shall D > F.

•
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Secondly.—Let A = C ; then shall D = F,
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First.—Let A > C ; then shall D > F,

u B p

•.• A > C,

& B is any other mag.

I

.-. A :
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A.nc

Thirdly Let A < C ; then shall D < F.

ForC
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A Tj o fl B r
G KM H f-J^J

rG,H;
3J K, L ;

LM, N.

Of A, D,
1

r
G, H ;

of B, E, l take any cquiraults.

& of C, F, J

Then •.• A : B : : D : E,

& that G, H are equimultp. of A, D,

& K, L are equimults of B, E ;

.-. G : K : : H : L. 4. 5.

Similarly K : M : : L : N.

Now, •.' there are three mags. G, K, M, & also three

others 11, L, N, wh., taken two & two, have same ratio ;

if G > M,

then H > N

;

if equal, equal ; if less, less. 20. 5.

Now, G, H are any equimults. of A, D, t

& M, N are any equimults. of C, F, J

.-. A : C : : D : F. 5def.5.

Secondly,—Let A, B, C, D, be four mags., & four

others E, F, G, H, wh., taken two and two, have same

ratio ; viz. A:B::E:F;B:C::F:G;&C:D::G
: H. Then shall A : D : : E : H.

For, '." A, B, C, are three mags. & E, F, G, three others,

wh. taken two & two liave same ratio ;
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.". by Ist case, A
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.-. A
similarly E

but A
.-. G

&•.• B

B
F
B
H
C

G
M
E
M
D

H:
N:
F,

N;
E,

15.5.

11.5.

& that H, K, are equimults. of B, D,

& L, M, are equimults. of C, E,

.-. H : L : : K : M: 4.5.

& it was shown,

that G : H : : M : N.

Now ".• there are three mags. G, H, L, & three others,

K, M, N, wh, taken two «& two in cross order, have same

ratio ;

if G > L,

then K > N ;

if equal, equal ; if less, less. 21. 5.

Now G, K, are equimults. of A, D,

& L, N, are equimults. of C, F
;

.-. A : C : : D : F. 5 def. 5.

Secondly.—Let there be four mags. A, B, C, D, &
four others E, F, G, H, wh. taken two & two in cross order,

have same ratio, viz. A:B::G:II; B:C::F:G&C
: D : : E : F. Then shall A : D : : E : H.

For '.' A, B, C are three mags. & F, G, H are three

others, wh. taken two & two in cross order have same

ratio ;

. by 1st case, A
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PROP. XXIV.—Theorem.

// the first has to the second the same ratio which the

third has to the fourth ; and the fifth to the second the

same which the sixth has to the fourth ; the first and fiflli

together shall have to the second, the same ratio which the

third and sixth together have to the fourth.

Let AB, Ist, : C, 2d, : : DE, 3d, : F, 4th ; & let BG,

fjth, : C, 2d, : : EH, 6th, : F, 4th ; then AG, 1st + oth,

: C, 2d, : : DH, 3d + 6th, : F, 4th.

: BG : C ;

.•. invertendo C : BG
& •.• AB : C :

& that C : BG
.-. ex sequali, AB : BG ;

.• coniponendo AG : GB
but GB : C

,-. ex oequali AG : C ;

Tlierefore, if the first, &c. &c. q. e. u.

Cor. 1 . If the same hypothesis be made as in the pro-

position, the excess of the first and fifth shall bo to the

second, as tlio excess of the tnird and sixth to the fourth.

The demonstration of this is the same with that of the pro-

position, if division be used instead of composition.

EH : F,
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Cor. 2. The proposition holds true of two ranks of

magnitudes, whatever be their number, of which each of

tlie first rank has to the second magnitude the same ratio

that the corresponding one of the second rank has to u
fourtli magnitude ; as is manifest.

PROP. XXV.—THEOttEM.

// four magnitudes of the same kind are propertionals,

the greatest and least of them together are greater than the

other two together.

Let four mags. AB, CD, E, F, be proportionals, viz. AB
: CD : : E : F ; & let AB be greatest of them, & conse.

quently F least.* Then shall AB + F > * a. 14 & 15.5.

CD + E.

I

Take AG
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but AB > CD,

.-. GB > HD ;
A. 5.

& •.• AG = E,

& CH = F,

& AG + F = CH + E.

HD
^then ••• GB > HD,

.-. AB + F > CD + E.

Therefore, if four mags., &c. &c. q. e. d.
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DEFINITIONS,

I.

Similar rectilineal figures are those which liave their

several angles equal, each to each, and the sides about the

equal angles proportionals.

II.

" Reciprocal figures, viz. triangles and parallelograms,

" arc such as have their sides about two of their angles

" proportionals in such a manner, that a side of the first

" figure is to a side of the other, as the remaining side

" of this other is to the remaining side of the first."

III.

A right line is said to be cut in extreme and mean ratio,

when the whole is to the greater segment, as the greater

segment is to the less.

IV.

The altitude of any figure is the right line drawn from
its vertex perpendicular to the base.

zA
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PROP. I.—Theorem.

Triangles and parallelograms of the same altitude are

to each other as their bases.

Let As ABC, ACD, & Qs EC, CF have same alt. ;

viz. the perpendicular drawn from A to BD ; then base

BC : base CD : : A ABC : A ACD : : Q EC : D CF.

H a B O UK
Prod. BD both ways to points H, L ;

take any number of rt. lines, 3. 1

.

. r BG, GH, ea. = base BC,
^*^' IDK, KL, ea. = base CD ;

join AG, AH, AK, AL.

Then •.• As AHG, AGB, ABC are on equal bases CB, BG,

GH, & also between same || s EF, HC,

.-. As AHG, AGB, ABC = ea. other ; 38.1

.-. A AHC is same mult, of A ABC that base HC is ot

base BC ; similarly, A ALC is same mult, of A AD(

that base LC is of base DC.

& if HC = CL,

then A AHC = A ALC

;

.^8. i

if greater, greater ; if less, less.

Now •." of base BC & A ABC, Ist & 3d, are taken iiii.\

equimults., i. c. base HC, & A AHC,

& of base CD & A ACD, 2d & 4th, are taken any

equimults., i. e. base CL & A ALC ;

& that, if HC > CL,
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then ^ AUG > A ALC ;

if equal, equal ; if less, less
;

base BC : base CD : : A ABC : ACD, 5 def. 6.

And •.• D CE = 2 A ABC, -»

& that D CF = 2 A ACD, /
*'" ^"

. A ABC : A ACD
& .• also, BC : CD
base BC : base CD

D CE : D CF : 15. 5.

A ABC : A ACD,
DCErDCF. 11.5.

.-.if ASj &C' &C. Q,. E. D.

C07; From this it is plain, that triangles and parallelo-

grams which have equal altitudes, are to each other as

their bases.

Let the figures be placed so as to have their bases in the

same right line ; and having drawn perpendiculars from

the vertices of the triangles to the bases, the 28. 1.

right line which joins the vertices is parallel to that in

which the bases are, because the perpendiculars 33. 1.

are both equal and parallel to each other : then if the same
construction be made as in the proposition, the demon<

stration will be the same.

PROP. II.—Theorem.

If a right line be drawn parallel to one of the sides of a

triangle, it shall cut the other sides, or these produced, pro-

portionally : and if the sides, or the sides produced, be cut

proportionalli/, the right line which joins the points of sec-

tion shall be parallel to the remaining side of the triangle.

First.—Let DE be drawn
|| BC, a side of A ABC

;

then BD : DA : : CE : EA.

K 2
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A E p

Join BE, CD.

ThenABDE = A CDE, 37.1.

(for they are on s^me base DE & between same
1

1 s DE, BC
;)

& '. A ADE is another mag.

.-. ABDE:AADE :: ACDE : AADE ; 7. .5.

but A BDE : A ADE : : BD : DA, 1. c.

(for they have same alt. DE).

Similarly A CDE : A ADE : : CE : EA.

.-. BD : DA : : CE : EA. n. 5.

Secondly.— Let AB, AC sides of A ABC, or these prod,

be cut in points D, E, so that BD : DA : : CE : EA ; tlic 11

DE
II

BC.

Same constr. being made,
•.• BD : DA
& BD : DA

& that CE : EA
A BDE

:
A ADE

CE : EA,

ABDE: AADE,T
-ACDE : AADE, ;

^' '^

ACDE: AADE;n.r..
i. e. As BDE, CDE have each same ratio to A ADE ;

& .-. A BDE = A CDE ; 9. 5.

& they are on same side of base DE
;

.-DE
II

BC. aa. 1.

Wherefore if a rt. line, &e. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. Ill,—Theorem.

// the angle of a triangle be divided into two equal angles

by a right line which also cuts the base, the segments of the

base shall have the same ratio which the other sides of the

triangle have to each other : and if the segments of the

base have the same ratio which the other sides of ihe triangle

have to each other, the right line drawn from the vertex to

the point of section, divides the vertical angle into two

equal angles.

First.—Let /. BAG, of any A ABC, be bisected by

AD, cutting base in D ; then BD : DC : : BA : AC.

B n c

DrawCE || DA; 31.1.

& let BA prod, meet CE in E
;

Then •.• AD & EC are ||s

int. Z AEC = ext. Z BAD, 29. 1.

= Z DAC by hypoth.

= altern. Z ACE, 29. 1.

.-. AE = AC. 6.1.

& •.• AD
II

EC a side of A BCE,
.-. BD : DC : : BA : AE

;

2. «.

but AE = AC,

.-. BD ; DC : : BA : AC. 7. 5.

Secondly.—Let BD : DC : : BA : AC ;
join AD ; then

Z BAC is bisected by AD, i. e. Z BAD = Z CAD.
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Same constr. being made ;

•.• BD : DC : : BA : AC,

& that BD : DC : : BA : AE, 2. 6.

(for AD
11

EC,)

.-. BA : AC : : BA : AE ; 11. 5.

.-. AC = AE; 9,5.

& .-. Z AEC = Z ACE : 5. l.

but Z AEC = ext. Z BAD, \

also Z ACE = altern. Z CAD, J

.-. Z BAD = Z CAD.

Wherefoi'e, if the angle, &c. «&c. q. e. d.

29. 1.

PROP. A.—Theorem.

// the outward angle of a triangle made by producing

one of its sides, be divided into two equal angles, by a right

line which also cuts the base produced ; the segments between

the dividing line arid the extremities of the base have the

same ratio tchich the other sides of the triangle have to each

other: and if the segments of the base produced have the

same ratio which the other sides of the triangle have, the

right line drawn from the vertex to the point of section

divides the outward angle of the triangle into two equal

angles.

First.—Let ext. Z CAE of any A ABC be bisected by

AD wh. meets base prod, in D ; then BD : DC : : B A

: AC.

B
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Let ABC, DCE be equiang. As, having Z ABC =
Z DCE & /_ ACB = Z. DEC & consequently /_

BAC* ::= Z. CDE, Then sides about equal Z.& * 32. l.

of As ABC, DCE are proportionals ; and those are

homolog. aides wh. are opp. to equal ^s.

Let A DCE be so placed, that its side CE may be con-

tiguous to & in same rt, line with BC.
•.• ^8 ABC + ACB < 2 rt. ^s,

& that Z ACB = Z. DEC,
.-. Zs ABC + DEC < 2 rt. ^s ;

& .-. BA, ED, if prod, far enough, will meet ; 12 ax. 1

let them be prod, to meet in F :

Z DCE,
CD.

Z DEC,
FE;

i D
CD;
FD
FE a side of A FBE,
BC : CE

;

2

&

Again,

Z ABC
.-. BF

Z ACB
.-. AC

.'. fig. FC
& .-. AF
& AC

& •.• AC
.-, BA : AF

' but AF
.-. BA : CD

Aaltcrnando AB : BC
Again, '." CD

.-. BC : CE
but FD

:;}

hji).

28.1.

28. 1.

31.1.

CD,

BC :

DC :

BF,

FD
AC,

CE;
CE.

DE;

7.5.

16.5.

2.0.
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.-. DE : EF
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A

, .
, ^ r FDG = BAG or EDF, i

JMake /s J „ i- 23.

1

^ IDFG z= ACB; J

.-. rem. ^ at B = rem. /^ at G ; 32. 1.

& .•. A ABC is equiang. to A DGF ;

&.-. BA:AC :: GD : DF

;

i. o".

but BA : AC : : ED : DF,
.-. ED:DF :: GD : DF

;

11.5.

.-. ED = GD : a. 6,

& •.• DF is com. to As EDF, GDF,
then ED, DF = GD, DF ea. to ea.

;

& Z EDF = Z GDF, coiistr.

.-. base EF = base FG,

& A EDF = A GDF,
& .-. also /_ DFG = Z DFE,

& Z. DGF = /_ DEF,
but Z DFG = Z ACB,

.-. Z ACB = Z DFE
;

also Z BAC = Z EDF.
,,y,,.

.-. rem. Z ABC = rem. /_ DEF.
& .•. A ABC is equiang. to A DEF.

Wherefore, if two triangles, &c. &c. «i. e. d.
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PROP. VII.—Theorem.*

If two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one

angle of the other, and the sides about two other angles

proportionals ; then, if each of the remaining angles be

either less or not less than a right angle, or if one of them

he a right angle ; the triangles shall be equiangular, and

shall have those angles equal about which the sides are

proportionals.

Let As ABC, DEF have ^ BAG = Z EDF, & sides

about two other ^s ABC, DEF proportionals, i. e. AB :

BC : : DE : EF ; &,

First.—Let each of rem. ^Is at C, F be < rt. Z- Then

A ABC is equiang. to A DEF, viz. /. ABC = Z DEF
& rem. Z at C = rem. Z at F.

^-A
For if Z ABC :;£: Z DEF,

the one > other

;

let Z ABC > Z DEF.
Make Z ABG = Z DEF

; m. l.

& •.• Z BAC = Z EDF,
& that Z ABG = Z DEF,
•. rem. Z AGB = rem. Z l^FE ; 32.1

.". A ABG is equiang. to A DEF ;

.-. AB:BG :: DE : EF

;

1.,;.

but AB : BC : : DE : EF,

*8«e Appendix.
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Thirdly.—Let one of ^s C, F, viz. /_ at C, be a rt.

Z. : then likewise £\ ABC is equiang. to A DEF.

.^
^

For if A ABC be not equiang. to A DEF
;

make ^ ABG = /_ DEF :

then it may be proved as in first case,

that BG = BC
;

& .-. /_ BCG = Z. BGC ; 5. 1.

but ^ BCG is a rt. /. ;

.-. Z BGC is a rt. ^ ;

in A BGC are two ^s together= two rt. /j.,

wh. is impossible. 17. i.

.'. A ABC is equiang. to A DEF.

Wherefore, if two As, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. VIII.—Theorem.

In a right angled triangle, if a perpendicular be drawn
from the right angle to the base ; the triangles on each side

of it are similar to the whole triangle, and to each other.

L«t ABC be a rt. ^d A. having rt. ^ BAC ; let AD
be drawn _L base BC; then As ABD, ADC, are sim. to

whole A ABC, & lo each other.
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.. Z:BAC = ADB, Uax. 1.

Sl that /_ ABC is com. to As ABC, ABD,
.-. rem. ^ ACB = rem. ^ BAD

; 32. l.

.'. A ABC is equiang. to A ABD;
& tl>eir sides about equal /.s are proportional, 4. 6.

.'. A ABC ia sim. to A ADB ; 1 def. 6.

simly. A ADC is equiang. & sim. to A ABC
;

.-. A ABD is sim. to A ADC.

Therefore, in a rt. ^d A> &c. &c. q. e. d.

Cor. From this it is manifest that the perpendicular,

drawn from the rt. ^ of a rt. ^d A to the base, is a mean
proportional between the segments of the base ; and also

that each of the sides is a mean proportional between the

base, and the segment adjacent to that side
;

for in As BDA, ADC—BD : DA : : DA : DC
& in As ABC, DBA.—BC : BA : : BA : BD

;
\. 4. 6.

& in As ABC, ACD.—BC : QA : : CA : CD.
'^1

PROP. IX.—Problem.

From a given right line to cut off any part required.

Let AB be given rt. line ; it is requii*ed to cut off any

part from it.
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Draw AC, making any /_ with AB
;

in AC take any point D
;

iV take AC,same mult, ofAD thatAB is of part to be cut oft";

join BC
;

draw DE |1 BC
; si. l.

then AE is part required to be cut off.

•.• ED
II

BCasideofA ABC,

.-.CD: DA :: BE : EA
; 2. e.

but componendo CA : AD : : BA : AE, 18.5.

.•. BA is same mult, of AE that CA is of AD
; d, 5.

& .-. AE is same part of BA that AD is of CA.

Therefore, from AB, the part required is cut off. q. e. f.

TROP. X.—ruoBLEM,

To divide a given right line similarly to a given divided

right line, that is, into parts that shall have the same ratios

to each otlier which the parts of the divided right line have.

Let AB be rt. line given to be divided, & AC divided

rt. line ; it is required to divide AB simly. to AC.
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Let AC be divided in poiuts D, E ;

& let AB, AC be placed so as to coutain any /.

;

join BC ;

, rDF,EG 11 BC;-i
^'•^^

i DHK
II

AB;} '' '

. each fig. FH, HB is a D 5

&HK = GB:/
''•'•

& •.• HE
II

KCasideof^DKC,
.-. CE : ED : : KH : HD

; 2. n.

but KH = BG,
& HD = GF,

.-. CE : ED : : BG : GF. 7.5.

Again, •.• FD
1

1

EG a side ofA AGE,
.-, ED : DA : : GF : FA ; 2. «.

also CE : ED : : BG : GF. demon.

Tlierefoi'e, AB is divided simly. to AC. q. e. f.

PROP. XL—Problem.

To find a third proportional to two given right lines.

Let AB, AC be the two given rt. lines, and let them be

placed so as to contain any /. ; it is required to find a

third proportional to AB, AC.
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Prod. AB, AC to D, E ;

make BD = AC J 3. 1.

join BC ;

drawDE |1 BC. 31.1.

Then, •.• BC j] DE a side ofA ADE,
.-. AB : BD : : AC : CE

;

2. 6.

but BD = AC,

.-. AB : AC : : AC : CE. 7. 5.

Therefore, to the two given rt, lines AB, AC, a third

proportional CE is found, q. e. f.

PROP. XII.—Problem.

To find a fourth proportional to three given right lines,
'

Let A, B, C be the three given rt. lines ; it is required

to find a fourth proportional to them.

Take two rt. lines DE, DF, containing any ^ EDF
;

r DG = A,

ill these make < GE = B,

L DH = C:
join GH ;

draw EF 11 GH.
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PROP. XIV.—Theorem.

Equal parallelograms, which have one angle of the one

equal to one angle of the other, have their sides about the

equal angles reciprocally proportional : and parallelograms

that have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the

other, and their sides about the equal angles reciprocally

proportional, are equal to each other.

First.—Let AB, BC be equal Qs, wh. have their Z_s

at B equal ; and let sides DB, BE be placed in same rt.

line, .-. also FB, BG will be in same rt. line ;* then sides

of Qs AB, BC, about equal ^s, are reciprocally propor-

tional, viz. DB : BE : : GB : BF.

£

hjp.

7.5.

1.6.

Complete D FE.

And •.• D AB = D BC,

& that EF is another mag.

;

.-. AB : FE : : BC : FE

;

but AB : FE : : DB : BE,
also BC : FE : : GB : BF,

.-. DB:BE :: GB : BF, n. 5.

. sides of Qs AB, BC, about equal ^s, are reciprocally

proportional.

Secondly.—Let sides about equal ^s be reciprocally

• By 14. 1.

rt. /.%.

For Z.S GBE + EBF = Zls DBF + EHF = 2



proportional, viz. DB : BE
DBC.

•. DB : BE
& DB : BE
& GB : BF
.-, AB : FE

.-. D AB

PEOP. XV, 213

: : GB : BF, then D AB =

Wherefore equal Qs, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

1.

GB : BF,

DABrDFE,
D BC : D FE,
BC : FE

; 11. 5.

DBC. y.s.

FE,-1

FE,J

PROP. XV.—THEOttEM.

Equal triangles which have one angle of the one equal to

one angle of the other, have their sides about the equal

angle reciprocally proportional ; and triangles which have

one angle in the one equal to one angle in the other, and

their sides about the equal angles reciprocally propor-

tional, are equal to each other.

First.—Let ABC, ADE be equal As, wh. have /_ BAC
= ^ DAE ; then sides about equal Z.s are reciprocally

proportional,—viz. CA : AD : : EA : AB.

Let As he placed, so that CA, AD be in same rt. line
;

& .-. EA, AB are in same rt. line : i4. l.

join BD.
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And •.' A ABC = A ADE,

& that A ABD is another mag

/. A CAB : A BAD
but A CAB : A BAD

& EAD : DAB
.-. CA : AD

A EAD : A DAB ; 7. 5.

base CA : base AD,'

base EA : base AB

;

EA : AB. 11.

'•}'

.-. sides of As, about equal Zs, are reciprocally propor-

tional.

Secondly.—Let sides of As ABC, ADE, about equal

^8, be reciprocally proportional, viz. CA : AD : : EA :

AB ; then A ABC = A ADE.
Join BD as before.

And .-. CA : AD
& that CA : AD

&E/^ : AB
• ABC : BAD

EA : AB.

A ABC
:
A BAD,

AEAD : A BAD,
EAD : BAD ; 11.

'iV

.-. A ABC = A AED.

Therefore equal triangles, &c. &c. 9. e. d.

PROP. XVI.—Theorem.

I/four right lines be proportionals, the rectangle con

tained by the extremes is equal to the rectangle containrl

by the means : and if the rectangle contained by the c

tremes be equal to the rectangle contained hy the mnans, n-

four right lines are proportionals.

First.—Let four rt. lines AB, CD, E, F be projior-

tlonaU, viz. AB : CD : : E : F. Then AB . F= CD 1 ;.
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A 3i C TJ

Draw AG, CH J_ AB, CD respectively
;

,
TAG = F;

"^^nCH = E;
& complete Qs BG, DH.

And •.• AB : CD : : E : F,

& that E = CH,
& F = AG

;

.-. AB : CD : : CH : AG ; 7. 5.

.-. sides of Qs BG, DH, about equal ^s, are reciprocally

proportional

;

.-. n BG = D DH
; 14. e.

l)ut D BG = AB . F,

also D DH = CD . E,

.-. AB . F = CD . E.

Secondly.—Let AB • F = CD • E ; then AB : CD : :

E : F.

Same constr. being made,

. AB . F = CD . E,

& that n BG = AB . F,

& n DH = CD • E,

.-. D BG = DH ;

& they are equiang.

;

.-. AB : CD : : CH : AG

:

u. fi.

but CH = E,

&AG = F;
.-. AB : CD : : E : F. 7. 5.

Wherefore, if four rt. lines, &c. &c. Q. e. d.
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PROP. XVII.—Theorem.

If three right lines be proportionals, the rectangle con-

tained by the extremes is equal to the square of the mean :

and if the rectangle contained hy the extremes be equal tn

the square of the mean, the three right lines are pro-

portionals.

First.—Let three rt. lines A, B, C be proportionals,

i. e. A : B : : B : C ; then A • C = B».

^n
TakeD
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PROP. XVIII.—Problem.

On a given right line to describe a rectilineal figure

similar and similarly situated to a given rectilinealfigure

.

Let AB be given rt. line, and CDEF given recti!, fig. of

foux" sides
;

First.— It is required to descr. on AB a rectil. fig. sini.

& simly. situated to CDEF.

C

Join DF :

&makei^^'^^ = Z FCD n
^3 1

& .-. rem. ^ AGB = rem. Z CFD
; 32, 1.

& .•. A FCD is equiang. to A ABG.
. .

, JZ BGH = Z DFE,
Agam,make|^^jjj^ = ^ FDE

;

.-. rem. Z. FED = rem. Z GHB
;

& .•. A FDE is equiang. to A GBH.
Then, •.• Z AGB = ^ CFD,

& that also Z. BGH =; Z. DFE,
.-. whole Z AGH = whole Z. CFE :

similarly Z ABH = / CDE
;

& by coustr. Z GAB = Z FCD
;

& Z GHB = Z FED ;

.-. rectil. fig. ABHG is equiang. to rectil. fig. CDEF.
L
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And also these figs, have their sides about equal ^s, pro-

portionals.

For •.• A GAB is equiang. to A FCD,

.-. BA : AG : : DC : CF : 4. 6.

& •.' AG : GB : : CF : FD,

& that GB : GH : : FD : FE,

(for A BGH is equiang. to A DFE,)

.-. ex sequali AG : GH : : CF : FE ; 22. 5.

similarly AB : BH : : CD ; DE,
and GH : HB : : FE : ED.

Now .• fig. ABHG is equiang. to fig. CDEF,
and that both have sides about equal ^^s proportionals

;

.-. rectil. fig. ABHG is sim. to rectil. fig. CDEF.

Secondly.— It is required to descr. on AB a rectil. fig.

sim. to a given rectil. fig. CDKEF ofJive sides.

Join DE ;

On AB descr. a rectil. fig. ABHG, sim. and simly. situated

to rectil. fig. CDEF : jst case.

Z HBL = Z EDK
;

Z BHL = Z DEK
;

.-, rem, Z DKE = rem. Z BLH. 32. 1.

And •.• fig. ABHG is sim. to fig. CDEF,

.-. Z GHB = Z FED
;

but also Z BHL = Z DEK

;

constr.

.-. whole Z GHL = whole Z. FEK :

similarly Z ABL = Z CDK,
.-. recti!, fig. AGHLB is equiang. to rectil. fig. CFEKD.

And •.• fig. ABHG is sim. to fig. CDEF,

/. GH : HB : : FE : ED
;

& HB :HL : : ED : EK

;

4.6.

. . ex roquali GH : HL : : FE : EK : 22. 6.

similarly AB : BL : : CD : DK ;

make-
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& BL : LH : : DK : KE ;

(for A BLH is equiang. to A DKE).
Now, *. rectil. fig. AGHLB is equiang, to rectil, fig.

CFEKD, and that they have sides about equal ^s
proportionals

;

.-, fig. AGHLB is sim. to fig. CFEKD.

And iu same manner a rectil. fig. may be, descr, sim.

and simly. situated to a given rectil. fig, of six or more
sides. Q. E. F,

PROP. XIX.-TUEOREM,

Similar triangles are to each other in the duplicate ratio

of their homologous sides.

Let ABC, DEF be sim. As, having ^ B = Z E ; &
let AB : BC : : DE : EF, so that side BC be horn, to side

EF : «then A ABC : A DEF : : dupl. of BC : EF.
» 12 def. 5.

./I

Take BG a third proportional to BC, EF, n. 6.

80 that BC : EF : : EF : BG
;

join GA.
Then .• AB : BC : : DE : EF,

. alternando AB : DE : : BC : EF

;

ig. 5.
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but BC : EF : : EF : BG ;

.-. AB : DE : : BF : BG ; n. 5.

.-. sides of As ABG, DEF about equal ^s are reciprocally

proportionals

:

.-.A ABG = A DEF; 15.6.

& •.• BC : EF
.-. BC : BG

but BC : BG
A ABC : A ABG

EF : BG,
dupl. of BC : EF ; 10 def. 5.

A ABC : A ABG, 1. e.

dupl. of BC : EF
;

but A ABG = A DEF,

.-. A ABC : A DEF : : dupl. of BC : EF.

Therefore sim. A^, &c. &c. Q. E. D.

Cor. From this it is manifest, that if three right lines be

proportionals, as the first is to the third, so is any triangle

upon the first to a similar and similarly described triangle

upon the second.

PROP. XX.—Theorem.

Similar polygons may be divided into the same number

of similar triangles, having the same ratio to each other

that the polygons have ; and the polygons have to each

other the duplicate ratio of that which their homologous

sides have.

Let ABCDE, FGHKL be aim. polygons, & let AB, FG
be hom. sides. Then,

First.—The polygons ABCDE, FGHKL may be divided

into same number of Bim, A"*
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Join BE, EC ; GL, LH
;

& •.• fig. ABODE is sim. to fig. FGHKL,
.-. Z. BAE z= / GFL

; i def. 6.

& .-. BA : AE : : OF : FL, i def. 6.

& .-. ABE is equiang. to ,^ FGL ; 6. 6.

and the sides about the equal Zj" are proportionals
;

& .•. also ^ ABE is siin. to /\ FGL ; 4. 6.

.-. Z ABE = L FGL.
Again, •.• fig. ABODE is sim to fig. FGHKL,

. . whole /_ ABC = whole /_ FGH ; i def. 6.

& .-. rem. Z. EBC = rem. Z. LGH :

& *.• A ABE is sim. to A FGL,
.-. EB : BA : : LG : GF : i def. 6.

also .• fig, ABODE is sim. to fig. FGHKL,
.-. AB : BO : : FG : GH ; i def. 6.

.-. ex sequali EB : BO : : LG : GH
; 22 5.

i. e. sides about equal ^s are proportionals
;

.". A EBC is equiang. to A LGII
; 6 (i.

i. e. A EBC is sim. to A LGH : 4. 6.

similarly A EOD is sim. to A LHK.
.'. sim. polygons ABODE, FGHKL are divided into same

number of sim. As.

Secondly.—These As have ea. to ea. the same ratio wh.

polygons have, antecedents being As ABE, EBC, EOD,

and consequents As FGL, LGH, LHK ; also ABODE :

FGHKL : : dupl. of AB : FG.
•.• A ABE is sim. to A FGL,

.-. A ABE : A FGL : : dupl. of BE : GF : 1

simly.AEBO:ALGH : : dupl. of BE : GL ;i"^^"
''
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.-. AABE:AFGL :: ^EBC : ALGH, 11.5.

Again, .* A EBC is sim. to A LGH
;

,-. AEBC : ALGH
Simly.AECD : Al^KH
& .-. AEBC : ALGH
but AEBC : ALGH

dupl. of EC : LH ;

dupl. of EC : LH ;

AECD:ALHK; 11.5.

AABE : AFGL ; demon.

.-. ABE : FGL : : EBC : LGH : : ECD : LHK ;

.-. ABE : FGL : : fig. ABCDE : fig. FGHKL,
(for one antec. : its conseq. : : all antecs. : all conseqs.)

;

12.5.

but AABE : AFGL : : dupl. of AB : FG,

& .-. ABCDE : FGHKL : : dupl. of AB : FG.

Wherefore sim. polygons, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

Cor. 1. In like manner it may be proved that similar

four-sided figures, or of any number of sides, are to each

other in the duplicate ratio of their homologous sides ; and

it has already been proved in triangles : therefore uni-

versally, similar rectilineal figures are to each other in

the duplicate I'atio of their homologous sides.

Cor. 2. And if to AB, FG, two of the homologous sides,

a third proportional M be taken, AB has to M the dupli-

cate ratio of that which AB has to FG ; but the four-sided

figure or polygon upon AB has to the four-sided figure

or polygon upon FC, likewise, the duplicate ratio of that

which AB has to FG; therefore, as AB is to M, so is the

figux'c upon AB to the figure upon FG ; which was also

proved in triangles : therefore, universally, it is manifest,

that if tliree rigiit lines be proportionals, as the first is

to the third, so is any rectilineal figui'e upon the first, to u

similar and similarly described rectilineal figure upon tho

second.
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PROP. XXI.—Theorem.

Rectilineal figures which are similar to the same recti-

lineal figure, are also similar to each other.

Let each of the rectil, figs. A, B, be sim. to rectil. fig.

C ; then fig. A is sim. to fig. B.

^/^
'.' A is sim. to C,

.-. A is equiang. to C,

& they have their sides about equal Zs proportionals.

1 def. 6.

Again, '.' B is sim. to C,

.-. B is equiang. to C,

Sc they have their sides about equal Z. s proportionals ;

.-. each of figs. A, B is equiang. to fig. C,

&, of each of them, & of C, sides about equal Zs arc pro

portionals

;

/. fig. A is equiang. to fig. B, i ax. 1.

& they have sides about equal /.^ proportionals ; ii. 5.

& .-. rectil. fig. A is sim. to rectil. fig. B. i def. 6.

Therefore, rectil. figs., &c. &c. Q. e. d.
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PROP. XXII.—Theorem.

If four right lines be proportionals, the similar recti-

lineal figures similarly described upon them shall also be

'

proportionals ; and if the similar rectilineal figures simi-

larly described upon four right lines be proportionals,

those right lines shall be proportionals.

First.—Let four rt. lines AB, CD, EF, GH be propor-

tionals, i. e. AB : CD : : EF : GH, & on AB, CD let sim.

rectil. figs. KAB, LCD be simly. descr. ; & on EF, GH,
sim. recti!, figs. MF, NH be descr. in like manner. Then
rectil. fig. KAB : LCD : : MF : NH.

^^ -X

*'0"0 ^^^Q

To AB, CD take a tliird jjroportional X : -i

& to EF, Gil take a third proportional O ;j
& •.• AB : CD
& that CD : X

,*. ex eeqnali Ali : X
butAB : X
&EF :0

.-. KAB : LCD

EF : GH,
GH :0;
EF: 0;
KAB : LCD,
MF: NH
MF : NH.

CD, -I

n. (>.

JI.5.

£2,5.

2 cor. 20. 8.

SECONIM.Y.—Let roctil. fig. KAB : LCD : : MF
then shall AB : CD : : EF : GH.

Make AB : CD : : EF : PR

;

11.5.

NH;

12.0.
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Complete n DG,
take any rt. line K

;

, - /BC :CG : : K :L; 1

^•"^^nDCrCE :: L:M;}
.-. K : L & L : M are same as BC : CG & DC : CE

:

now K : M is comp. of K : L & L : M, a. def. 5.

.-. also K : M is comp. of BC : CG & DC : CE :

12.6.

& .• BC : CG
& that BC : CG

.-. K : L
Again, '.• DC : CE

& that DC : CE
.-. L : M

& since also K : L^

.*. ex sequali, K : M

D AC
K :L,

D AC
D CH
L :M,

D CH
D AC :

D AC

CH, 1. 6.

D CH.

D CF,

D CF;

D CH,

D CF:
but K : M is comp. of BC : CG & DC : CE,

D AC : a CF : is comp. of BC : CG & DC :

Wherefore, equiang. [js, &c. «&c. q, e. d.

11.5.

22.6.

CE.

PROP. XXIV.—Theobem.

Parallelograms about the diameter ofany parallelograms,

are similar to the whole, and to each other.

Let ABCD be a a, of wh. diam. is AC; & EG, HK
D8 about diam. Then Qs EG, HK are sim. to D ABCD,
&. to each other.
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•.• DC
II

GF,

/. /i ADC = Z AGF : 29. 1.

simly. L ABC = Z AEF :

&ea. of ZsBCD.EFG = opp. /. BAD ; 34.1.

/. Zs BCD, EFG = each other

;

& .-. D8 BD, EG are equiang. :

& •.• Z ABC = Z AEF,

& that L BAG is com. to As BAG, EAF,

.". As BAC, EAF are equiang.

;

/. AB:BC :: AE : EF; 4.6.

& '. opp. sides of Qs = ea. other, 34. l.

.-. AB:AD :: AE : AG

;

7.5.

& CD : DA : : FG : GA :

.-. sides of Ds BD, EG ahout equal Zs are proportionals ;

& .'. Qs BD, EG are sim. to each other : 1 def. 6.

similarly Q BD is sim. to D KH
;

.-, ea. of as EG, KH is sim. to Q BD,

& .-. D EG is sim. Q KH. 21. 6.

Wiierefore the Q a, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XXV.—Problem.

To describe a rectilinealfigure which shall be similar to

one and equal to another given rectilinealfigure.

Let ABC be given rectil. fig. to wh. fig. to be descr. is

required to be sim. & D that to wh. it must be equal
;

required to descr. a x-ectil. fig. sim. to ABC & = D.
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[hh

J A
On BC descr. a BE,

so that D BE =. fig. ABC
;

& on CE descr. d CM = fig. D,

& having Z FCE = ^ CBL ;

.•. BC, CF are in one rt. line, \

& also LE, EM. J

Between BC, CF find a mean proportional GH ; 13. fi.

& on GH descr. the rectil. fig. HKG, sim. & simly.

situated to rectil. fig. ABC. i}<. e.

cor. 45. 1

.

29. and 14. I.

Now BC :GH
.-. BC : CF

but BC : CF
ABC : KGH

but ABC
.-. KGH
but EF

.-. KGH

GH : CF,

fig.ABC:KCH;2cor.20.B.

D BE : a EF ; 1. g.

BE : EF
; u.

^F, constr.

FF

;

14. 6.

D;
D:

& also KGH is sim. to ABC.

Therefore a rectil. fig. KGH is drawn sim. to a given

rectil. fig. ABC, &= given rectil. fig. D. q. e. f.

PROP. XXVI.—Theorem.

If two similar pnralleloijrams have a common angle, and

be similarly niluated, they are about the same diameter.
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Let as BD, EG be sim. & simly. situated, and have ^
DAB com. ; then as BD, EG are about the same diani.

For, if not, if possible, let D BD have diam. AHC,

but in a diff. direc. from AF, diam. of EG.

Let GF meet AHC in H ;

drawHK || AD or BC ;

.-. a 8 BD, GK are about same diam. AHC ;

& •.• Ds BD, GK are sim. to each other ; 24. 6.

.-. DA : AB : : GA : AK : i def. «.

& •.• Qs BD, EG are sim. to each other, hyp.

.-. DA : AB :: GA : AE ;

& .-. GA : AE : : GA : AK ; n. 5.

.-. AK = AE ;

i. e. less = greater,

wh. is impossible.

.*. Qs BD, GK are not about same diam.

& /. ns BD, EG must be about same diam.

Therefore, if two sim. Qs, &c. &c. q. e. d.

' To understand the three following propositions more
* easily, it is to be observed,

1. * That a parallelogram is said to be applied to a right

< line, when it is described upon it as one of its sides. Ex.
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* gr, the parallelogram AC is said to be applied to the

* right line AB.

2. ' But a parallelogram AE is said to be applied to

' a right line AB, deficient by a parallelogram, when AD
' the base of AE is less than AB, and therefore AE is

* less than the parallelogram AC described upon AB in

' the same angle, and between the same parallels, by the

* parallelogram DC j and DC is therefore called the defect

' of AE.

K f a

3. * And a parallelogram AG is said to be applied to a
' right line AB, exceeding by a parallelogram, when AF
* the base of AG is greater than AC, and therefore AG
' exceeds AC, the pai-allelogram described upon AB in

' the same angle, and between the same parallels, by the

* parallelogram BG.'

PROP. XXVII.—Theorem.

0/ all parallelograms applied to the same right line and

deficient by parallelograms, similar and similarly situated

to that which is described upon the half of the line ; that

trhich is applied to the half, and is similar to its defect, it

the greatest,

Let AB be a rt. line bisected in C ; and let Q AD
applied to the half, AC ; wh. is .•. deficient from upon

whole lime AB by Q CE upon other half CB. Of all Q«
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applied to any otlier parts of AB, & deficient by Qs that

are aim. & simly. situated to CE, AD is greatest.

Let AF be any Q applied to AK, any other part of AB
but its half, & so as to be deficient fi'om Q AE by KH
aim. & simly. situated to Q CE ; then AD > AF.

First.—Let AK, base of AF > AC, i of AB.
And •.• D CE is sim. to D KH,

.-. they are about same diam.
; 26. 6.

draw diam. DB, & complete the diagram.

And •.• D CF = GFE, 43. l.

add to each KH ;

.-. whole D CH = whole Q KE
;

but D CH = D CG, 36. 1.

(for base AC =: base CB,)

.-. D CG = D KE ;

add to each CF,

/. whole D AF = gnomon CHL
;

.-. D CE or D AD > n AF.

Secondly.—Let AK < AC
;

& •.• BC = CA,
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.-. HM = MG; 34.1.

& .-. D DH = D DG
; 36. 1.

& .-. D DH > D LG
;

nowDDH = nOK', 43.1,

.-. D DK > D LG
;

add to ea. AL
;

.-. whole AD > whole AF.

Therefore, of all Gs, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XXVm.—PROBLEM.

To a ijiven right line to apply a parallelogram equal to

a given rectilinealfigure, and deficient by a parallelogram

similar to a given parallelogram ; but the given rectilineal

figure, to which the parallelogram to be applied, is to be

equal, must not be greater than the parallelogram applied to

half of the given line, having its defect similar to the defect

of that which is to be applied : that is, to the given parol-

lelogram.

Let AB be given rt line, and C given rectil. fig. wh.

must not be > applied to i of given line, having its

defect from that upon wliole line sim. to defect of that wh.

is to be applied ; & let D bo to wh. this defect is re-

quired to bo aim. It is required to apply a to AB wh.

shall = fig. C, & be deficient from upon whole line by

a sim. to D.
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li G OJ

A E SB

Z

Bisect AB in £; 10.1.

on EB descr. D EF,

80 that EF be sim. & simly. situated to Q D ; i8. 6.

complete Q AG.

Now AG must be either = or > C

;

& if AG = C,

then that is done wh. was required.

But if D AG zfi G,

then D AG > C :

& D EF = D AG

;

3S. l.

.-. nEF > C:

make n KM = Q EF—C, 25.6.

so that KM be sim. & simly. situated to Q D
;

but D D is sim. to n EF,

/. n KM is sim. to Q EF : 21. 6.

Let side KL be hom. to EG,

& let LM be hom. to GF :

& ••• n EF
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.-. XO is = & sim. to KM

;

but n KM is sim. to Q EF ;

.-. n XO is sim. to D EF

;

.". Qs XO, EF are about same diam. 26. (J.

Let GPB be their diam., & complete the diagram.

Then •.• Q EF = C + KM,
& part XO = part KM

;

.-. rem. gnomon ERO = rem. fig. C :

& •.• D OR = n XS, 34. 1.

add to each SR
;

.-. whole n OB = whole Q XB
;

but n XB = n TE, 36. 1.

(for base AE := base EB ;)

.-. n TE = D OB ;

add to each Q XS
;

.-. whole D TS = whole gnomon ERO
;

but ERO = C

;

.-. D TS = c.

Therefore to rt. line AB a Q TS is applied = given

rectil. fig. C, & deficient by SR, sim. to given n 1^> •'

SR is sim. to EF.» q. e. f. * 2». 6.

PROP. XXIX.—Problem.

To a given right line to apply a parallelogram equal to

a given rectilineal figure, exceeding by a parallelogram

gimilar to another given.

Let AB bo given rt. line, & C given rectil. fig. to wli.

n to be applied is required to be equal, tSi D Q to wli.
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excess of the one to be applied above that upon AB, is

required to be sim. It is required to apply to a given rt.

line a =z C, exceeding by a sim. to D.

Bisect AB in E ;

on EB descr. EL, sim. & simly. situated to D ;

make Q Gil = D EL + fig. C, 25. «.

& also sim. & simly. situated to D ;

.-. GH is sim. to Q EL. 21. 6.

Let side KH be horn, to FL ;

& KG be hom. to FE.

& •.• D GH > D EL
;

.-. KH > FL,

& KG > FE

;

prod. FL & FE
& make FLM :± KH

& FEN = KG
& complete MN ;

.-. MN = & sim. to n GH ;

but n C!H is sira. to EL ;

.-. MN is sim. to EL :

& .-. EL & MN are about same diam. 26. 6.

draw their diam. FX, & complete the diagram.

& since Q GH = Q EL + C ;
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& that GH = MN
;

.-, MN = EL + C
;

take away com. EL ;

.*. rem. gnomon NOL = rem. fig. C :

& •.' AE = EB
;

.-.DAN = nNB.i.e.BMj 36.&43.1.

add to each NO
;

.-. whole AX =: gnomon NOL
;

but NOL = fig. C,

.-. D AX = fig. C.

Therefore to rt. line AB is applied a Q AX = rectil.

fig. C, & exceeding by PO sim. to D, for PO is sira.

to EL.* Q. E. F. * 24. 6.

PROP. XX.— PttOBLEM.

To cut a given right line in extreme cind mean ratio.

Let AB be given rt. line ; it is required to cut it in

extreme and mean ratio.
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But BC is a sq.
;

.-. AD is a sq. ;

& •.* sq. BC = D CD, constr.

take from each com. CE,

,-. rem. Q BF = rem. Q AD
;

& Qs BF, AD are equiang.
;

sides about equal /_& are recip. proport.

i. e. FE : ED : : AE : EB.
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similar and similarly described figures upon the sidei

containing the right angle.

Let ABC be a rt. ^d A, having rt. Z BAG ; the rectil.

fig. descr. upou BC is = sim. & simly. descr. figs, upon
BA, AC.

Draw AD J_ BC.
Then, . inA ABC, AD is drawn from rt. ^ A _L base BC

,

.-. As ABD, ADC are sim, to A ABC, & to ea. oilier :

[8.6.

& '.• A ABC is sim. to A ADB,
.-. CB : BA : : BA : BD

; 4. (,.

& .-. CB : BD : : fig. descr. on CB : sim. & simly. descr,

fig. on BA
; 2 cor. 20. fi.

&
, invfertendo DB

similarly DC :

.-. BD + DC ;

BC
CB
BC

fig. on BA : fig, on BC ; b.5.

fig. on CA : fig. on CB :

figs, on BA & AC : fig, on

[BC
J 24. 1.

butBD + DC = BC;
.-. fig. descr. on BC = sim. & simly. descr, fif^s, on
BA, AC.

Wherefore, in rt. ^d As, &c. &c. «^. e. d.
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PROP. XXXIl.—Theorem.

// two triangles which have two sides of the one pro-

portional to two sides of the other, be joined at one angle

so as to have their homologous sides parallel to each other ;

the remaining sides shall be in a right line.

Let ABC, DCE be two Aa wh. have two sides BA,
AC proport. to two CD, DE, i. e. BA : AC : : CD : DE ;

& let AB
II
CD, & AC || DE. Then BC, CE are in a it.

line.

29, 1.

•• AC falls on ||8 AB, DC;
.-. Z BAC = Z ACD

similarly Z CDE = Z ACD
& .-. Z. BAC = Z. CDE

& •.• in A ABC, Z at A = ^ D in /:^ DCE.
and that sides about these equal ^s are proportionals,

i. e. BA : AC : : CD : DE
;

.". Z^ ABC is equiang. to A DCE
; «. (j.

& .-. Z ABC = Z DCE :

now Z BAG =: Z ACD
; demon.

.-. whole Z ACE = Zs ABC + BAC
;

add com. Z ACB to each,

.-. Zs ACE+ACB = ZsAB+BAC+ACB
;

butZsABC+ BACl
+ ACB / = ^''^'' 32.1.
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•. Zs ACE + ACB = 2 rt. Zs :

.-. BC, CE are in one rt. line.

Therefore, if two As, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XXXIII.—Theorem.

In equal circles, angles, whether at the centres or circum-

ferences, have the same ratios which the arcs on which they

stand have to each other : so also have the sectors.

Let ABC, DBF be equal ©s ; and let ^s BGC, EHF
be angles at their crs., & ^s BAC, EDF, be ^s at their

Qs ; then

First—BC : EF : : ^BGC : ^EHF : : ^BAC : ZEDF.

B C f

r

Take any number of arcs.

viz. I ^' ^' ^''- = ^'
\ & FM, MN, ea. = EF j

join GK, GL ; HM, HN.

And •.• BC, CK, KL = ea. other,

Za BGC, CGK, KGL = ea. other
; 27.3.

& .'. Z. BGL is same mult, of Z. BGC that BL is of BC
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,8iraly. Z. EHN is same mult, of Z EHF that EN is of EF :

& if BL = EN,

then Z BGL = Z EHN
;

& if greater, greater ; if less, less.

Now •.• there are four mags. BC, EF, Z BGC & Z EHF,

& that of BC & Z BGrC are taken any equimults. BL &
/_ BGL,

& also, of EF & Z EHF are taken any equimults. EN &

Z EHN;
& that if BL > EN,
then Z BGL > Z &HN

;

and if equal, equal ; if less, less.

.-. BC : EF : : Z BGC : Z EHF ; 5def.5.

but Z BGC : Z EHF : : Z BAC : Z EDF, 15. 6.

(for ea. is double of ea.) 20. 3.

.-. BC : EF : : Z BAC : Z EDF.

Secondly.—Also BC : EF : : sec. BGC : sec. EHF.
Join BC, CK ;

in BC, CK take any points X, ;

join BX, XC, CO, OK.

Then •.• in A GBC, BG, GC = CG, GK, in A GCK,

& that L BGC = Z CGK
;

M
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.-. base BC = base CK, i
^ ^

& A GBC = A GCK ; J

& •/ BC = CK,

rem. Q BALC = rem. Q CBLK ;

.-, Z. BXC = Z COK ; 27. 3-

& .-. seg. BXC is sim. to seg. COK : n def. 3.

& . they are on equal rt. lines,

.-, seg. BXC = seg. COK ; 24. P.

&ABGC = ACGK,
.-. whole sec. BGC = whole sec. CGK ;

& simly. sec. KGL = ea, of sec. BGC, CGK :

& simly. it may be proved, that sec. EHF, FHM, MHN ==

ea. other.

/. sec. BGL is same mult, of sec. BGC that BL is of BC
;

fi sec. EHN is same mult, of sec. EHF tliat EN is of EF
;

& if BL = EN,

then sec. BGL = sec. EHN :

if greater, greater ; if less, less.

Now, •.• there are four mags. BC, EF, sec. BGC,& EHF
;

& that of BC & BGC are taken cquimults. BL, BGL,

also of EF & EHF are taken any equimults. EN, EHN ;

& that if BL > EN,

then sec. BGL > sec. EHN :

if equal, equal ; & if less, less
;

.-. BC : EF : : sec. BGC : sec. EHF.

Wherefore, in equal O"* &c. &c. Q. e. u.
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PROP. B.—Theorem.

If an angle of a triangle be bisected by a right line,

which likewise cuts the base ; the rectangle contained by

the sides of the triangle is equal to the rectangle contained

by the segments of the base, together with the square of

the right line bisecting the angle.

Let ABC be a A> & let / BAG be bisected by pt. line

AD : then BA • AC = BD • DC + AD".

About A ABC descr. ACB ; 6. 4

pi-od. AD to E in O 5

join EC.

Then, •.* ^ BAD = Z. CAE,
& that Z ABD = /i AEC, 21.

3

(for they are in same seg. ;)

.". As ABD, AEC are equiang. to ea. other :

.-. BA:AD :: EA : AC ; 4.6

& .-. BA . AC = EA . AD
;= ED . DA + AD»

= BD . DC + AD».

Wherefore, if an angle, &c. &c. q. e. d.

u2

l(i. 6.

3.2.
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PROP. C—Theorem.

Iffrom any angle of a triangle a right line be drawn

perpendicular to the base ; the rectangle contained by the

sides of the triangle is equal to the rectangle contained by

the perpendicular and the diameter of the circle described

about the triangle.

Let ABC be a A, & AD_LBC ; then BA • AC= AD •

diam. of descr. about A-

About A ABC descr. ACB ; 5. 4.

draw diam. AE :

join EC.

Then, •.• rt. /_ BDA = rt. Z ECA in a | 0, 31. 3.

& /_ ABD = Z AEC in same seg. 21. 3.

.*. As ABD, AEC are equiang.

.-. BA : AD : : EA : AC ; 4. t;

& .-. BA . AC = EA . AD.

Therefore, if from any angle, &c. &c. Q. e. d.
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PROP. D—Theorem.

The rectangle contained by the diagonals of a quadri-

lateralfigure inscribed in a circle, is equal to both the

rectangles together, contained by its opposite sides.

Let ABCD be any quadrilat. inscr. in a ©, & draw AC,
BD its diags. ; then AC • BD = AB • CD + AD • BC.

Make Z ABE = Z DBC ;

add to ea. com. ^ FBD
;

.-. Z. ABD = Z EBC :

& Z. BDA =: /^ BCE in same Beg. 21.3

.'. As ABD, BCE are equiang.

.-. BC:CE :: BD:DA;
& .-. BC • AD : : BD • CE.

Again, '.• /. ABE = Z. DBC.
& Z BAE = Z. BDC ;

.". Zs ABE, BCD are equiang

.-. BA : AE : : BD : DC
& . . BA . DC = BD . AE
but BC . AD = BC • CE

.-. whole AC . BD = AB • CD + AD . BC.

Wherefore the rectangle, &c. &c. q.. z. o.

4.6.

16.6.

21.3.
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DEFINITIONS.

I.

A SOLID is that which hath length, breadth, and thick-

ness.

II.

That which bounds a solid is a superficies.

III.

A right line is perpendicular, or at right angles, to a

plane, when it makes right angles with every right line

which meets it in that plane.

IV.

A plane is perpendicular to a plane, when the right

lines drawn in one of the planes perpendicular to the com-

i
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moil section of the two planes, are perpendicular to the

other planes.

V.

The inclination of a right line to a plane, is the acute

angle contained by that right line, and another drawn fi-om

the point in which the first line meets the plane, to the

point in which a perpendicular to the plane drawn from

any point of the first line above the plane, meets tlie same

plane.

vr.

The inclination of a plane to a plane is the acute angle

contained by two right lines drawn from any the same

point of their common section at right angles to it, one

upon one plane, and the other upon the other plane.

VII.

Two planes are said to have the same or a like inclination
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to each other which two other planes have, when the said

angles of inclination are equal to each other.

VIII.

Parallel planes are such as do not meet each other

though produced.

IX.

A solid angle is that which is made by the meeting of

more than two plain angles, which are not in the same

plane, in one point.

X.

Equal and similar solid figures are such as are contained

under an equal number of equal and similar planes.*

XI.

Similar solid figures are such as have all their solid

angles equal, each to each, and are contained by the same

number of similar planes.

XII.

A pyramid is a solid figure contained by planes that are

constituted betwixt one plane and one point above it in

which they meet.

* Dr. Sinuon has omitted this dcfliiition altogether. lie snys tliat

it U properly a theorem, and requires demonBtration ; oiid therefore

Moniea Theon of the Interpolation.

Ttwt figures are Blmilar, he obtervei, ought to be proved from the
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XIII.

A prism is a solid figure contained by plane figures, of

which two that are opposite are equal, similar, and parallel

to each other ; and the others are parallelograms.

J
XIV.

A sphere is a solid figure described by the revolution of

a semicircle about its diameter, which remains unmoved.

Thus the inner side of the semicircle ABC revolving

round the diameter AC, which remains fixed, generates a

sphere.

A

XV.

The axis of a sphere is the fixed right line about which

the semicircle revolves.

Thus AC, in the figure above, is the axis of the sphere.

definitions of similar figtires ; and that they are equal, ought to be

demonstrated from the axiom, " Magnitudes that wholly coincide, are

equal ;" or from Props. A or 9th or 14th of 5th Book, from one of

which the equality of all lunds of iigures must be ultimately deduced.

H 5
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XVI.
The centre of a sphere is the same with that of the

semicircle.

XVII.
The diameter of a sphere is any right line which passes

through the centre, and is terminated both ways by the

superficies of the sphere.

XVIII.
A cone is a solid figure described by the revolution of

a right angled triangle about one of the sides containing

the right angle, which side remains fixed.

If the fixed side be equal to the other side containing

the right angle, the cone is called a right angled cone ; if

it be less than the other side, an obtuse angled ; and if

greater, an acute angled cone.

Thus the side AC, revolving round AB fixed, one of the

sides which contains the right angle, generates a cone.

XIX.
The axis of a cone is the fixed right line about which

the triangle revolves.

In fig. above, AB is the axis.
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XX.

The base of a cone is the circle described by that side

containing the right angle which revolves.

XXI.

A cylinder is a solid figure described by the revolution

of a right angled parallelogram about one of its sides

which remains fixed.

Thus the revolution of the parallelogram AC about its

side AB, which remains fixed, generates a cylinder.

XXII.

The axis of a cylinder is the fixed right line about which

the parallelogram revolves.

XXIII.

The bases of a cylinder are the circles described by the

two revolving opposite sides of the parallelogram.

XXIV.

Similar cones and cylinders are those which have their

axes and the diameters of their bases proportionals.
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XXV.
A cube is a solid figure contained by six equal squares.

XXVI.
A tetrahedron is a solid figure contained by four equal

and equilateral triangles.

XXVII.
An octahedron is a solid figure contained by eight equal

and equilateral triangles.

XXVIII.

A dodecahedron is a solid figure contained by twelve

equal pentagous whicli aro equilateral and cquiaugular.
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XXIX.
An icosahedron is a solid figure contained by twenty

equal and equilateral triangles.

Def. A.

A parallelepiped is a solid figure contained by six

quadrilateral figures, whereof every opposite two are

parallel.
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PROP. I.—Theorem.

One part of a right line cannot be in a plane and
another part above it.

If possible,

let AB, part of rt. line ABC, be in a pi.,

& part BC above pi.

And '.' AB is in a pi,

it can be prod, in that pi.

Let AB be prod, to D,

And let any pi. pass through AD, and be turned about ifl

till it pass through point C.

Then *.* pts. B, C, are both in same pi, j

.*. rt. line BC is in it. 7 def. l.

.*. there are two rt. lines ABC, ABD, in same pi,

wh. have com. seg. AB
;

wL. is impossible. cor. 11. 1.

Therefore one part, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. II.—Theorem.

Two right lines which cut each other are in one plane, and

three right lines which meet each other are in one plane.
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Let two rt. lines AB, CD, cut ea. other in E ; AB, CD
are in one pi. : & the three rt. lines EC, CB, BE, wh.

meet ea. other, are in one pi.

Let any pi. pass through EB ;

& let it be turned about EB
;

& prod, if necessary, until it pass through C.

Then .*. E, C, are in same pi.

.•. rt. line EC is in the pi. 7 def. 11.

Similarly BC is in same pi.

hut by hypoth. EB is in same pi.

.-. EC, CB, BE are in one pi.

Now CD, AB, are in same pi. with EC, EB, 1. n.

.-. AB, CD, are in one pi.

Wherefore, rt. lines, &c. &c. q e. r>.

PROP. III.—Theorem.

// two planes cut each other, their common section is a

right line.

Let pi. AB cut pi. BC ; and let DB be their com. sec.

then D B is a rt. line.
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If not;

, ,. r DEB in pi. AB :

draw rt. lines < _.„„ . , t,^
L DFB in pi. BC ;

consequently DEB, DFB have same extrems.

& .•, rt. lines DEB, DFB inclose a space
;

wli. is impossible. lo ax. 1.

.*. BD com. sec. of pis. AB, BC is a rt. line.

Wherefore, if two pis., &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. IV.—Theorem.

// a right line stand at right angles to each of two right

lines in the point of their intersection, it shall also be at

right angles to the plane which passes through them, that

is, to the plane in which they are.

Let rt. line EF be _L each of rt. lines AB, CD, in E the

point of their intersec. j EF is also J_ pi. passing through

AB, CD.
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Take rt. lines AE, EB, CE, ED, =r ea. other :

join AD, CB
;

draw GEH in pi. in wh. are AB, DC ;

take any point F in EF
;

join FA, FG, FD,

FH, FC.

FB,

And •.• AE, ED
& that Z AED

.•. base AD
&Z DAE
&Z AEG

•. in A AEG, Z.S

GAE, AEG
also sides adj. to equal /^s are = ea. other

i. e. AE = EB
;

& .-, also GE = EH, T

& AG = BH, J

& •.• AE = EB,

& that EF is com. & _|_ them,

'} = {

BE, EC, ea. to ea.

Z BEC;
base BC, 1

Z EBC : J

Z BEH,
Zs EBH, HEB
BEH :

base AF
similarly CF

& •.• AD
& AF

& base DF
/. Z FAD

base FB
FD;
BC,

FB,

base FC

Z FBC.

15 1.

4.1.

15. 1.

in A

26.1.

4. I.

8.1.
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Again, •.•

Again, •.•

GA
AF

&^ FAG
.-. base FG

GE

BH,
FB,

Z FBH,
base FH,
EH,

demon.

4. 1.

demon.

EF com. to both,

& base GF = base FH,
.-. Z GEF = Z HEF :

& these are adj . Z s ;

.-. ea. of Z.S GEF, HEP", is a rt. /. : lo def. l.

/. FE makes rt. /^s with GH
;

i. e. FE makes rt. ^s with any rt. line drawn through E,

in pi. passing through AB, CD.
In same manner it may be proved, that FE makes rt.

Zs with every rt, line wh. meets it in that pi. Now a rt.

line is _I_ a pi. when it makes rt. Zs with every rt. Hue
which meets it in that pi.* • 3 ^^f j^^

.-. EF is J_ pi. passing through AB, CD.

Wherefore if a rt. line, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP, v.—Theorem.

// three right lines meet all in one point, and a riijht

line stand at right angles to each of them in that point

:

these three right lines are in one and the same plane.

Let rt. line AB be J_ ea. of rt. lines BC, BD, BE, in

B the point where they meet. BC, DB, BE, are in

same pi.
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If not, if possible,

let BD, BE be in one pi.

& BC be above it ;

& let a pi. pass through AB, BC :

then the sec. of this pi. with pi. passing through BD, DE,

is a rt. line, 3 11.

let this rt. line be BF ;

.-. AB, BC, BF, are in one pi.

viz. in that wh, passes through AB, BC.

Now •.• AB is _L BD & BE,

.•. AB is _[_ pi. passing through BD, BE ; 4. 11.

& .•. AB is JL every rt. line meeting it in that pi. ; 3 def. 11.

now BF, wh. is in that pi. meets AB,

.-. ^ ABF is a rt. Z. ;

but ^ ABC is a rt. ^, hyp.

.-, /_ ABF = Z. ABC ;

& they are both in same pi.

wh, is impossible

;

.*. BC is not above pi. in wh. are BD, BE

;

i. e. BC, BD, BE, are in same pi.

Wherefore, if three rt. lines, &e. &c. q, e. d.
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PROP. VI.—Theorem.

// two right lines be at right angles to the same plane,

they shall be parallel to each other.

Let rt. Hues AB, CD, be _|_ same pi. FD ; then is

AB II CD.

Let AB, CD, meet pi. in B, D ;

join BD
;

draw DE _L BD in pi. FD ;

make DE = AB

;

join BE, AE, AD.
Then •.' AB _[_ pi. FD,

;. AB is _J_ every rt. line wh. meets it in FD ; 3 def. 11.

now BD, BE, wh. are in FD, meet AB
;

.-. ea. of Z.8 ABD, ABR is a rt. Z.:

& simly. ea. of ^s CDB, CDE is a rt. Z-
And •.• AB = DE,
& BD is com. to As ABD, BDE,

& that rt. Z ABD z= rt. Z BDE
;

/. base AD = base BE. 4, 1.

Again, •.• AB = DE,
& that BE = AD,
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& base AE is com. to j^b ABE, EDA ;

.. ^ABE =;: ^ EDA

;

8.1.

but^:! ABE is a rt. Z,
.-. ^ EDA is a rt. Z ;

& .-. ED _L DA
but also ED J_ BD & DC ;

.-. ED is _[_ ea. of BD, DA, DC, in pt. where they meet ;

.-. BD, DA, DC, are in one pi. BC : 6. 11.

now AB is in same pi. with BD, DA ;

(for three rt. lines meeting ea. other are in one pi.) 2. 11.

.-. AB, BD, DC are in one pi.

& ea. of ^s ABD, BDC, is a rt. Z ;

.-. AB
II

CD.

Wherefore, if two rt. lines, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

PROP. VII.—Theorem.

// two right lines be parallel, the right line drawnfrom

any point in the one to any point in the other, is in the

same plane with the parallels.

Let AB, CD, be parallel rt. lines, & take any points, E

in AB and F in CD. The rt. line wh joins E & F is in

same pi. AD with parallels.
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If not, if possible,

let it be above pi. AD, as EGF :

& in pi. AD draw EHF from E to F :

& '.' EGF is also a rt. line ;

.•. EGF, EHF, include a space
;

wb. is impossible : 10 ax. 1

.-. rt. line joining points E, F, is not above pi. AD
;

i. e. it is in same pi. with AB, CD.

Wherefore, if two rt. lines, &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. VIII.—Theorem.

// two right lines be parallel, and one of them is at

right angles to a plane ; the other also shall be at right

angles to the same plane.

Let AB, CD, be parallel rt. lines, & let AB be _]_ pi,

FD ; then CD is _[_ same pi.

^

B^^^^^^

Let AB, CD, meet pi, FD in B, D ;1

join BD
;

.-. AB, CD, BD, arc in one pi. BC :

in pi. FD, draw DE j_ BD ;

7.11.
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make DE = AB

;

join BE, AE, AD :

then .• AB J_ pi. FD,

.-. AB ± BD, BE
; 3 def. 11.

•. ea. of/. 8 ABD, ABE is a it. ^ ;

& •. BD meets ||s AB, CD ;

29. I.^8 ABD + CDB
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PROP. IX.—Theorem.

Two right lines which are each of them parallel to the

same right line, and not in the same plane with it, are

parallel to each other.

Let AB, CD, be ea. 1| EF, & not in same pi. with it

;

AB shall be || CD.

In EF take any point G ;

ji pi. EB, passing through AB, EF, draw GH _[_ EF ;

& in pi. ED passing through EF, CD,

draw GK J_ EF :

& •.• EF _L GH, GK :

.-. EF JL pi. HGK through GH, GK : n.

NowEF
II

AB,

•. AB _L ph HGK

:

8. 11.

& simly. CD ± pi. HGK ;

.-. AB & CD are ea. JL ph HGK ;

.-. AB II
CD. 6.11.

Wherefore, two rt. lines, &c. &c. Q. e. d.
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PROP. X,—Theorem.

// two right lines meeting each other be parallel to two

others which meet each other, and are not in the same

plane with the first two ; the first two and the other two

shall contain equal angles.

Let two rt. lines AB, BC, wh. meet ea. other, be
|| two

DE, EF, wh. meet ea. other, & are not in same pi. with

AB, BC ; then ^C ABC = ^ DEF.

Then

Take AB, BC, DE, EF = ea. other
;

join AD, BE, CF, AC, DF. •

&
II
DE,

&IIBE; 33.1.

&
II
BE;

&
II
CF : 9.11. iiax. 1.

&IIDF: 33.1.

DE, EF ea. to ea.

base DF ;

^»EF.
. 8.1.

AB
.-. AD

Simly. CF
& .-. AD

.-. AC
••• AB, BC
& base AC
.-. ^ ABC

Therefore if two rt. lines, &c. &c. q. e.
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PROP. XI.—Pkoblem.

To draw a right line perpendicular to a plane, from

a given point above it.

Let A be given point above pi. BH j it is required to

draw from A a rt. line _L pi. BH.

In pi. BH draw any rt. line BC ;

draw AD J_ BC

;

then, if AD J_ pi. BH,

the thing required is done.

• But if not

;

in pi. BH, draw DE X BC ;

draw AF _L DE
;

& through F draw GH || BC.

& •.• BC is J_ ED, & DA ;

.-. BC is _L pi. passing through ED, DA : 4. 11.

&.-. GH
II

BC,

/. GH is J. pi. passing through ED, DA : ^.\\.

k ': Al\ in pi. with ED, DA, meets GH,

.-.GH _L AFj 3def. 11.

but AF ± DE

}
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.-. AF _L GH, & DE, in pt. of inters. F ;

.-. AF is _L pi. passing through GH, DE : t. n,

now BH is that pi.

.-. AF J_ pi. BH.

Therefoi'e, from point A, a rt. line AF is drawn J_ pi. BH.
Q. E. F.

PROP. XII.—Problem.

To erect a right line at right angles to a given plane,

from a point given in the plane.

Let A be given point in pi.; it is required to erect a

rt. line from A _[_ same pi.

11. 11.
From any point B above pi. "1

draw BC _L pi.

;

J

Draw AD || BC.

Then '.' AD, CB are two parallel rt. lines

& that one BC J_ given pi.

;

.-. AD is X same pi. 8. n.

Therefore, a rt. line AD has been erected from given

point A, in given pi. _[_ that pi. q. e. f.

N 2
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PROP. XIII.—Theorem.

From the same point in a given plane, there cannot be

two right lines at right angles to the plane, upon the same

side ofit: and there can be but one perpendicular to a

plane from a point above the plane.

For, if possible, let AC, AB, be ea. _L given pi. from

one point A in same pi. & on same side of it.

Let a pi. pass through BA, AC ;

then com. sec. of two pis. is a rt. line. 3. 11,

Let DAE be their com. sec.

;

.-. AB, AC, DAE are in one pi.

:

& •.' AC is X given pi.,

& that rt. line DAE meets AC in that pi.

;

.•. Z CAE is a rt. ^ : 3 def. 11.

simly. Z. BAE is a rt. ^ ;

. .-. Z. CAE = Z. BAE ;

& they are in one pi.

;

wh. is impossible.

Also from a point above a pi. there can be but one

perpend, to that pi. ; for if there could bo two, they would

be
II

en. other :* « 6. 11.

wh. is absurd.

Therefore, from same point, &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. XIV Theorem.

Planes to which the same right line is perpendicular,

are parallel to each other.

Let rt. line AB be J, ea. of pis. CD, EF ; then pis. are

II
ea. other.

If not

;

they shall meet when prod.,

& their sec. shall be a rt. line GH
;

in GH take any point K
;

join AK, BK.
Then •.• AB _L pi. EF

;

.'. AB J_ rt. line BK in that pi.
; 3 def. 11.

& .-. ^ ABK is a rt. Z :

simly. Z. Bx\K is a rt. Z^,

.-. two Z.8 ABK, BAK of A ABK = 2 rt. Zs;
wh. is impossible : 17.1,

.-. pis. CD, EF, being prod, do not meet
;

i.e. pis. CD, EF,
|| ea. other.

Wherefore pis., &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. XV.—Theorem.

// two right lines meeting each other, he parallel to the

other lines which meet, but are not in the same plane with

the first two ; the plane which passes through these is

parallel to the plane passing through the others.

Let AB, BC, two rt. lines meeting ea. other, be 1|
DE,

EF wh. meet ea. other, but are not in same pi. with AB
BC. Then pis. wh. pass through AB, BC, & DE, EF,

shall not meet, though prod.

draw

Draw BG X pi-DF passing thro' DE,EF

;

& let BG meet DF in G ;

r GH
II

ED,

L GK
II

EF:
& •.• BG _L pi. DF,

& that GH, GK, meet BG in that pi.

.-, BG is J_ GH, GK
;

.-. ca. of Z.8 BGH, BGK is a rt. Z-
& •: BA

II
GH,

3 def. 11.

0.11.

(for ca. of them is || DE & not in same pi. with it),
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For if EF be not H GH,
then they will meet if prod, either on side of FH or EG.

First.— Let EF, GH meet on side of FH, in K.

And •. rt. line EFK is in pi. AB,
.-. every point in EFK is in that pi.

;

but K is a point in EFK,
/. K is in pi. AB

;

simly. K is in pi. CD ;

.-. pis. AB, CD if prod, would meet ea. other ;

butpl. AB
II

pi. CD, hyp.

.•. AB, CD do not meet ea. other ;

.-. EF, GH do not meet if prod, on side of FH.

Secondly.—In same manner it may be demonstr.

that EF, GH do not meet if prod, on side of EG ;

.-. EF
II

GH, 36deM.

Wherefore, if two parallel pis., &c. &c. q. e. d.

PROP. XVII.—Theorem.

// Iwo right lines be cut by parallel planes, they shall be

cut in the same ratio.

Let rt. lines AB, CD be cut by parallel pis. GH, KL,
MN, in points A, E, B ; C, F, D : then AE : EB : : CF :

FD.
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Agaiu

Join AC, BD, AD
;

& let AD meet pi. KL in X ;

join EX, XF :

parallel pis. KL, MN are cut by pi. BX,
•. com. sees. BD, EX are || ea. other ; ic. 11.

. parallel pis. KL, GH, are cut by pi. CX,

.-. com. sees. AC, XF are || ea. other.

Now •.• EX
II

BD a side of A ABD,
.-. AE
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Let rt. line AB be _L pi. CK ; then every pi. wb.

passes through AB shall be _l_ pi. CK.

.!i:i:il!!llli :ii!li!!lli:; iii;J

Let any pi. DE pass through AB ;

& let rt, line CE be sec. of pis. CK, DE
take any point F, in CE ;

draw FG, in pi. DE, _L CE.

And •.• AB X Pl- CK ;

.-. AB _L CE

;

& .-. Z ABF is a rt. Z ;

but j/ GFB is a rt. Z,
.-. AB

II
FG;

but AB is _L pi. CK ;

.-. FG is _L pi. CK :

Now •.• in pi. DE, FG _L pi. CK,

& that it is also J_ CE com. sec.

;

.-. pi. DE is _L pi. CK ;

siraly. it may be demonstr. that all pis. passing through

AB are J. pi. CK.

Wherefore, if a rt. line, &c. &c. Q. e. d.

3 def. 11.

28. 1.

8.11.

coiistr.

4deMl.
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PROP. XIX.—Theorem.

If two planes which cut each other be each of them per-

pendicular to a third plane ; their common section shall be

perpendicular to that third plane.

Let two pis. AB, BC be ea. j_ a third pi. A DC, iSc let

BD be sec. of AB, BC. Theu BD is J_ pi. ADC.

If BD be not J, pi. ADC,
then in pi. AB, draw DE _[_ AD sec. of pis. AB, ADC ;

& in pi. BC draw DF J, DC sec. of pis. BC, ADC ;

Now •.• pi. AB _L pi. ADC,
& that in AB, BE is drawn _|_ AD their com. sec.

.-. DE _L pi. ADC: iilef.U.

simly. DF JL pi. ADC

;

.-. fi'ora one point D, two rt. lines are _]_ same pi. ADC,
on same side of it

;

wh. is impossible. 13.11.

.-. from D, no rt. line can be drawn _|_ pi. ADC, except

BD, com. sec. of two pis. AB, BC ;

.-. BD J_ pi. ADC.

Therefore, if two pis., &c. &c. <j. e. d.
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PROP. XX.—Theorem.

If a solid angle be contained by three plane angles, any
two of them are greater than the third.

Let solid ^ at A be contained by three pi. ^s BAG,
CAD, DAB ; any two of them shall be > third.

If ^s BAG, CAD, DAB = ea. other,

it is evident that any two together are > third
;

but if they are ^ ea. other,

let ^ BAG be that wh. is <t: cither of others,

but > DAB.
Then in pi. passing through BA, AC,

make an ^ BAE = ^ DAB
; 23. i.

and make AE = AD
;

draw BEG cutting AB, AG in B, G
;

join BD, DC.

Then •.• DA = AE,
& AB is com. to both ^s,

& that /^ EAB = /_ DAB ;

.-. base DB = base BE

:

4.].

& •. BD + DC > BC, 20. ,

.
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& that BD = BE a part of BC,
.-. DC > rem. part EC.

Again *.• DA = AE,
& AC is com. to both /\,a,

& that base DC >
.-. Z DAC >

now Z. DAB =
.-. Zs DAB + DAC >

i.e. ./a DAB + DAC >
but ^ BAG <t

.^:::BAC+eitherofthem >

base EC
;

ZEAC: 25.1.

BAE, constr.

/^[s BAE + EAC
;

Z BAC;
either of ^s DAB, DAC,
the other.

Wherefore, if a solid angle, &c. &c. <j.
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PROP. XXL—Theorem.

Every solid angle is contained by plane angles which

together are less than four right angles.

First.—Let solid ^ at A be cont. by 3 pL Z.a BAC,

CAD, DAB. Then these 3 together are < 4 rt. Zs.

In AB, AC, AD, take any pomts B, C, D ;

join BC, CD, DB.

Then Z sol. Z at B is cont. by 3 pi. ^s CBA, ABD, DBC,

.•. any two of them > third
; 20. 11.

.-. Zs CBA + ABD > Z DBC :

Zs BCA + ACD > Z DCB
;

Zs CDA + ADB > Z BDC ;

. . r CBA, ABD, BCA, "1 ^ „ . f DBC, BCD,
• • ^^^ \ ACD, CDA, ADB, J > ^ ^^ \ CDB ;

butZsDBC + BCD + CDB = 2rt. Zs, 32.1

^ , rCBA, ABD, BCA,1 „ , ,

••«^«iACD,CDA,ADB;}>2'^*-^«--
now •.' the 3 Zs of ca. Z:^ ABC, ACD, ADB, = 2 rt. Zs,

[39.1.

slmly. {^
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r CBA, BAC, ACS, -|

.-. will. 9 ^8 J ACD, CDA, DAC, I = 6 rt. Zs ;

LaDB, DBA, BAD, J

but it was demonstr. that 6 of these 9 Zj> are > 2 rt. Zs ;

[demon.

.-. rem. 3 Zs BAC, DAC, BAD < 4 rt. Zs.

Secondly.—Let solid Z at A be cont. by any number

of pi. Zs BAC, CAD, DAE, EAF, FAB ; these together

shall be < 4 rt. Z^-

Let pis. in wh. the Zs are, be cut by a pi.

& let sees, of it with these pis. be BC, CD, DE, EF, FB.

Then •.• sol. Z at B is cont. by 3 pi. Zs CBA, ABF, FBC,

of wh. any two are > third
;

.-. Zs ABC + ABF > Z CBF :

/ ACD + ACB > Z BCD,.1 ADE + ADC > Z CDE,
smily. Zs i ^j,p ^ ^pp ^ ^ jjj,p^

l& AFE + AFB > Z EFB:
j-FBC, BCD,-|

but Zs \ CDE, DEF, I are Zs of fig. BCDEF
;

L &EFB,J
.". all Zs at bases of the ZiS > all Zs of polygon :
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, . . „ . f A X ii. r2 uumber of rt. ^s
& . all /js, of As together = ^ ,,

[as there are As. 32. i.

i. e. = 2 number of rt. ^s as

sides in fig.

& that all Zs of fig. + 4 rt. ) r 2 number of rt. /_ s

Z_^ J L as sides in fig.

1 cor. 32.1.

.'. all .^s of As together = all.^soffig.+ 4 rt.^^s;

but all ^s at bases of As > all /.s of fig. demon.

.-. rem. As of As, wh. cont. sol. .^ A < 4 rt. /_9.

Therefore every solid angle, &c. &c. q. e. d.
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PROP. VIII.—Theorem.—BOOK I.

Proclus gives a direct demonstration of this proposition,

nearly as follows.

Let the two As he so applied, that their equal base

may coincide in the same rt. line AB, but that their

vertices C, D, may be on opposite sides of it
;
join CD if

necessary.

Then •.' BC
.-. Z BCD
& •.• AC

.-. Z ACD
.-. Z ACB

BD,

Z BDC;
AD,

Z ADC:

Z ADB.

hypoth.

5.1.

h>-poth.

5. 1.

nx. 2. & 3.

Q. E. D.
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PROP. VI.—Theorem.—BOOK It.

This proposition may be very briefly deduced from

Prop. I. Book II. as follows :

C B

AB« = AB.AB,
= AB . AC, >

+ AB • CB, I

= AC . AC + CB . AC f

+ AC • CB + CB . CB '

= AC" + 2 AC . CB + CB^

Q. E. D.

1.2.

PROP. XIII.—Theorem.—BOOK II.

The demonstration of this proposition would be shorter

thus :

—

Fig. 1.

.^
A
A I"ig.2.
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AB2+BC2 = BD»+DA»+(BD±DC)»,|;J]!°j2!

= BD2+DA»
+ BD''+DC'±2 BD • DC, 4. 2. & cor. to 7. 2.

= ADHDC2+2 BD»±BD . DC,

= ACH2 BD • (BD+DC) 1.2.

= ACH2 BD • BC.

Q. E. D.

PROP. XXXV.—Theorem.—BOOK III.

The last case of this proposition, which is general, may
be demonstrated as follows :

—

ABCD the ©, O its cr., AB, CD, two rt. lines inter-

secting in E ; draw OH, OG _[_ AB, CD
;
join OE &

prod, it to 1

.

Then 0I» = OH2 + HBS
= 0H» + HE* + AE . EB,
= 0E« + AE . EB

;

Sinily. 0I« = 0E» + DE • EC
;

.-. AE . EB = DE . EC.

47.1.

6.2.

ax. 3.

Q. E. D.
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PROP. XXXVI.—Theorem.—BOOK III.

This proposition may be made to depend upon the last.

ABC the giv. ©, O its cr., DCA the rt. line cutting

and DB touching it.

With cr, & dist. OD desc. © DEG
;
prod. DA to G,

& draw ECF, touching © ACB.

Then it is easily proved that EC = CF = BD, and

that GC = AD.

Hence DC • DA = DC • CG,

= EC . CF,

= DB«.

Q. E. D.

PROP. VII.-Theorem.—BOOK VI.

The demonstration of this proposition may be shorteneil

thus :

—

^A
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Let As ABC, DEF have Z A = Z D, & AB : BC
: : DE : EF ; then, if each of ^s C & F, be either > or

< a rt. Z_^ or if one of them, as ^ C, be a rt. Z, the /^^

shall be equiang.

For if Z. ABC zfz Z E,

make Z. ABG = Z E.

Then Z Z A = Z D, hj-poth.

& Z ABG = Z E

;

constr.

& rem. Z AGB = rem. Z F

;

.'. As ABG, DEF, are equiang. :

Hence, AB : BG : : DE : EF : : AB : BC ; hjijoth.

.-. BG = BC,
"

9. 5,

.-. Z BGC = Z C :

First.—If now Z C be a rt, Z,
.-. Z BGC is also art. Z.

wh. is impossible. 17. j.

Secondly.—If /.s C & F be either each > or each < a

rt. Z., their equals, l_% BGC, BGA, are either each > or

each < a rt. Z> which is impossible. 13. i.

Hence A ABG zfi Z E,

.-. Z ABC = Z E,

& rem. Z C = rem. Z E
;

.'. As ABC, DEF, are equiang.

Q. E. D.

THE END.
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chap. V. and of the SVRIAC of ST. MATTHEWS GOSPEL, chap. vi.

for the use of Students. By the Rev. T. R. Brown, M.A. A'icar of

Soutbwick, Northamptonshire. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

A GREEK and ENGLISH LEXICON to the NEW
TESTAMENT. By John Parkhurst, formerly Fellow of Clare Hall.

Edited by the late Rev. H. J. Rose, B.D. Royal 8vo.

An ANALYSIS of the CIVIL LAW, in which a coni-
parison is occasionally made between the ROMAN LAWS and those of

England. By Samuel Hai.lipax, LL.D., late Lord Bishop of St. Asaph,
and formerly the King's Professor of the Civil Law. A New Edition,
with Alterations and Additions, being the Heads of a Course of Lec-
tures publicly read in the University of Cambridge, by James Wii.mam
Oki.dart, LL.D., the Queen's Professor of the Civil Law. «vo. cloth

boards, Os. &<.

The HISTORY of the UNIVERSITY of CAMBRIDGE
since the CONQUEST. ByTlioMAS Fdilkr, D.D., Chaplain in Ordinary
to King Charles H. and Prebendary of Haruin. A New Edition, with
additional Notes. By the latu Hev. .M. Phickktt, M.A,, F. 8. A., Chap-
lain of Trinity College ; and Thomas Wrioht, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., of the

tame Collogo. (Ivo, cloth boards, 12/.



Ileto mxti popular mov^^

PUBLISHED BY

D. BOGUE, 86, FLEET STREET.

ILLUSTRATED WORKS.

MILTON'S POETICAL WORKS,
BY JAMES MONTtiOMERY.

Paradise Lost and Regained, Coinus, Samson Agonistes, L'AlIegro, &c. :

witii Essay on Milton's Life and Writings, by James Montoomkby ;

illustrated with One Hundred and Twenty Engravings, by Thomi'Son,

Williams, Orrin Smith, &c., from Drawings by William 11arve%-.

Two volumes, crown 8vo, 24*. cloth ; 34*. morocco.

COWPER'S POEMS,
With Life and Critical Remarks, by the Rev. Thomas Ualk : and
Seventy-five fine Engravings by J. Orrin Smith, from Drawings by
J. Gilbert. Two handsome vols, crown t)vo, Us. cloth ; 34#. morocco.

'^ The handsomest of the ediliona of Cnwper."

—

Spbctator.

THOMSON'S SEASONS AND CASTLE OF
INDOLENCE.

With Life and Critical Remarks by Allan Cunningham ; and Forty-

eight Illustrations by Samuel Williams. i2s. cloth ; 17». morocco.

THE GALLERY OF BYRON BEAUTIES :

A Series of Portraits of the Heroines of Lord Byron's Poems, from
Drawings by the most eminent Artists, beautifully engraved. Super-

royal 8vo, handsomely bound in morocco, 31». 6J. ; highly coloured, 31.

HEATH'S SHAKSPEARE GALLERY.
Forty-five Portraits of the Female Characters of Shakspeare's Plays,

engraved by Mr. Charles Heath. Splendidly bound in morocco, 34*.

or highly coloured, 3/. 3*.

HEATH'S WAVERLEY GALLERY.
Portraits of the principal Female Characters in the Novels and Tales of

Scott. Thirty-six highly finished Plates, super-royal 8vo, splendidly
bomid in morocco, 3U. 6c/. ; or, with coloured plates, 3^.



ARCHITECTURAL WORKS.

THE CATHEDRALS OF ENGLAND AND WALES,
Delineated and described in a series of Views Arcliitectural and Pii

turesque, Plans, Elevations, &c. By B. Winkles. With Historical am.
Descriptive Accounts, and an Essay on the Architectural peculiarities

of the various Cathedrals. Three handsome volumes, imperial 8vo, 4:)y.

cloth.

*:(:* A few copies, India proofs, remain, 41. 10s.

BLOXAM'S GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.
Principles of Gothic Ecclesiastical Arcliitecture, elucidated by Qucstio
and Answer. Uy M. II. Bloxam. Now edition, foolscap 8vo, 6s.

STUART'S ANTIQUITIES OF ATHENS,
And other Monuments of Greece. Willi Seventy Plates, accurately
reduced from the great work of Stuart and IJevett ; and a Clironological

Table, forming a valuable Introduction to the Study of Grecian Arclii-

tecture. New edition, revised and enlarged. 10.?. 6<i. cloth.

GLOSSARY OF ARCHITECTURE:
Explanation of the Terms Used in Grecian, Roman, Italian, and Gothic
Architecture, exemplified by many hundred woodcuts. New edition,

greatly enlarged.—/n the press.

ANGLICAN CHURCH ARCHITECTURE,
With some Hemarks on EccU'slastical Vurnituro. By Jamkh Rarr,
Architect. Second edition, witli an Apj)en(Iix on the Symbols appro-
priate<l to the Saints in the Calendar of tlio Anglican Church. FoolBcn]!

Uvo, with numerous illustrations, Os. cloth.

WINKLES' FRENCH CATHEDRALS.
From drawings by R. Gahlanh ; with Historical and Dosorlptlvo

Accounts: containing l''ifty large 4to Plates. In u handsome volimic
bouiul in cloth. Orii/hmlti/ jntblisheil at ;i(»jr. ; reduced to Hi. lloyal

4to, India proofs, jiubtiiliid at :U. ; vfdiiced to '21. 2s,

*0* An Kditlon may also bo had in imperial llvn, to range with the

Unulihu CATUKViiALH, pricti lUs. olulh.



NEW AND POPULAR BOOKS.

THE BOOK OF THE MONTHS AND CIRCLE OF
THE SEASONS.

Embellished with Twenty -eight Illustrations from Drawings by Wiluam
IIarvky. Foolscap 8vo, Ts. cloth, 10*. 6d. morocco.

THE YOUNG STUDENT;
Or, Ralph and Victor. JJy Madams Guizot. From the French by
Samuel Jackson. With Illustrations, Ht. cloth.

CURIOSITIES OF MODERN TRAVEL:
A Year-Book of Adventure. With Eight Illustrations, 5/. Gd. cloth.

POETICAL WORKS OF THE REV. THOMAS DALE.
Including The Widow of Nain, The Daughter of Jairus, &o. New and
enlarged edition, foolscap 8vo, 7'- cloth ; lOi. M. morocco.

THE YOUNG ISLANDERS.
The Adventures of the Seaward House Boys : a Talc of the Last Cen-
tury. I!y Jkkkkbvs Ta vloh. With Eight I'lates by Samuei, Williams.
New edition, foolscap 8vo, 7*. cloth.

EMMA DE LISSAIJ;
Or, Memoirs of a Converted Jewess. New edition, with Illustrations by
CiiLBKRT, 7*. cloth J 10*. 6d. morocco.

ROSETTE AND MIRIAM;
Or, the Twin Sisters: a Tale. By the Author of "Emma de Lissau."

Foolscap 8vo, C*. cloth.

WASHINGTON IRVING'S LIFE OF M. DAVIDSON.
Life and Poetical Remains of Margarh-t Davidson, liy Washington
Irving, Author of " The Sketch Book." Fcp. 8vo, frontit^piece, 5*. cloth.

*' Beyond all question one of the most singular and interesting pieces of literary
history ever penned."»Britann[a.

LUCRETIA DAVIDSON'S REMAINS.
Jlemoirs and Poetical liemains of Lucrbtia Uavidson. By Miw
Skdgwick. Uniform with the above. 5s. cloth.

MRS. SIGOURNEY'S NEW WORK.
Pleasant Memories of Pleasant Lands; with Six Engravings, from
Drawings by Uoberts, Turnkh, Crkswick, ic. Foolscap 8vo.



PRIZE AND GIFT-BOOKS:

TILTHS MINIATURE CLASSICS.

Each volume of this admh-able series of Standard AVorks is printed on

the finest paper, and is illustrated with an elegant frontispiece. The

binding is executed in a superior manner, very tastefully ornamented.

Any work may be purchased separately. The prices per volume ai'e

—

Ornamented cloth, gilt edges . . Is. 6d.

Prettily bound in silk . . . ..20
Very handsome in morocco . . .30

Those to which a star is prefixed, being much thicker than the others, are

Sixpence per volume extra.

BACON'S ESSAYS, Moral and Economical.

BEATTIE'S MINSTREL ; a Poem.

CHANNING'S ESSAYS. 2 vols.

CIIAPONE'S LETTUKS on the MIND.

COLERIDGE'S ANCIENT MARINER, &c.

COTTIN'S ELIZABETH ; or, the EXILES of SIBERIA.

* COWPER'S POE.MS. 2 vols.

FALCONER'S SHIPWRECK.
FENELON'S REFLECTIONS and THOUGHTS.

* OEMS of ANECDOTE. Original and Selected.

* of WIT and HUMOUR.
* from AMIiltlCAN POETS.

* of AMERICAN WIT and ANECDOTE.
* of BRITISH POETS-Chaucer to GolUsmith.

* Falconer to Campbell.

it> Living Authors.

* Sacred.

GILK8S GUIDE to DOMESTIC H.XPPINIJSS.

* GOLDSMITH'S VICAR of WAKEFIELD.
I«SAYS.

POETICAL WORKS
GRAY'S POKTICAL WORKS.

GREGORY'S LEGACY to Ms DAUaHTEIlS.



TILT'S MINIATURE CLASSICS—CONTINUED.

* HAMILTON'S COTTAGEHS of GLENBURNIE.
* LET'JERS on EDUCATION. 2 vols.

LAMB'S TALES from SIIAKESrEAUE. 2 vols.

ROSAMUND GRAY : a Tale.

* IRVING'8 ESSAYS and SKETCHES.
JOHNSON'S RASSELAS, I'rinoe of Abyssinia.

LEWIS'S TALES of WONDER.
MASON'S TREATISE on SELF-KNOWLEDGE.
MILTON'S PARADISE LOST. 2 vol!*.

* MORE'S CaCLEBS in SEARCH of a WIFE. 2 vols.

PRACTICAL PIETY. 2 vols.

PURE GOLD from the RIVERS of AVISDO.M.

* SACRED HARP. A Collection of Sacrea Poetry.

ST. PIERRE'S PAUL and VIRGINIA.
SCOTT'S BALLADS and LYRICAL PIECES.

* LADY of the LAKE; a Poem,

— LAY of the LAST MINSTREL.
* MARMION ; a Tale of Flodden Field.

* SHAKSPEARES WORKS. « voU. 5.3 Plates.

+ GEMS from SIIAKSPEARE.
* THOMSON'S SEASONS.
TALBOT'S REFLECTIONS and ESSAYS.
TOKEN of AFFECTION.

of FRIENDSHIP.
—. of REMEMBRANCE.

AVALTON'S COMPLETE ANGLER. 2 vols.

WARWICK'S SPARE MINUTES.
YOUNG'S NIGHT THOUGHTS, 2 vols.

Morocco Case, with Glass Doors, hohling Ten or Twelve Volumes, neally

ornamented, price 6*. ; Rosewood Case to hold the whole set, II. it.

As there are several imitations of this beautiful scries, it is ncccstary to

specify " Tilt's Edition.



DRAWING BOOKS AND WORKS OF ART.

J. D. IIAHDING.
ELEMENTARY ART ; or,

the Use of the Black Lead Pencil

advocated and explained. 28

Plates. Imperial 4to, 42s. cloth.

EARLY DRAWING BOOK

:

Elementary Lessons. 6 Numbers,
1*. 6rf. ; or in cloth, lOs. 6it.

DRAWING BOOK for 1838 :

Advanced Studies, printed in

Tints. 6Nos. 3s. ; halfmor. 2J*.

DRAWING BOOK for 1841 :

Sketches in Sepia and Clialk. (J

Nos. 3s. GJ. ; neatly bound, 24s.

DRAWING BOOK for 1837 :

Advanced Studies. G Nos. 3s. ;

half-morocco, 21*.

HARDING'S PORTFOLIO

:

24 hiKhly-linished Sketches, (i

Nos. 3*. ; coloured, 5*.

SAMUKL PROUT, F.S.A.

PROUT'S MICROCOSM : or,

Artist's Sketch-book: many Hun-
dred Groups of Figures, Boats,

&c. Imperial 4to, 24s. neatly bd.

GEORGE
DRAWING BOOK OF OB-
JECTS, for Young Children and
Drawing Classes in Schools. 6
Nos. Is., cloth 7s. 6(i.

ENGLISH LANDSCAPE
SCENERY, a series of Real
Landscapes. 6 Nos. Is. ; cloth,

7s. CJ.

ELEMENTARY DRAW.
ING BOOK of Landscapes,
Buildings, &c. 6 Nos. Is. 6rf.

;

cloth, 10s. 6d.

CIIILDS.

LITTLE SKETCH BOOK

:

Easy Studies in Landscapes,
Figures, &c. Improved edit. 14

Nos. 6(/. ; or 2 vols, cloth, 4s. each.

ELEMENTARY DRAW-
ING BOOK : Studies from Na-

*

ture, in a Series of Progressive
Lessons. 8 Nos. 9d. ; or cl. 7». 6rf.

JAMES ANDREWS.
ART of' FLOWER PAINT-
ING, drawn and Coloured after

Nature. 6 Nos. coloured, 2s. 6d.

cloth, neat, Kis.

PROGRESSIVE DRAW-
ING BOOK OF FLOWERS, in
ICasy Lessons. C Nos. coloured,
Is. 6(f. ; cloth, very neat, 9s.

Uarrauo's Studies op Animals. Six Nob. 4to, 3s.; coloured, 5s.

CoopRit's (T. S.),Skktche8 from Nature. 6 Nos. 3s.6f/. ; bound, 31s. Gd.

Fairland's Human Finims. 12 Nos. 2s. ; or 2 vols, cloth, 12s. each.

Fairland's Juvknilk Artist. 8 Nos. Is. ; cloth, 8*.

(iRKKNWooD's Studikb OK Trkks. 6 Nos. Is. ; cloth, 7s 6d.

(iRirNOv's Kiiii'i'iNO AND CiiAKT. C Nos. Is 6(1. ; cloth, lUs. 6cf.

Julikn's Studiek op IIkahk. Nos. 2s. ; cloth, 12s.

1'iiilmi'h'h Ktchinos op Famimaii Like. 3 Nos. Is. 6<f.

PiiiLMp's Akt op Painti.no in Watkk ('oloi'rs. Col'd Plates, b(t. Sit.

Rawi.inh'h Ei.kmkntaiiv I'Kitsi'ECTivK. Royal 4to, (towcd, 4s.

WoHiti.Kv'M Lirri.K Drawing Book op Landbcapeb, dco. 14 Nos. Cxi. ;

or 2 void, cloth, 4s. each.

/kittkr'b Studikb op Animals. Nob. If. ; cloth, Ji. 6d.

PUIiLISIIRD IIY D. VOUVE, FLGKT STREET. "/.v
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